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Abstract 

In this thesis, the author developed an Adaptive Fuzzy Network (AFN) with supervised 

and reinforcement learning mechanisms. The AFN was applied to the adaptive finite state 

control of the cornputer simulated swing phase of paraplegic locomotion. The swinging 

leg was modeled as a compound pendulum with electrically stimulated quadriceps and a 

powered hip brace. 

It was found that the supervised learning controuer was able to  mimic a previoudy 

optimized open-loop controller after approximately ten training trials and could use sensor 

feedback to cope with slight parameter variations which caused the open-loop controuer to 

fail. The reinforcement Iearning controller was able to  learn a similar optimal control strat- 

egy using only evaiuative reinforcements and could re-adapt to new models with significant 

parameter variations wit hin tens of trials after previously Iearned control strategy failed. 

S tarting from no experience, the reinforcement learning cont roller required hundreds of tri- 

als to succeed. However, incorporating a priori knowledge greatly accelerated the learning 

process, which is important for clinical implementation. 



Preface 

This thesis is the outcome of two-year graduate study and research from 1993 to 1995 in the 

Department of Biomedical Engineering a t  the University of a b e r t a .  Part of the research 

was carried out at the Rehabilitation Research Center of Glenrose Rehabilitation Hospital 

and a t  the Alberta Microelectric Center. The following is a brief outline of the thesis: 

Chapter 1 is an introduction to biological motor control systems, the roIe of the 

spinal cord in rnotor control, Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), and the Functional Neuromuscular 

Stimulation (FNS) technique. 

Chapter 2 is a literature review of adaptive nonlinear control in general and control 

strategies for FNS in particular. Based on this review, my initial hypothesis for this thesis 

was proposed. 

Chapter 3 describes the met hods, including the computer mode1 of the swinging leg 

used in the computer simulation, and the adaptive fuzzy network. Section 3.1 describes the 

computer mode1 of the FNS-induced motion of the swinging leg; Section 3.2 describes the 

adaptive fuzzy logic system, in which fuzzy set theory was introduced, and the Adaptive 

Fuzzy Network (AFN) was deveIoped. The supervised learning algorithm for the AFN 

was formuiated using the mean squares error as optimal object function and a gradient 

algorithm for updating interna1 parameters. A test of the AFN's ability to approximate 

a function was verified using a nonlinear function; Reinforcement learning is introduced, 

including the REINFORCE and the TD algorithms, as well as the relatioaship between 

Reinforcement Learning and Dynamic Programming. This is followed by the formulation 

of the specific reinforcement learning aigorithm for the AFN. 

Chapter 4 represents the  results of computer simulations demonstrating the adaptive 

control of the FNS swinging leg. The simulations include supervised learning, reinforcement 

learning, and a combination of both techniques. 



Chapter 5 is the discussion of results, and the conclusions. 

Chapter 6 is suggestions for further work. 

In the Appendixes, Details of swinging leg mode1 are given. 

The thesis was prepared with UTStypesetting software and GNU Emacs editor on Sun 

workstations. ' 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Human Motor Control and the Spinal Cord 

Walliing is an important movement in human daily life. The biological motor control system 

is a sophisticated, hierarchical and distributed system [Ste80, Pro93, Ito84, BSB93, KFS87, 

Alb81, Bro75, BRM93J. The nervous system f d s  into two major divisions, the central 

and the peripheral. The central nervous system (CNS) includes t h e  brain (cerebrum and 

cerebellum) and the spinal cord (Fig. 1.2B). The spinal cord is an extension of the brain 

and also consists of white matter that is bundles of nerve fibres, and  grey matter which 

contains the nerve cell bodies and endings where the synapses take place (Fig.l.lB). The 

spinal cord lies within the spinal canal, which is formed posteriorly by the vertebral bodies 

and anteriorly by the neural arches of the vertebrae (Fig.l.l(A)). T h e  vertebrae are divided 

into four groups-from top to bot tom- cervical, t horacic, lumbar and sacral. Abbreviated 

names are commonly used, e.g., T4 refers to the fourth thoracic vertebra. Different spinal 

nerve groups control different muscle groups, as indicated in Fig. 1.2. 

In this hierarchical neural motor control system, sensory signals and motor commands 

pass between sensory organs, muscles, spinal cord, cerebellum, sensory cortex, and motor 

cortex. The cerebral motor cortex (situated in the gyrus immediately anterior to the 

central fissure of Rolando) provides high-level motor planning and control. The cerebehm 

is the middle level rnotor lexnizg and corAr01 center [Mar69, Alb81, Ito841 which performs 

sub-consciously. The spinal cord is the low level control center where many preset motor 

programs such as the stretch reflex and Centrai Pattern Generator exist. 

The upper motor neurons arise in several different areas of t h e  brain (but mostly in 
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Figure 1.1: Sectional view of spinal vertebrae and cord. (A)Spinal cord lies inside three 
meninges and vertebral canal. (B)Diagram showing afferent and efferent fibers, interneu- 
rons, H-sharped area of gray matter, and reflex arc inside the cord. (from [Bro751) 

the motor cortex), pass down the descending tracts of the spinal cord, and cross over to 

the other side before exiting the spinal roots. Within the grey matter  of the anterior 

horn, the  upper motor neurons synapse with the lower motor neurons, as well as with a 

large number of inter carry many different types of sensory information like the f a d a r  

sensations of touch, temperat ure, pain and vibration, as well as "proprioceptive" signals 

used in feedback control of limbs. These signals include the positions of the joints and the 

tension in the muscles and ligaments. 

Figure 1.3 shows descending motor tract and ascending sensory tract passing between 

motor cortex, sensory cortex, thalamus, spinal cord, muscles, and sensory nerves. Figure 

l . l (B)  shows the afferent, efferent neurons, and reflex arc inside spinal cord. 

1.2 Spinal Cord Injury 

If the spinal cord is damaged by accident o r  disease, the result can be a wide variety of 

motor disabilities depending on the lesion level and the degree of injury. The abbreviation 

SC1 (Spinal Cord Injury, or Spinal Cord Injured) refers to various spinal injuries or those 

people whose spinal cords are injured. 

People with spinal injuries at the level of the  cervical spine are 'quadriplegic', since both 

the arms and legs are affected. If the lesion is above C4, the diaphragm is also affected, 

making breathing difficult or impossible, and the chance of survival poor. At the lower 
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Figure 1.2: Whole view of spinal vertebrae and cord. (A)Lateral view of spinal vertebrae, 
with nomenclature of four groups (GIF from [CPN94]). (B) Ventral view of cord, showing 
different spinal nerves controlling different muscle groups (scan from[Bro75]). 
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Figure 1.3: Motor and sensory tracts in spinal cord. (AIDescending pyramidal motor tract 
from motor cortex to efferent neurons. (B)Sensory ascending tract from afferent neurons, 
through the sensory information pre-processing hub Thalamus, t o  the sensory cortex. (scan 
frorn[Bro75]) 



cervical levels, some arm and hand functions are preserved. If the spinal cord is damaged 

in the thoracic or lumbar regions, only the legs are affected and the individual is said t o  be 

"paraplegic". Paraplegics with lesions in the rniddle to low thoracic range (T5-T12) have 

fuU upper limb function and a degree of control of the trunk musculature ( important for 

posture and gait), depending on the lesion level. It  is these paraplegics that are suitable 

for the restoration of standing and walking with present elect rical stimulation technologies. 

The spinal cord terminates at the S1 vertebral level, below this level there are only lower 

motor neurons. Injury a t  or below S 1  level will thus result in damage of these lower motor 

neurons, leading to  degeneration and denervation of muscle. Denervated muscie cannot be 

excited by electrical stimulation sufficient to  produce functional movement. 

According to the degree of injury, SC1 can also be classified aç "complete SCI" with a 

cornplete loss of sensory or motor functions below the level of lesion; or "incomplete SC1" 

with different degree of preserved sensory or motor functions below the level of lesion. 

It is estimated that in U.S.A. alone, there are 238,000 SC1 people and 11,000 new 

ones per year [Erg851 and most SC1 are Young males (Fig. 1.4). In addition, there are 

millions of partly or wholly immobilized individuals, including about 2.5 million affected 

by stroke and 1.8 million by head injuries [KobN]. Rehabilitation technology now enables 

SC1 individuals to iive a normal life-span, and care costs exceed 1 million $US for each 

SC1 individual. Advances have been made in various approaches to enhance locomotor 

recovery after SCI, including pharmacotherapy and electrical stimulation [BR94]. Spinal 

cord regeneration (par t idy  or fully) may provide the ultimate cure for SCI, but for now it 

is a distant hope [Faw92]. On the other hand, currently available rehabilitation techniques 

such as wheelchairs, mechanical bracing, and electrical stimulation can already provide SC1 

individuals with limited mobility, physical and psychological rehabili t ation. It is argued 

[BR941 that a combination of the various approaches wiU provide an optima3 base for 

functional locomotor recovery after SCI. 

1.3 F'unct ion Neurornuscular Stimulation 

Although SC1 individuals can not voluntarily cont rol their muscles, the motor units (motor 

aeuron with controlled muscles) are still intact, and only the supra-spinal connection to the 

brain is damaged. The FES (Functional Eiectrical Stimulation) technique can be used to 



Figure 1.4: SC1 statistical figure. Slajority of SC1 individuals a re  (-4) Young (61.1% is aged 
16-30). and ( B )  males (81%). (GIF picture from [CPSWJ) 

stimulate the neuromuscular system t o  assist locomotion in individuds with SCI. FES has 

been applied t o  restore movernent. hearing. vision. cardiac pacemaking and bladder control 

[Lee-9. HKkS]. Here the  term FSS (Functional Seuromuscular Stimulation) \vil1 be used 

to emphasize the application to  t he  neuromuscular systems t o  assist functional movement . 

FSS is based on the excitability of human nerves and muscle fibres [SteSO]. Cnder t he  

influence of an esternal electrical field generated by cathode (negative) and anode (positive) 

electrodes (Fig. 1.5). the  excitation of nerve and muscle is induced by ionic transport 

across ce11 tissue membranes. as described by the Huxley and Hodgkin Equations [ S t e ~ o ] .  

Beneath the active (cathode) electrode. positive ions (mostly sodium and some potassium) 

are a t  t racted while negative ions (principallu chloride) a re  simult aneously repelled on t0  

the nerve membrane. This resuits in the  depolarization of the  nerve membrane which 

lias positive pot eiitial outside and negative potential inside a t  rest ing state. .in anode 

or indiferent electrode is required t o  form a close circuit for the  ionic current. \\'ben 

externally iiiduced depolarization reaches a threshold. spontaneous depolarization occurs 

and an  all-or-none "action potential" is generated in the  nerve. 

The  forces generated by muscles are regulated by the firing ra te  of action potentials 

in each motor unit. and the recruitment of motor units within the  motor neuron pool 

according to  their ce11 body size. The  "Size Principle- [SteSO] States that: if a stimulus 

is applied directly on the nerve fibre membrane, then the larger diameter fibre requires 

a higher threshold for initiating action potentials. This is because the membrane area 

is proportional t o  fibre diameter, t hus a stronger stimulus is required to  stimulate larger 

membrane area. In the  normal intact neuromuscular system, t he  synaptic elect ric current 

that  excites fibres is applied directly on membranes. and thus will follow the size principle. 
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Figure 1.5: Serve fiber under esternal elect rical field. Segative elect rode (active electrode) 
attracts positive ions from the  membrane and causes depolarization (scan frorn [BBBil-811). 

This will allow smaller fibres t o  be manipulated a t  lo~ver force levels. while large fibres ivili 

be available to  produce large forces if necessary bu applj-ing strong stimulus. Hoivever. 

if stimulus is not applied directly on the membranes. but  applied esternally between two 

distant electrodes, the  t hreshold of external stimulus for ini tiat ing an action potentials xvill 

Lary inversely with t he  fibre diameter. This is because t h e  increased membrane area of t h e  

larger fibre wiU receive a larger amount of current from the  esternal electrical field. T h e  

increase in received charge due t o  the larger fibre diameter outweighs the requirement for a 

larger current to  initiate action potentials for larger fibre diamcter due to the Size Principle. 

This results in an inverse relationsliip between fibre size and threshold of esternally applied 

stimulus. This unnatural  *'inverse size principle" prevents the fine manipulation of FSS- 

induced muscle force. since larger motor units are escited first. Zhou et al. [ZBSEÏ] 

proposed a strategy t o  overcome the inverse size principle in FXS by using supra-maximal 

amplitude high frequency blocking stimuli with normal FSS stimuli. 

There are two basic rnethods to  regulate muscle force bu esternal stiniuIation: One is 

recruitment modulation which varies the number of activated niotor units. Pulse widt h 

modulation is preferred t o  amplitude modulation because less charge is transferred per 

stimulus for any given force. wliich reduces risk of electrode corrosion and tissue damage. 

In addition, pulsewidt h modulation is straightforward t o  implement electronically. The 

otlier method is frequency modulation in which the stimulus frequency is modulated t o  



change &.onal firing rate. It \vas found [CLPCSlJ that a combination of pulse width and 

frequency modulation in FSS improved control performance. in particular a better transient 

performance t han t hat obt ained using pulse~vidt h modulation alone. 

It is also possible t o  selectively excite different kinds of muscle fibres with different 

membrane t ime constants bu selecting est  ernal stimulus duration and am p h  ude. From a 

simple RC membrane model. it is known that the chronasie value (Fig.l.6) is proportional 

to membrane time constant. Larger time constant membranes require more charging ions 

to reach a threshold potential to  trigger action potentials. Therefore. for a fixed stimulus 

amplitude. a certain stimulus duration will a c t i n t e  some muscle fibres. but not activate 

others wit h longer membrane time constants. The relationship between amplitude and 

duration of t hreshold stimulus for esternaily escited muscle is caiIed "Lapicque st rengt h- 

duration curve" [BBBL\*El]. nliich reflects the excitability of t he  muscle (Fig. 1.6). This 

strength-duration curve has a shape similar to  the hyperbolic function y=l/(x-a)+- b. where 

a and b are constants. For real nerves and muscles. t hese parameters may be considered 

to be constants for short pulses [BBBIl'Sl]. The important concepts in this hyperbolic 

"strength-duration curvev are that stimuli of short duration require a non-linearly increas- 

ing intensity in order t o  excite the tissue and that stimuli of estremely short duration will 

not cause depoIarization escept with intensities impractically high for clinical purposes. 

Converselu. a point is reached \vith the tveak stimulus of a low level current at which no 

response occurs regardless of the lengtli of time the current is applied. The magnitude 

of current just sufficient to  cause excitation of a particular fibre is called "rheobase". It 

has become customary t o  measure the length of time required for threshold stimulus a t  a 

amplitude which is twice that  of the rheobase, and to report this value as "chronaxie". Dif- 

ferent kinds of nerves and muscle fibres have different characteristic Lapicque curves, e-g., 

a nerve has a Lapicque curve close to  the axes due to  its high escitabilit?. while denervated 

muscle fibre has a Lapicque curve further away frorn the ases due  to  its low escitability. 

For nerves and muscle fibres with the same membrane time constant? selective stimulation 

using stimulus duration and amplitude will not work. The size principle could be applied 

to  recruit nerves with same membrane time constant but different axon size. 

In FSS terrninology, the "motor point" is an  important concept. -4 motor point is not 

a particular anatomical structure or pliysiological organ like the motor unit. but is rather 



Figure 1.6: Strength-duration curve of threshold stimuli to  nerves and muscles. The left 
curve represents highb e x i t  able nerve. and the right curve describes the low excitable den- 
ervated muscle. Two important points also shown are. rheobase. the minimum amplitude 
to excite the tissue. and chronasie. the duration of a stimulus at twice rheobasic amplitude 
must be applied to  excite the  tissue (scan from [BBBn'El]  ). 

a point on skin surface where an electrical stimulus can produce significant contraction of 

a particular musde or muscle group. Ksually it is a point on the skin where the rnotor 

nerves to a particular muscle pass superficially. or a point where an underlying muscle can 

be select ively st imulated. lar ious motor points maps and practical elect rode placements 

have been described [BBBli 's l] .  One important rnotor point is situated over the common 

peroneal nerve on the lower estremity wliere stimulation can illicit a flesor reflex that 

involves both the hip and knee joints. This is useful for initiating the swing phase of gait 

using surface electrodes [GHS+93]. 

Alt hough the application of eIect ricity to treat neuromuscular diseases has a centuries 

long histoq- [BBBli:El]? Liberson's work [LHSDûl] is \videlu considered to be the beginning 

of modern F S S  technologv. In t his landmark work? Liberson and his colleapues applied 

elect rical stimulation to the peroneal nerve to dorsiflex the foot in order to overcome foot 

drop during the siving phase of liemiplegic gait. The electrical stimulation !vas synchronized 

to the gait cycle using a heel-switch attached under subjectbs foot. 

-4round 1962, a group of researcliers a t  Case Uèstern Reserve Gniversity led by James B. 
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Reswick began extensive s t  udies on the application of FSS technology t o  assist funct ional 

movements of the SCI. For more than 30 years. the  Cleveland FSS research group. including 

researchers a t  Cil-Rt- and  Cleveland ié terans  Affairs Medical Center. has been the most 

active FTS  research group [CKII+86. Chi92. Kob9.11. 

In 1962. the first symposium of ",Idvances in esternal control of human estremi- 

ties(ECHE)" \vas held in 1-ugoslavia. during which Dr. Rajko Tomovic. one of pioneer- 

ing researchers in F S S  and  rehabilitation robotics. made introductory remarks on human 

estremities control. James Reswick. and Sorbert  IYiener were also invitees in that  first 

symposium [Res9O]. This international ECBE symposium has been held every three years 

since then and has documented progress in FSS  [PopSO]. 

Recently. a commercial F S S  systern. ~ a r a s t  ep@ System. was developed and  rnarlieted 

by Sigmedics Inc.. Sorthbrook. IL. CS.-\ [KAlI+93). It had been undergoing the first 

FD-A-approved FSS clinical trials a t  20 sites wit h over 100 subjects ( mostly complete SC1 

subjects) since the la te  1980's. The  parastep@ systein is a 6-channel. microprocessor- 

controlled device using surface electrodes in which t he  quadriceps and hip muscles u-ere 

stimulated to  estend the knees and hips for standing. T h e  peroneal nerves were stimulated 

to  illicit flesion refleses for stepping. In this system. no bracing was used and a n  adapted 

walker was used to  provide body weiglit support and  for mounting the manual control 

switches. The functional purpose of the parastep@ system is upright mobility-including 

moving through d o o r w a ~ s  and  up a one-step curb-as an alternative. but not a substitute. 

for a wlieelchair. The participants in the clinical trials could purcllase the  system a t  cost 

(s'ï.000 - s10.000). 

In .lpril 1991. the parastep@ systern. init ially developed bu D. Graupe and associates at 

the Cniversity of Illinois, became the first and the only FSS walking system t o  obtain FD.4 

approval for unbraced ambulation by complete paraplegics [GIiS.'j]. The systern is presently 

in use by over 300 people worIdwide. This is a significant development since prior to  

this, FD-4 labelling requirements rest ricted FES/FSS only t o  the following uses: ret arding 

or reversing atrophy: increasing muscle blood flow: muscle reeducation; maintaining or 

incrcasing range of motion; inliibiting spasticity; and  preventing venous thrombosis in 

post-surgical patients. T h e  new FD--\ approval for unbraced FSS ambulation means that 

FSS  t echno1ogy has finailj* achieved some cliiiically recogiiized "funct ional" benefit s rat her 



than being a purely therapeutic modalitu. 

Currently. the w-heel-chair remains the most efficient and convenient way for paraplegics 

to achieve rnobility. and its potential has been well esploited. However. FSS is a promis- 

ing and chaiienging methodology which could greatly improve the quality of life through 

ph~sical/psychological rehabili tat ion [GF-ADgq and worliplace mobility [KASIf 931 for para- 

plegics provided some key technical problems are overcorne. Man- improvements are re- 

quired before FSS can become as mature as say the cardiac pacemaker. Currently. there 

are approsirnately a dozen FSS research groups around the world. in the T-.S.-1.. Canada. 

L-.K.. Japan. Ketherlands. and Slovenia. and ~~ugoslavia. Some typical F M  research top- 

ics are: FXS control st rategies [CKllct?S. Chi92. Pro93]: computer simulation st udies 

[KZSg. YZ901: FSS electrode technology (surface. percutaneous and wireless implanted 

electrodes) [LZSTSl. SSLS92]: application of different sensors [CCXHB~.  AndSJj. includ- 

ing st rain-gauge flesible goniomet ers [K;\P+95]. force sensing resistors [AB PKE9. ,\ndS.j]. 

accelerometers [\-FI-B93. -4ndS.jl. nat ural sensory nerre signals ( E S G  ) [PS J+93]. ES1 G 

signals[GKS.j]. sensor signal telernetry [FCOJ. And9.51: hybrid FSS systems incorporating 

active or passive mechanical braces [.ABB'S8. PTSP9. KASIC93. DH9O. Dur921: multi- 

channel computerized FSS syst ems [E\iVG+9 1. G P 9  1. IIWP91. BFKSS]. rvhich usually con- 

sist of a portable stimulator based on microprocessor and an esperimentd controI host 

based on personal computer or mini cornputer: methods of selective nerve stimulation 

[ZBSEï. CLPCgl] and therapeutic effects of FSS [SRZG93. GF-ID931 to oïercome the 

chronic secondarv problenis caused bu reduced muscle activity after SCI. such as disuse 

atrophy of muscle. bone demineralization. impaired circulation leading to abnormal throm- 

bus formation and decubitus ulcers. increased incidence of hypertension and heart disease, 

and a general decrease in cardiopulmonary function. 

The future of FSS and other neural prostheses appears to be optimistic. according to 

G.E. Loeb [LoeSg]: "Seural prosthetics today is at a level of development comparable to 

cardioIogy 25 years ago. when pacemakers were novel and primitive. ECG interpretation 

was largely subjective and empirical. and artificial hearts were a dream. The  nervous 

system is certainly more compiicated than the heart. but our technology is now vastly 

more sophisticated and more rapidl?- delivered. The nest 2.5 years will be seminal for 

applied neurosciences ." 



liaybe. t his new emerging technology should be coined as "neuroengineering". rather 

t han the a n - b a r d  '-applied neurosciences'*. 



Chapter 2 

Literat ure Review 

,ifter decades of extensive research and clinical evaluation. FSS has been demonstrated t o  

be feasible in assisting paraplegic subjects to  s tand  and walk [LHSD61. TbI66. BBBlVEl. 

HH81. Loe89. XBPK89. Pop9O. 1290. Chi92. h--UI+93, BR9-I. K119-1. GK9.51. However. 

there are several Limitations to  the daily-use of FSS. including: t he  rapid onset of muscle 

fatigue induced by electrical stimuIaiion. limited ability t o  modulate t he  force of muscular 

contraction. high energy consumption due to  excessive effort of t he  upper body. linii ted 

selection of sensors, lirnited human-machine interface. and the difficulties in cont rolling 

highly non-linear. time-varying. and high degree-of-freedom neuromuscular systems. Poor 

control results in unnatural. jerky and inefficient FSS gaits in terms of metabolic energy 

consumption. speed and endurance [KSlIi91. Mar91. Iiob9-I. KM94]. Iniproved control is 

tlierefore essential t o  irnprove the practicality of future FSS systems. 

2.1 General Review of Adaptive Nonlinear Control 

The neuromuscular syst em is non-linear (e.g. muscle recruit ment curve). t irne-varinp ( e g .  

muscle fatigue and potentiation). and sub ject t o  eicternal dist urbances (e.g. load change 

in hand grasping control o r  the unpredictable voluntary movement of upper body in leg 

ivalking control). Before discussing FXS control strategies. it may be  helpful t o  review 

adaptive nonlinear control strategies in general in order to  get a broad view of the available 

tools. 

If the plant is linear and  time-invariant. then standard h e a r  systern feedback control 

(e.g. PID. LQR) methods may suffice [\égSO. KiriO]. If the plant is time-varying but 
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linear. then conventiona1 linear adaptive controllers [-111'95] such as the Self Tuning Reg- 

ulator [HB81] using recursive parameter identification algorithms. or the lIodel Reference 

hdaptive Controller [SI1801 usinp Lyapunov stability techniques. are applicable. 

-1lthough for non-linear and tirne-invariant sustems. there are no weil-established sys- 

temat ic t heories similar t o  t hose in linear sustems. t here are some practical nonlinear control 

met hods [SL91]. For example. gain scheduling [JJ93] can synt hesize a piecewise cont roller 

using different feedback gains for different operating points. Stiding mode controllers have 

escellent robustness properties t o  nonlinear mode1 parametric uncertaintu (Slo&i]. -1 non- 

linear feedforward compensator can be designed t o  cancel nonlinearity. Iarious linearization 

methods could also be used. such as perturbation linearization about an operating point 

[KZSS. HLL9 11: feedback linearizat ion (o r  exact linearization) [IsiP5]. Isidori [Isi85] argued 

that after 1980s. differential geometry had proven t o  be as successful t o  the stud?. of non- 

linear systems as the  Laplace transform a n d  comples functions theory were in the  19.50s to 

the study of single input single output linear systems or  linear algebra in the 1960s \vas to 

the study of multivariable linear systems. 

However, in general. for non-linear and  time-varying systems. it remains very difficult 

to  synt hesize stable adapt ive nonlinear cont rollers t hat can perform sat isfactorily. Conven- 

tionai non-linear control and adaptive control have been combined to  synthesize adaptive 

nonlinear controllers such as the adaptive sliding mode controiler [SCEû] or t he  self tun- 

ing regulat or a i t  li  nonlincar coiiipeiisation [dKS G94]. Silice 1990. sigiiificant progress has 

been made in the use of artificial neural networks ( A S S )  [Fra89. 51SIf'90b, iVS9'2. SP90. 

LS93. HSZG92. Son93, ZHD'W, SS94aI. fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) [Leego. Men951. 

and neuro-fuzzy systems [Meng& JS95, Bru931. -4ltliough the early investigations into the 

application of XXS and FL control were niostly conducted on an ad hoc or trial and error 

basis, recent work has now established a rigorous theoretical foundation with systematic 

design met hods. 

2.1.1 Adaptive Nonlinear Control Ushg Neural Networks 

It has been proven that -4XKs are universal nonlinear function approximators [ZHD+91. 

Son93, HSZG92. SS94a, SS92bI. Theoretically. AXSs can be used as  nonlinear system 

identifiers and controllers [SP90]. The  important issue now is how to  design learning 
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or adaptation rules t hat guarantee st ability and convergence for adap tive nonlinear -%YS 

cont rollers. 

If there is a esplicit teacher to provide the desired control signals, then supervised 

Iearning methods such as Least Mean Squares (LUS).  Recursive Least Squares (RLS) .  or 

BackPropagation (BP)  [11am92] can be used to adjust parameters. Hoivever, in man. 

real control problems, such esplicit teaching signals are not available or verF espensive to 

obtain. For example. in human motor learning tasks such as playing golf, a teacher can 

demonstrate the desired movement trajectory. but cannot directly show the desired motor 

commands or muscle activities îo the student. Therefore. converting the trajectory tracking 

error to a rnotor control error is an essential and difficult task. 

To obtain a motor control error from the  trajectory error, the backpropagation algorithm 

could be used if the Jacobian rnatris (partial derivatives of system output with respect to 

susteni inputs) of the control!ed plant is known. Howcver. in practice. tlie Jacobian matris 

of a plant is usually unknown or tirne-varying. Therefore. Iearning or adaptive met hods are 

required to learn the unkno~vn Jacobian or adapt to a time-varying Jacobian. 

Psaltis et al. [PS\-871 proposed several learning schemes for neural controllers. His 

"generalized learning" scheme used difTerent control inputs to the plant and observations 

of tlie actual plant outputs. ,An -43-S used the actual plant trajectories as input and the 

control inputs to plant as desired AS?; outputs. -4fter the ATS learning phase iras com- 

pleted. it will have acquired the inverse dynamics of the plant. Then the -4SS used the 

desired trajectory as input. and its output signals controlled the plant so as t o  follow the 

desired trajectory. The problem with this generalized learning scheme was that a large 

general operating range had to be learned by the XXX to avoid degrading its performance 

about an?* particular operating point. It is impossible to teach an AXX while it is in ac- 

tua1 use, thus restricting the learning t o  be off-he. Another drawback to  this scheme is . .&, .- * 7 A-? ; ----:- 

that the plant m w b e  invertiblc a-condition w-hich is not alrvays satisfied in practice, 

for esample, a redundantly controlled plant wliose degrees of freedom of the motor com- 

mands esceed the degrees of freedom of the state variables. such as the primate limb. In 

such a redundantly controlled plant, many sets of motor commands correspond to  a single 

movement, and a unique invertible relationsliip between the desired trajectory and motor 

commands does not e-sist. Even if the plant is invertible, the inverse control scheme may 
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not be acceptable, for esample. the direct inverse of a non-minimum 

stable. Psaltis "specialized learning" solved some of the problems of 

phase system is not 

generalized learning 

bu serialfy inserting the .4SS controller between the  desired trajectory and the plant. The 

-4SS had the desired trajectory as input and learned the control signals required t o  keep 

the plant on the desired trajectory. This scheme n-as an esample of on-line learning tvhilst 

actually performing a control task. and could learn wit hin the operat ing region of interest. 

ln  order t o  derive the  control error t o  train the  -4SS. the trajectory error was propagated 

back- through t h e  plant using an estimated Jacobian a t  particular operating points. This 
- .  - 

was called "backpropagation through the plant". Howver.  the drawback was that the Ja- 

cobian could only be - estirnated -.. by input perturbation or comparing changes wit h previous 
. - 

iterations. As reported in [SI.\I92]. any subtle distortions in the gradient estimation mighr 

cause the  controller t o  fail, especially for highly nonlinear control tasks. It was suggested - 

t hat a combinat ion of generalized learning tr-it h specialized learning might obtain a bet ter 

resuh. 

Sguyen and Rldrow [Si1*90] used two A S T s  for nonlinear control. One ATS was first 

trained as an emulator t o  identify the plant's dynamics. using the plant's inputs as input 
__.- 

/- 

data and the  plant's actual trajectory as the X?;SWs teacher signal~. -Ifter the emulator 

training \vas completed. another ,ISS \vas used as  a controller to subsequently control 

the A S S  emulator. Since the interna1 structure of the A S S  emulator was known. the 

trajectory error of the  eniulator could be back-propagated tlirough the emulator t o  obtain 

a motor control error for the XSS cont roller. -4fter t his two-phase learning \vas completed. 

the ,ISS controller could then be used alone t o  control the actual plant. This controller 

was successfullj- applied t o  the control of truck guidance system. Ho\vever. this is an off-line 

learning scheme and can not be used as an on-line adaptive controller expected to  cope svith 

any time-varying plant dynamics. Another problem, as in Psaltis' generalized learning. was 

that the . 4 5 S  emulator had to  be trained about a wjde range of operating points t o  truly 

identify the plant's dynarnics. Otherwise? even if the . i K X  controller could control - 4 S S  

emulator correctly, i t  may fail to control the real plant. Any practical ,4SS ~vill have only a 

limited ability to approsimate nonlinear functions. Therefore an ,hW-based controller can 

not be expected t o  have a fine performance in any particular operating area if the training is 

done in ot  her, perhaps irrelevant. operating area. Jacobs and Jordan [JJ93] have proposed 



a modular XSS for learning piecett-ise control strategies such as  non-linear gain scheduling 

control. They also demonstrated t h a t  t he  control performance of such modular ,ASS's \\-as 

indeed superior t o  that of a single -A-\;?; controller. 

Jordan et ai. [JJ90] also proposed backpropagation through a forward model learning 

rnethod. in \\*hich an  ASS emulator and  a ,ISS controller were used on-line. The -US 

controlier used the desired trajectory as  input. and its output \vas sent to both the con- 

trolled plant and t he  -US emulator. T h e  plant's actual trajectory \vas sent to  the - U S  

emulator as the teacher signal. The error betiveen actual plant trajectory and the desired 

trajectory was propagated back through the  ASS ernulator to  obt ain a control error signal 

for the ,ISS controller. As the learning progressed. the XSS emulator acquired the plant's 

dynamics. whilst the  -4SS controller learned a controI law that kept the  plant on the de- 

shed t ra jectorc  This forward-inverse rnodel !vas an on-line learning scheme and  could be  

focused on special operating points of interest. However. it \vas reported that  [S1SI92] the  

controller's performance was sensitive t o  t he  accuracy of the fortvard model. dependin, on  

the degree of nonlinearity in the control îask. In highly nonlinear situations. subtle distor- 

tions in the  gradient predicted by a n  inaccurate forward model could cause the  controller 

t o  fail. Therefore. t he  success of backpropagation t hrough the forward model met hod ma'- 

be highIy t ask-dependent . 

Cui and collcagues[CS93] used a siniplified Jacobian matr is  of the plant. consisting of 

only the signs of tlie partial derivatives in order t o  to calculate the  coritrol error froni 

the t raject ory error. This scheme only worked for a class of 'nionot one-responded' plants 

ivhose Jacobians were either positive or  negative. yuh [Yuhg-l] also proposed a variant 

of the M.I.T. rule in which a constant approsimation to the plant Jacobian was used t o  

train a -4XS controller for an  undenvater robotic vehicle. However in practice, many 

plant Jacobians change magnitudes and  signs a t  different operating points and ,  for some 

comples systems, it is difficult to  determine even the signs of the Jacobians. Therefore, the  

applicability of these learning contro1lers using simplified plant Jacobians is limited. 

Based on neural circuits in the  cerebellum, especially transcortical somatosensory feed- 

back loop, Kawato [KFS87] proposed a controller using a neural netivork combined with 

a PID feedback controller. The PID output  \vas used as the training error signal for t he  

neural network. The PID controller actually played the sole of a linear approsimator of 
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the inverse dparnics of plant and converted the trajectory error into a motor cont rol error. 

-4s learrring progressed. the neural network rninimized the output of the PID controller 

whilst increasing its own control output. and t hus graduau'; acquired the inverse dynam- 

ics of plant. The control performance improved as the nonlinear dynamics were gradua& 

compensated for by neural network. thereafter the linear PID controller only needed to 

correct a small residud tracking error. This X S S  controller \vas successfuil~ appiied to 

robot control [KFSSï. KTIS&B]. and also provided clues about the biological control of eye 

movements [KG92]. Later. based on the Lyapunov method. it was proven [Kaw90. SA1931 

that this feedback-error-learning rule \vas actually a stable adaptation ruIe. Therefore. this 

learning scheme is not only biologically plausible. but aIso theoretically Sound. 

Gomi and Kan-ato [GK90] extended the original Kawato model to two new models. the 

Inverse Dynarnics Mode1 Learning (IDML) and the Sonlinear Regulator Learning ( S R L ) .  

and proved global stability using the Lyapunov technique. The difference between IDML 

and Kawato's original model is that IDSIL used the actual trajectory as input t o  the -4SS. 

while original model used the desired trajectory as input to the XXS. &An additional stochas- 

tic disturbance was also added to the control signal to satisf'; the persistent escitation 

condition. -4 cornputer simulation showed that both the .4SS parameter estimation and 

trajectory tracking were stable and convergent. -4s in h'att-ato's original model. the -4SS 

in the IDSIL also gradually acquired the inverse dynarnics of plant as  learning progressed. 

The difference betwecii the X R L  and Kazvato's original mode1 is that S R L  used trajectory 

error feedback. in addition to the desired trajectory. as inputs to the -4SS. Hence the 

ASS used in S R L  esecuted adaptive feedback control as well as adaptive nonlinear inverse 

dynamics compensation, whilst the -$Y?; in the original rnodel only acted as a feedfonvard 

nonlinear compensator. Since these two new models used the actual trajectory and/or the 

desired t rajectory as inputs to the AXX''s, they were called "closed-loop" feedback-error- 

learning! and the original model was called 'open-loop" feedback-error-learning because 

only the desired trajectory ivas used as input to ASS. Although a PID feedback controller 

was used in all three models, it rnerely converted trajectory error into motor control error 

as a linear approsimation of the inverse dynamics of the nonlinear plant. The linear PID 

controuer itself was not able to control a nonlinear plant. That is why even thougli there 

was a closed-loop PID coniponent in Kawato's original model, it was still caIled 'open-loop' 
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control. n-hiist "closed-loop0- referred to a nonlinear feedback loop and not the linear PID 

feedback loop. However. the PID component did provide the major control signal during 

the initial learning phase and provided the training error signal for the ASS component 

for stable weight adjust ment. t hus guaranteeing global t rajectory st ability and convergence. 

The  PID component also defined an inverse reference model that the  complete dynamic 

system would dtimately follow after the training was converged. 

The above three different feedback-error-learning models were used to  erplain different 

biological motor control tasks in four regions of cerebellum [GK90. KGSI]. It was suggested 

that : Kawato's original "open-loop" feedforward controller was suit able for adaptive cont rol 

of voluntaru motor raslis such as hand trajectory folloiving. during which the feedforward 

nonlinear controller could provide motor commands rapidly and without feedback delays. 

The "closed-loop" IDl IL  model also suggested for posture control since the coiit rolled plant 

\vas inherently unstable and nonlinear feedback cont rol is desirable. Computer simulations 

[GESO] of the inverted pendulum. the simplest model of trunli and legs. suggested t hat the 

IDML scheme might be appropriate for posture control. The XRL "closed-loop" model \vas 

also shoivn to be appropriate for the control of locomotion. during which desired rhythmical 

mo*;ement pattern \vas time varying and usually high speed. t hus feedforward control is nec- 

essary to excuse fast and smooth niovement. Sleanwhile. the cont rolled plant in locomotion 

was also inherently unstable. thus noniinear feedback control was also essential. Therefore, 

adaptive control of loconiotion required botb nonlinear feedfor~vard and nonliiiear feedback 

cont rol. wliich were both included in the SRL model. 

Ifiller et al. [.\IHGK90] also proposed a similar combination of a neural network with a 

PLD controller. The neural network used was the Albus' Cerebellar Siodel -4rithmetic 

Computer (C.\I-AC) [AlbEl, MGK901 based on the neural structure of the cerebellum 

[hlar69. .4lbEl]. Again. the training error signal was the output of a PID module. In 

contrast to Kawato's on-line training method, a two-phase training method \vas adopted 

in lliller's approach. In the response (recall) phase. the input t o  the CMXC vas  the de- 

sired trajectory and the output of the C5MC was then combined with PID output. At 

the end of each control cycle. a training (update) phase was executed. The observed tra- 

jectory during the previous response phase \vas used as input to  CI\I_L\C, and the actual 

control (sum of ClI- lC and PID outputs) during the previous response phase \vas used 
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as the desired control signal t o  update the C51XC parameters. Thus Kau-ato's approach 

involved a continuous on-line iearning. whilst lfilier-s approach used a response-training 

cycle. Because of this intermittent response-training cycle. the whole s p t e m  is not a con- 

tinuous dynamic system. and Lyapunov stabilitj- analysis can not be applied to 51iller-s 

system. Mt  hough t here is no t heoretical guarantee. 11iller.s met hod is espected t O J-ieId 

similar results as Kaivato's a~proach .  This has been demonstrated by numerous successful 

robot control esperiments conducted by Miller. The C'tLIC. mode1 \vas also applied to  

the control of a biped rvalking robot [lIil9-l]. Kraft and colleagues [KCSO] compared this 

C'rI,%Cr-based controller with two conventional adaptive controllers. namely the STR and 

the '\IR,AC. The? found that the Cill,4C approach had more tolerance of noise. performed 

well for both linear and nonlinear systems. and could be implemented more efficiently for 

large-scale systems. In Kraft's st udy. the desired t rajectory rat her t han actual trajectory. 

{vas used as input to  the  ClI.4C during the training phase. 

Xordgren [SM931 used the Lyapunov metliod. in a similar way to its use in the )IR-IC 

design, to derive a globally açumptoticaliy stable (G-AS) adaptation law for a single-layer 

neural network (adaptive linear combiner) controller combined with a P D  feedback com- 

ponent. It was found t bat the G-4s law shared similarities \vit h Kawato's feedback-error- 

learning law. but had a faster convergence rate due to the use of an individual learning rate 

for each adjustable weight. Parameter convergence was not achieved if the persict~nt ex- 

citation condition of the input \vas not satisfied. altliougli t ra jectory tracking convergence 

was guaranteed. 

Sanner and Slotine [SS92b, SS92a. SS94aJ have estensively studied the use of gaussian 

radial networks for nonlinear compensation and feedback linearization. Here, the con- 

troller \vas a combination of PD feedback. an adaptive gaussian network and a robust 

slidirig component. -4 stable weight adjustnient law for gaussian network \vas synthesized 

using Lyapunov t heory. Deadzones were int roduced into the network's adaptation mech- 

anism and used together lvith the robust sliding controller to keep the plant state within 

a bounded noniinal operating range for which the network \vas designed. When the plant 

state moved outside the nominal range due to  the approximation error. the robust sliding 

controller would force the state back into the noniinal range. whereupon the gaussian net- 

work \vas able to adapt ively approsimate t lie plant nonlinearity. -As \vit li the Sordgren's 



rnodel. t rajectory t racking convergence was guaranteed. but paramet er convergence relied 

conditionally on the persistent escitation condition in the feedback error signal. Because 

inputs t o  the  ASS were feedback error signals that could not be selected. parameter con- 

vergence can not be guaranteed. Hoivever in Sordgren's model. the  input t o  the XSS was 

the desired t ra jectory t hat could be selected to  satisfy the persistent escitat ion condit ion 

t hat guaranteed convergence of the  parameter estimation. Anot her difference is t hat in 

the Sordgren's model. the robust sliding component was not needed because the  AS?; was 

used as a feedforward compensator for the inverse dynamics. Thus inputs ( the  desired 

trajectory) t o  the  ASS could never leave the bounded set in s ta te  space for which it was 

designed. Robustness and convergence of adaptation in Sordgren-s model relied upon a 

persistent excitation of the inputs. whilst in Shanner's rnodel. robustness relied on a sliding 

component. Levin and Sarendra [LX931 also reported a simple esample in lvhich a ASS 

was used t o  adap tively learn the  feedback linearizat ion. 

Zbikowski and Hunt et al. of S.4CT (Seural -4daptive Control Technology) research 

group presented an extensive review of neural adaptive control [ZHD'SI]. .A number of 

fundamental cont rol and system t heories s\.ere reviewed to  provide a theoretical basis for the  

analysis and design of adaptive neural control. The ASS method was analyzed from the 

perspectives of sFstem identification. function approsimation. stability theory. nonlinear 

cont rols (including t lie different ial geoniet ric approach. i.e. feedback linearizat ion and the  

slidirig mode approach). and adaptive control t heory. 

Sumnzary: In sunzmary. it appcars that one biologically plausibk and thcorctically solid 

motor control mode1 may bc the combination of CMAC rnod~l  v i th  the Iiawato on-lin€ train- 

ing ntrthod. The cercbcllurn is wideiy b ~ l i ~ r e d  to b~ contrai c ~ n t ~ r f o r  nzotor control karning 

and adaptation [Ito84J The Jlarr-Albus cerebellum mode1 (CAI.4CJ is an  adjustable pattern 

classifier based on the neural structure of the cercbellum and has b ~ e n  shown to bc an unirer- 

sa1 nonlinear approzimator. ITnlike the backpmpclgation rule for multi-loyer sigmoid neural 

netvork which nzay gct stuck in  a local minima. the CI\I.-lCS LAIS-lik~ adaptation rule is 

guaranteed to conrergc to a global minima. due to its quadratic error surface. In addition, 

the CJIAC's karning rate, becaus~ of its local nature, is much faster than backpropagation 

Plar69, A1681. JICK90]. The C~ll.4C is a static associa tic^ memory rnodel and dots not 

SOIL'E the issue of hou. to obtain th€ motor tmining signal. On  the other hand. Iïou.ato's 
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feedback-error-learning schern~ is a dynarnic motor learning and control process that is bascd 

on rarious somato-scnsory fcedback to ce~bel lum and is guaranteed. by Lyapunor thcory. 

to be a globally asymptoticaliy stable adaptation lau* for dynamic systcrns. Thercforc. a 

combination of the static C-\l=lC mode1 with a dynarnic fe~dback-~rror-learning [au* should 

k good adapticc karning motor control strat~gy. This is a good example of hou. engineering 

can learn frorn biological systems. as u d l  as proride mathenlatical ~rplanation of u.orlr.ing 

mcchanisms of biological systems. 

Tl'erbos of i\-SF and P~llionis: of .US-A [l17P92. PJTï92j suggested a c~r~bel lar  neu- 

rocon trolkr project in rolring .\%S. :1-.4S-A and Li-IH tu de rdop an adapt ice and reliablc 

Pight control systcms, bascd on th€ adaptir~ sensorinzotor control systems in c~lrbcllurn. 

for an airplane trhich is able lo mach carth orbit (-1-.-ISP. .\ational -4~rospace Plane) and 

vil1 bc ~sscntial for large-scalc ~conomical hurnan actirities in thc spacc. From the per- 

spectit'~ of neutvsci~nces. this nzultidisciplinary collaboration would b€ deading us tou*ards 

an exact Iink betuwn wll-defincd mathematical opemtions and spccific sites in the brain 

- somtthing uhich. vhen consoiidated. vould truly cons titute a .)-etdonian recolution in 

ne u roscie n c ~  "[li'P92j. 

2.1.2 Reinforcement Learning as Direct Adaptive Optimal Control 

Most current artificial leariiing systems are supervised learning systems which learn under 

the tutelage of a kiion-ledgeable 'teaclier' tliat is able to provide a set of required training 

input-out put esamples. Learning under t liese conditions is limited. particularly. when it is 

impossible to  obtain this kind of rich training information. Reinforcement learning refers 

to learning without an esplicit teacher. by actively interacting with the environment and 

receiving appropriate reinforcements (bot h reward and penalty). It is based or1 the common 

sense idea that if an action is follotved by a satisfactory performance, then the tendency to 

reproduce that  action is strengthcned; aIternatively if an action leads t o  an unsatisfactory 

performance, then that tendency is weakened. i.e. only satisfactory actions are reinforced. 

Reinforcement learning is a learning mechanism rooted in biological learning systems, while 

having a rigorous mathematical basis and a potentiai for engineering applications. 

Reinforcemerit learning has its origin in the study of animal learning, in which qualitative 

models were used esplain the Ieariiing beliavior of animals and humans. The Rescorla- 
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\\àgner model [ R I X I  of classical Pavlovian conditioning is one such model. lleann-hile. 

in the engineering field. 1Iendel and Fu [SIFiO]. and Sa rend ra  [STÏ-I] et al. proposed 

quantitative reinforcement learning algorit hms for stochast ic learning automat a. s t atistical 

pattern recognition. st ochastic approsimat ion and optirnization. During t his early stage. 

most of t h e  reinforcement learning models were *-nonassociative". i-e. t here were no inputs 

to the learning system escept for reinforcement signals. 

Later. '-associative reinforcement learning" was ernphasized. in tvhich the learning sus- 

tems t ry  t o  associate input patterns with output signals according t o  reinforcement feed- 

back. Klopf [KloT-l] proposed a hypothesis that neurons implemented a strategy for a t -  

tempting t o  maximize the frequenq of occurrence of one type of input signal and minimize 

the frequency of occurrence of another. Accordinglu. neurons could be conditioned in an  

operant o r  instrumental manner. where certain types of inputs acted as reward stimuli 

whilst others acted as punish stimuli. .A neuron learns how t o  a t ta in  certain types of re- 

ward stimuli and avoided other punish stimuli by adjusting its synaptic weight according 

to the  feedback consequences of its discharges. 

Klopf's "greedy neuron" hypothesis inspired the sveII-known neuron-like .ISE/ACE con- 

troller of Barto.  Sutton. and Anderson [BS.4E3]. This single-layer Linear-combinator-like 

neural controller consisted of two elements: a n  -4daptive Search Element (XSE), which was 

a direct computational realization of Klopf's neuron model. searched for optimal control 

outputs accordiiig t o  the input patterns. The  out p u t  of the - G E  was added with a random 

variable t o  determine a stochastic binary cont rol signal. T h e  stochastic cont rol signal \vas 

biased by t he  deterministic XSE output.  which gradually moved toward the optimal control 

as learning progressed; an .\daptive Crit ic EIement ( ACE ) calculated a secondary internal 

reinforcement based on input patterns and feedback reinforcement from environment, and 

used it t o  condition weights in the XSE. The  input space was encoded using the BOXES 

system proposed by Michie and Chambers [51Cï2]. To cope with delayed reinforcement, 

decaying eligibility traces were used in both the ASE a n d  ACE. and a temporal credit 

assignment algorithm tvas also used in -4CE. The eligibility trace in XSE ivas proposed by 

Iilopf to  represent the  decaying strengt h of a pairing of a nonzero input signal with the fir- 

ing of the  neuron. The  eligibility trace in .4CE \vas similar t o  the  "local demon" in Michie's 

BOXES system. T h e  XCE used an Adaptit-e Heuristic Critic (XHC) [SutN.  Sut88] rule 
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to calculate the secondarv interna1 reinforcement from delayed or infrequently-occurring 

reinforcements. The -WC was a temporal credit assignment algorithm similar to Holland's 

*-bucket brigade" used in Genetic Algorithm '-classifier system" [BGH89]. Both borrowed 

the same key idea from checker-playing program written by Samuel [Sam591 - in that the 

steps of a multi-step sequence should be evaluated and adjusted according to their im- 

mediate on near-immediate successors. rat her t han on the final outcorne. XSE/XCE \vas 

successfully applied to the difficult task of learning the control of an unstable car-pole 

system with only a failure signal as reinforcement. 

The  -4SE/XCE mode1 marked the beginning of the new- stage of associative rein- 

forcement learning. Ir \vas matliematically formalized in [B-4S.3] as a pattern-recognizing 

stochastic learning automata. and was generalized to  the .Associative Reward Penalty 

( A R - P )  algorithm. In addition. some convergence properties were proven. 

The  BOXES scheme used in .-\SE/-4CE for input space partitioning required careful 

arrangement t o  give fine discriminations arnong some critical states and coarse generaiiza- 

tion among others, so as to achieve good learning control performance without excessive 

memory requirements. To cope ivit h t his dralvback. -Anderson [.-\nd89] used multi-layer 

neural networks as the .\SE and XCE in order to approsimate the nonlinear evaluation 

and control functions. Seural net\vorks are universal function approsimators and can be 

used t o  eliminate the requirement for manual partitioning of the input space since neural 

networks can lcarn by tliemselves to rnake the right partitioning. It kvas demonstrated that 

a multi-layer neural network was able to  learn to balance the inverted pendulurn, while a 

single-Iayer neural network failed wit hout the BOXES input encoding. In the same simula- 

tion, it was aIso shown tliat ASE/,ZCE mode1 learned much faster than Michie's BOXES. 

Hoivever, multi-layer neural networks required thoiisands of trials to succeed. while orig- 

inal XSE/XCE controlier with BOXES input encoding succeeded in less than 100 trials. 

One reason for this hugli difference in learning rate could be tha t  manual adjustnient work 

in the BOXES encoding Kas now automated in multi-layer neural networks and certainly 

required extra learning trials. -4nother reasori could be the n-ell-known slow learning rate 

of multi-layer neural network using backpropagation. ,4 third reason could be that the 

eligibili t y  traces were not used in -4nderson.s multi-layer neural netivorks (only -4HC was 

used). This would also slow down the  learning rate in a delayed reinforcenient learning 
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-4fter early mostly empirical development. some rigorous mathematical results have 

ernerged for reinforcement learning since the late 1980s and early 1990s. 

Sutton [Sut%] introduced a class of Temporal Difference (TD)  methods to solve the 

mult i-step prediction problem. The T D  met hod formalized the previous poorly underî tood 

methods such as .4HC. Holland's bucket brigade. and SamueIgs checker plaxer program. 

Convergence and optimality, for special cases. was proven (The proof was estended to 

the general case with stronger results by D a ~ a n  [DSW]). The T D  method became one of 

the fundamental theorems of reinforcement learning which usually deal with delayed and 

infrequently-occurring reinforcement signais. TD met hod \vas further estended to vector 

predictions. and combined with backpropagation to implement in multi-layer neural net- 

works wit h eligibility traces for e\-Pry adjustable weights [SutEï. BS92j. The  implementation 

in [SutS;. BS92] was more complete than that in Anderson's mode1 [.lnd89]. 

The  TD method could be used for the multi-step prediction of reinforcement signals in 

reinforcement learning. However. it did not address the issue of  ho^ to train the controller 

using this more informative secondary reinforcement signals. \~'iIliarns' REISFORCE al- 

gorit hms [li7iIEi. if11921 prorided a general class of associative reinforcement learning al- 

gorithms for connectionist net~vorks containing stochastic units allon-ing them to make 

~veight adjust ment s along the gradient of the espected reinforcement. Interestingly. the 

REISFORCE algorithms perform the  st atistical gradient following wit liout esplicitlu com- 

puting gradient estimates or even storing information in preparation for cornputing the 

such estimates. The REISFORCE algorithms could also be used with both imrnediate- 

reinforcement tasks and in l imi ted forms of delayed-reinforcement tasks. il'hen combined 

wit h T D  met hods, t hey could be applied t o  general delayed-reinforcernent t asks. \frhen 

applying REIXFORCE algorithms t o  multiparameter stochastic units such as a Gaussian 

unit. one would obtai~i  reinforcement learning controllers with real-valued continuous con- 

trol outputs. Previouslyl reinforcement learning controllers (e-g. [BSXES? Xnd891) were 

limited to  binary control outputs. It was pointed out that certain algorithrns, studied 

elsewhere, were special cases of the REISFORCE algorit hms, including Bart 0's associa- 

tive reward-inaction AR-I algorithm (a variant of the associative reward-penalty  AR-^ 

algorit hm) [B.UJ]. Sarendra's linear reward-inaction ( L R - I )  st ochastic learning automa- 
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ton [STÏ-I]. Gullapalli's stochastic real-valued (SR\' unit [Gul9Oj for a real-valued con- 

trouer. Since REISFORCE is a class of statisticai gradient following algorithms. it could 

be integrated rvit h backpropagation. IViUiams theorem is anot her irnport ant t heorem for 

reinforcement learning. 

\Iratkins [II*D9;?j has proposed a kind of reinforcement learning called Q-learning. Q- 

learning uses a real value function Q t o  represent the performance evaluation of state-action 

pairs. Vnlike e d u a t i o n  functions in other common reinforcement learning models which 

onlj- used s t a t e  variables. the  Q-value function was defined on state-action pairs. Therefore. 

Q-learning is a more cornplete learning mode1 than other reinforcement learning models Like 

the .ASE/-XCrE. and is becoming t he  most prominent reinforcement learning algorit hm. 

Recently, Barto and Sut ton et  al. [BSli-901 showed t hat the  TD met hods used in rein- 

forcement learning ( R L )  for e\.aluation prediction and optimal policy learning were closely 

rela ted t o  stochast ic Dynamic Programming ( DP)  [Bel.ji]. T D  met hods solved sequential 

Slarkovian decision niaking tasks by using temporal differences similar t o  the idea of the 

"greedy policy" used in " B e h a n  Optirnality Equation*' of DP. Reinforcement Iearning 

is an on-line, Monte Carlo version of D P  in the sense that the  probabilitj- distributions 

usually required bu DP are sampled rather than known in RL (Le. t ry  an action and see 

a particular consequence rat her t han  knorving the probability distribution of the conse- 

quences). In general. RL differs from DP in the fundamental way tha t  a mode1 of the 

n-orid's dynanlics is not required. Therefore. R L  is a kind of Real-Time Dynamical Pro- 

vrariirning (RTDP) [BBS93]. by rvhich an  embedded system could improve its performance O 

~vith  esperience. Bradtke [Bra93] designed a Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)  using 

a reinforcement learning algorithm t o  demonstrate tliat DP-based reinforcement learning 

could be applied to  traditional control problems rvith continuous s ta te  and action spaces. 

\i7erbos proposed two types of reinforcement learning. One was based on the  backprop- 

agation of utili t c  including backpropagat ion through t ime [ljér90. nér92bI  t O masimize a 

utility function; another type was t he  Adaptive Critic. or Approsimate Dynamic Program- 

ming [\\ér92a]? in rvhich a secondary utility function J \vas approximated by an  adaptive 

critic network. -%nu control strategy tha t  maximized the secondary utility function J in 

the short t errn ivould ais0 maximize the  surn of primary utility function -CT over all future 

times. T h e  adaptive critic network thus performed a continuous and differentiable map- 
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ping Eetween the control space and the  evaluation space. a n d  backpropagated the prirnary 

utility L- iinto a secondary utiiity J through the critic network. In this sense. it might be 

called as  backpropapation t hrough critic. 

-4s pointed out by Sut ton. Barto. and  IYilliarns [SBiV92]. reinforcement learning is 

direct adaptive optimal cont rol. R L  is adaptive since it can learn the cont rol law and adapt 

to  a changing system: RL is optimal since it can approsimate (statistically in IYilliams' 

REISFORCE or deterministically in  ITerbos' -4dapt ive Critic) t he  optimal control st rategy 

using real-time Dynamic Prograrnming: RL is direct since it does not need a system mode1 

to  determine the optimal control. Most well-knon-n adaptive control methods [.kLV9.j]. 

including STR [HBSI] and MR.lC [SSISO]. are associated with tracking and regulation 

probIems. in which prior knoidedge of a reference trajectory o r  set points are knoivn. 

But for many problems. the determination of a reference trajectory is an important part 

- if not the  most important part - of the  overalt control system design. For esample. 

trajectory planning is a key and difficult problern in robot navigation tasks. This kind of 

trajectory planning or  formatting tasks could usually be solved by optimal control principles 

[IiCIS@. Kaw90, KG92. LFC9-I. HLL91, LS93. YZSO]. Ho~vever, these optimal control 

problems used t o  be solved in an off-line manner using tools such as Dynamic Programming. 

and usually required espensive computing power. sometimes a t  t he  Ievel of supercornputer 

[LFC94. YZW]. So tv  reinforcement learning provides an approach t o  do the optimal control 

in an  on-line. direct. incrernental rnanner. requiring less on-line computing power. 

The most recent development in reinforcement learning has been the use of function 

approximation and generalization t o  scale up RL to  large systems. 

Thrun [Thr93] pointed out tha t  inaccurate function approsimation ~ o u l d  lead t o  a 

systematic overestimation of reinforcernent value func tion. Fi'hen overest imation esceeded 

certain bounds, reinforcement learning \vas espected t o  fail. Simulations using some of the  

most popular function approsimators, including multi-layer neural networks with linear. 

sigmoidal, or radial basis functions. supported the theoretical findings. 

On the other  hand, Singh and Yeh [ÇY93] presented a result which guaranteed that srnall 

errors in the approximation of value function cannot produce arbitrarily bad performance 

when actions were selected greedily. ,?ln upper bound on performance loss was derived. 

I\'illiams and  Baird [il-B93] also gave similar but tighter performance bounds of reinforce- 
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ment learning based on irnperfect value functions. These theoretical results provided a 

theoretical justification for using function approsimators in reinforcement learning. 

Successful computer simulations bu Sutton [Sut951 using CM-IC as  function appros- 

imators supported the above theoretical results. It was argued tha t  the use of sparse- 

coarse-coded function approximators such as  ClL4C. instead of using global functional 

approximators such as sigrnoidal multi-layer networks. was t he  key for success. To avoid 

the "curse of dimensionality"? an  effective method was t o  ignore some dimensions in some 

partitioning, i.e. to use hyperplanar slices instead of grid boses. Another method iras 

"hashing" - a consistent random collapsing of a large s ta te  space into a much smaller set. 

Hashing reduced the memory requirernents by large factors \vit h lit tle loss of performance. 

This was possible because high resolution was needed only in a small fraction of the state 

space. W ashing reduced the curse of dimensionality in the sense t hat  mernory requirement s 

needed not be esponential in the number of dimensions. but needed merely match the real 

demands of the task. 

There are some practical research topics such as using more efficient eligibility traces 

[SS96]. or using more efficient exploration methods such as directed exploration instead of 

a undirected randoni searcli [Thr92]. Another very active research area is to incorporate 

fuzzy logic into reinforcement learning to  provide a good jump star t  for reinforcement 

learning and shorten overall learning time (This will be reviewed in the nest section). 

A11 these practical niethods aim a t  speeding up reinforcement learning which is usually 

quite inefficient, compared t o  other learning schemes [HineSI. This is certainly due to  the 

lack of informative teacliing signals, ra t  her t han the drawback of reinforcement learning 

met hod. M'hen a knowledgeable teacher is available to provide explicit training patterns, 

then supervised learning should be used. iVhen a knowledgeable teacher is not available 

and autonomous ability is needed, reinforcement learning provides the solution. In some 

situations, reinforcement learning is more stable and efficient than supervised learning 

[bIM92]. 

Researchers have applied reinforcernent learning to  various real world problems, in- 

cluding path-finding for autonomous mobil robot [Thr93]: gait synthesis for biped robot 

[SZSS]; collision-free trajectory planning for multi-linked robot manipulator [TPSÎ]. in 

which C-11-4C-based controllers were trained using REISFORCE and T D  algorithms; and 



an assembl- robot able t o  do peg-in-hole insertion [GFBS-I]. Houk. Barto and Berthier et 

al. [S1SlI'90a. BSB931 recently proposed a controuer based on biological Adjustable Pat-  

tern Generator (-'IPG) model trained bu reinforcement learning algorithm. The controller 

successfull~- controlled a simple two DOF simulated limb via reinforcement learning. One 

of the long te rm objectives of this research is to  produce a competent cont roller for cornples 

dynamic Limbs. Sofge and \\-hite [S1V92] applied the IYerbos' -4daptive Critic methods to  

learning the optimal cont rol of composite processing. The adapt ive critic network \vas im- 

plemented wit h a modified CM-IC which was differentiable in order to  backpropagate the 

utility function t o  secondary utility function J. This adaptive critic network was found 

to  have rapid convergence due t o  local Iearning paradigms of CM-4C. \>ctor reinforcement 

signals were also used t o  represent different optimal criteria. The reinforcement learning 

controller was able t o  solve the difficult (resisting t o  other methods) optimization control 

of composite materials used in S-ISP [n-P921. These fruitful applications of neural cont rol 

led to a handbook of intelligent control [?\'S92]. 

Reinforcement learninp is a t t  racting increasing attention in computer science and con- 

trol engineering because it can be used by autonomous systems t o  learn from their past 

esperiences instead of from knon-ledgeable teachers. and  it is a t  tracting attention in com- 

putational neuroscience because it is consonant ~i*ith biological principles. 

2.1.3 Adaptive Nonlinear Control Using Rizzy Logic Systems 

The past few years have n-itnessed a rapid growth in the  number and variety of applications 

of fuzzy logic. The  applications range from consumer products such as cameras. washing 

machines. and micro~\.ave ovens to indust rial process control. rnedical instrumentation. 

decision-support systems. and portfolio selection. Some giant companies such as  Siemens 

[HP941 and General Electric [BBC+95] are very active in exploration of the industrial 

applications for fuzzy logic t echnologieç. 

Fuzzg logic [vas introduced by Dr. Lotfi Zadeh [YOT?;8Ï] at the  University of Califor- 

nia/Berkeley in the 1960's as a means to model the uncertainty of natural language. It is 

a superset of conventional (Boolean) logic that has been extended to  handle the concept 

of partial t ruth  - t ru th  values between "completeIy true" and "completely false". In June 

1993. Zadeh \vas aivarded the IEEE liedal of Honor - t he  higlzest lionor given by the IEEE 
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- for '-pioneering development of fuzzy logic and it s many diverse applications.- [ P e r g ~ ]  This 

rnedal from IEEE put Dr. Zadeh on the same honorable rank as other IEEE rnedabsts 

including Richard Bellman. Rudolph Kalman. and Karl .lstrom. as weil put fuzzy logic 

on the same important position as dynamic programrning [BelX]. Kalman optimal filter 

theory. and linear adapt ive control t heory [,\\V95]. 

Since the landmark paper of Zadeh in 1965 [Zad65]. fuzzy logic control has emerged as 

the most active and fruitful areas for research in the  application of fuzzy set theory. 

In 1974. Ilamdani [MamX]  reported his seminal work of applj-ing fuzzy logic ideas 

to  design control systems. The  controller was similar to  a PD controller, using feedback 

error and change of error as controller inputs. but the  implementation was in the form 

of production rules. rat her t han numerical equat ions. Therefore. rigorous mat hematical 

equat ions modeling the cont rolled plant were not required. 

In 1979. Procyk and l lamdani  [PM791 further proposed fuzzy Self-Organizing Con- 

troller (SOC) which [vas a generalization of simple fuzzy logic controller. SOC incorporated 

Slamdani's basic PD-like fuzzy logic controller. but added another high level fuzzy logic 

rule modifier wliich measured the performance of the  basic fuzzy logic controller. Control 

rules of basic fuzzy logic controller were modified accordint; t o  its performance. based on 

the fuzzy rules of a high fevel modifier. The  SOC \vas applied t o  a wide range of nonlinear 

and rnultivariable systems and its robustness was demonstrated. 

Tanscheit et al. [TSSS] successfull~ applied the SOC t o  the control of a biglily nonlinear 

jointed robot arni. It was fourid that the SOC had a performance slightly superior t o  that  

of a PID controller when noise was present and the  process had time varing coefficients as 

ive11 as  pronounced nonlinear characteristics. 

T h e  above mentioned PID-like fuzzy logic control is somen-hat sirnilar to  conventional 

numerical control. although implemented in different ways. There is another type of fuzzy 

logic control in whicli heuristic control rules from esperienced human operators are used. 

For large scale industrial processes such as the  control of cernent kiln, it is difficult or  ex- 

pensive t o  build a mat  liematical rnodel. On the ot  her hand, esperienced human operators 

can successfully control such systems using heuristic rules based on their esperiences which 

include a qualitative model of the influence of control variables on the system. Such espe- 
.,. 

riences are usually espressed in vague terms such as: .-if the  coal-feed rate is increased. the 



kiln drive Ioad and the temperature in the smoke chamber will increase". Fuzzy logic is an 

excellent tool to transfer such human linguistic esperiences into computer algorit hms and 

to improve cont rol performance. Larsen [LarS 11 reported the application of such espert- 

system-like fuzzy logic controller to two rotary cement kiln control projects. This was one 

of the first successful test runs on a full scale industrial process in the late 1910s. 

C.C. Lee [Lee901 provided a cornprehensive sur\-ey on the development of fuzzy logic 

control before the 1990s. 

Recentlc fuzzy logic control has advanced very rapidly. One source for this rapid ad- 

tance is the availabiiity of inespensive yet powerful microcomputers. which make it easy 

to incorporate fuzzy logic algorithms in enibedded controllers. Compared with the con- 

ventional numerical controller design metliod. the fuzzy logic rule-based design approacb 

could drastically reduce the developrnent t ime and cost [BBC+95]. wit h usually escellent 

control performance [CCl191. Scli921. -4nother reason for the advance of fuzzy logic control 

is the establishment of rigorous mathematical properties such as universal function appros- 

imation and global stability. These theoretical advances parallel those in neural networks. 

and there is now a trend t o  combine both techniques to produce neuro-fuzzy systems. In 

March 1995 issue of "Proceedings of the IEEE". there was a special issue on fuzzy logic 

with engineering applications. including a tutorial of fuzzy logic systems from engineering 

perspective [llen96]. and a comprehensive survey on neuro-fuzzy systems [JS95]. 

Based on the theories sinlilar to those used in neural networks. i t  has been proven 

[\1'1192c. \V.\I92b. lIen9.5. Cas9.5. BH931 tliat fuzzy logic sj*stems are universal function 

approsimators. Tlierefore. fuzzy logic systems can be used as universal nonlinear systern 

idcntifiers and controllers. This is the theoretical basis that esplains why fuzzy logic con- 

trollers. if designed correctlu. are able to achieve excellent control performance for nonlinear 

systems. 

Hoivever. the design of fuzzy logic controllers remains a nontrivial task. This used to  

reiy purel!. on hurnan esperiences. as the above-mentioned PID-like or expert-system-like 

fuzzy logic controllers. This is what fuzzy logic was originaliy designed for, i.e. to trans- 

late human linguistic esperiences into niathematical sets that could be used in computer 

algorithms. Tliere are many methods available from "knoivledge engineering'. [CroSg]? 

especially on how to  acquire knowledge froiii human experts. Even though knowledge ac- 
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quisition and knon-ledge representation in fuzzy logic systems are not esactly the same as 

those in traditional expert systerns. there are stiU man>- similarities. 

In some cases. however. human esperiences rnay not be available. but huge amount of 

esperiment al data are available. In ot her cases. human esperiences can be furt her clarified 

by est racting useful information hidden in the huge amount of data t hat are hard for human 

to analyse. In these situations. learning fuzzy logic systems are essential. Combination of 

neural network and fuzzy logic results in so called neuro-fuzzy systems [JS9.5] which are able 

to incorporate human esperiences as well as learn from examples. For adaptive or learning 

fuzzy logic controllers. the central problem is. similar t o  neural network controllers. how to  

design learning algorit hms. There are tivo learning tasks for fuzzy logic controllers. namely. 

structure learning which determines rule number and structure. and parameter learning 

which updates parameters of rules. 

For parameter leariiing. backpropagation is widely adopted [IV)192a. LL91, Jan921. 

Jang [Jan931 proposed a combination of backpropagation and Least Squares Estimation 

to reduce the dimensions of the searcli space in the gradient backpropagation method. 

with the restriction to  linear consequence fuzzy niembership functions. Rang proposed 

several learning algorit hms for botli structure and parameter learning. including direct rule 

generation from input /output data pairs (IVSIS'Lc]. and orthogonal least squares [ \ \XISb] 

to select significaiit fuzzy rules. C. Lin et al. [LL91] used a Self-Organizing-JIap (SOM) 

[KoliSS] to design fuzzy rules. Tanl et al. [TST92] used Quinlaii's ID3 algorit hm [QuiSû]. a 

decision tree machine learning algorithm. to design fuzzy rules. Jang [Jan941 proposed the 

use of CART (classification and regression tree). another decision tree machine learning 

algorithm similar to ID3, for structure determination of fuzzy rules. and the parameter 

learning was carried out by the backpropagation or least squares algorithms. The use of a 

decision tree learning algorithm generated a tree partition of the input space by selecting 

most informative inputs, thus relieved the problem of the "curse of dimensionality" (number 

of rules increases esponentially with number of inpüts) ascociated with the commonly used 

grid parti tioning schemes. 

These learning algorit hms basically are static pattern classifier type learning algorithms 

wliich do not take into account the dynamics of coiitroller and controlled plant. 

Jang [Jan921 used temporal backpropagation (or backpropagation t lirough time), a 
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train neuro-fuzzy controller for dynamical systems. 

Chung et al. [CO931 proposed a model reference fuzzy Io& control in which the refer- 

ence mode1 generated a desired trajectory. and a performance index based on the difference 

between the reference and  plant output \vas minimized using gradient b1.I.T. rule. This 

reference model replaced the high-level rule modifier in SOC [PbIï9] to  provide the perfor- 

mance index. However. a s  with the  neural network control situation. in which the Jacobian 

mat r is  of the plant was not known. trajectory error \vas converted into a control error in 

order to  train the controller. Chung only proposed a simplified MIT learning algorithm 

for a class of simple SIS0  systems. Sie [Kt931 also proposed a sirnilar model reference 

approach for Iearning fuzzy lopic cont rol. 

Stability of fuzzy logic control systerns have also been studied. It was pointed out 

[HP911 that most fuzzy logic controllers for nonlinear 2nd order systems designed with a 

tivo-dimensional phase plane using tracking error and change of error are actually sliding 

mode cont rollers which are  robust to  parameter fluctuations and dist urbances. Similar 

robust control design methods could also be applied to  higher order systems. Jang [JS9.j] 

also pointed out that certain kinds of fuzzy logic controllers were actually nonlinear gain 

schedulinp controllers tliat si{-itched be twen several sets of feedback gains. 

Langari et al. [LTSOa] used direct Luapunov method t o  determine suficieni conditions 

for global stability of a class of fuzzy logic co~it  rol systerns using feedback error and change 

of error as inputs. They also briefly reriewed the historical contest of stability analysis of 

fuzzy logic control systems. However. in Langari's approach. the mat hematical model of 

the plant must be knon-n in order t o  design a stable fuzzy logic controller. 

For unknown plants. $Yang [ I a n 9 2 .  IVan93, \\'an94b] proposed an adaptive fuzzy logic 

control, using Lyapunov synthesis approach sirnilar to  Sanner's approacli for the adaptive 

gaussian network cont rol discussed earlier. The cont roller consisted of adaptive nonlinear 

and supervisory components. X slightly differeiit method from Sanner's approach t o  syn- 

thesize Lj-apunov-stable adaptation law was taken. replacing the deadzone with asslimed 

prior bounds on the maximum magnitudes of the adjustable output weights of the FLC. 

and projecting these weight estimates away from the bounds in order to  maintain robust 

adaptation. The supervisory controller would only work when the system state  hit the 
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boundary of the constraint set t o  force the s ta te  back within the  constraint set where the  

adaptive component was able to  approsimate a nonlinear control law. The supervisory 

controller played the same role as  sliding mode controller in Sanner's adaptive gaussian 

network controller. N a n g  further proposed a hierarchical systern [\i-an94aI for intelligent 

control using the duaI roles of fuzzy logic. both as sj-mbolic rule-based system and as  nu- 

merical nonlinear approsimator. Fuzzy logic systems could be implernented â t  al1 control 

levels. from higli Ievel planning. middle level supervision. t o  low level servo control. This 

unified the mathematical tools used for ail levels. 

Inspired by the work on adaptive gaussian network control of Sanner [SS92b]. Su 

[SÇ91b] proposed a very sirnilar stable adaptive fuzzl Iogic control using Lyapunov synthe- 

sis method. The controller comprised linear feedback. sliding mode ( t o  guarantee global 

stability). and an adaptive fuzzy logic component ( t o  approximate nonlinear control func- 

t ion). 

It \vas shown [JS93. BH93] that  under sorne minor restrictions. the  functional behavior 

of radial basis function netn-orks (RBFX. or gaussian function netivorks) and fuzzy logic 

systems are actually equivalent . This functional equivalerice eriabled many results from 

R B F S  t o  be applied t o  fuzzy logic systems. For esample. Sanner and Slotine CSS92b. 

SS92a. SSSla] have estensively st udied gaussian net\vorks for adaptive nonlinear control. 

including universal function approsin~ation. adaptation l a ~ v  satisfying Lyaponuv st abili ty. 

learriing of gaussiari function centers and norm weights. "curse of diriierisionality" problem. 

Poggio [PG90] also has extensive studies about RBF. iricluding i ts  function approsirnation. 

backpropagat ion learning algorit hm for adjusting out pu t  weight s as well as funct ion centers 

and norm weights. XI1 these results coming from studies of R B F S  could be directly or  

indirectly applied t o  fuzzy logic systems. Indeed, many researchers have already done so. 

proposing various Fuzzy Radial Basis Function Xetworks [SL93] o r  Fuzzy SlembersIiip 

Function Based Seural Setworks [IK94]. Stable adaptive fuzzy logic cont rol proposed by 

Su [SS94b] was directly inspired from Sanner's work o n  stable adaptive gaussian network 

cont rol [SSglb]. Stable adaptive fuzzy logic cont rol proposed by I i a n g  [1iean93. 1Iran94b] 

was directly inspired from ~vork on stable nonlinear neural network control [PI91]. and 

was also siinilar to  Sanner's adaptive gaussian network control. Orthogonal Least squares 

Ieariiing for determining fuzzy sustein structure proposed by \Yang [1\'5192b] was also based 
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on the similar algorit hm for RBFX [CCGSl]. 

It appears that  early work in fuzzy logic control systems using pure fuzzy logic. as 

reviewed in [Leego]. has been gradually replaced bu very active research in adaptive neuro- 

fuzzy systems. The  following are some excellent works in this new field: Bruske [Bru931 

gave a broad and in-depth review on various neuro-fuzzy systems. and proposed a neu- Seu- 

ral Fuzzy Decision System: IVang [iV'r192c. 11I192b. LYan92. \i'11 9'La. iVan93. 11-an94b. 

nang-la] reported extensive and in-dept h studies of neuro-fuzzy systems. incliding the 

adr-antages of using neuro-fuzzy systems. universal approsimation. rule estraction from 

esamples. backpropagation. orthogonal least squares learning for structure determination. 

stable adaptive control using Lyapunov synthesis. hierarchicai systems. Part of 11ang0s 

work \vas reviewed in [SIen95]: Jang [Jan92. Jan93. JS93. Jan941 proposed a flesible .IF- 

SIS (-ldaptive Setlvork Based Fuzzy Inference Systems) mode1 rvhich could deal with plants 

that could be represented in a piecewise-differentiable format. such as difference equations. 

fuzzy rnodels. and neural networks. XFSIS and other neuro-fuzzy models were reviewed 

in [JS95]. along wit h st atic pattern classifier type learning algorithms such as backpropa- 

gation(BP). Least Squares Estimation (LSE). and a combination of BP and LSE. as weil 

as dynamic learnirig algorit hms such as the direct mimicking of anot her working cont roller. 

inverse control. specialized learning. backpropagation t hrough time. sliding mode cont rol 

for feedback linearizable nonlinear systems. and nonlinear gain scheduling control. Jang 

rvas one of developers of .\I.ITLAB fuzzy logic toolbos [lIat95] which includes the  AFSIÇ 

architecture. 

The above adaptive fuzzy systerns are mostly supervised learning systems. Recently. 

incorporating fuzzy logic with reinforcement learning has become an active research area. 

Fuzzy logic combined with expert knon-ledge could provide a good start point and reduce 

the learning time of the usuaUy slow reinforcenient Iearning process, tvhile reinforcement 

learning could fine t une fuzzy logic syst ems wi t hou t esplicit teachers. 

Lee and Berenji [LB89] ivere the first to  apply reinforcement learning to  fuzzy logic 

systems. Single-layer neural networks from Barto's mode1 [BS.483] were used to  train 

a fuzzy logic controller. The problem \vas that  the fuzzy lopic controller was coupled 

wit h another esterna1 neural network coiitroIler and could not operate independently as a 

stand-alone controller. In a new -4pprosimate Rcasoning based Intelligent Control (ERIC) 
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architecture [HB'Lb]. Berenji replaced the single laver neural networks wit h .Inderson's 

model using rnulti-layer neural networks [And89]. The fuzzy logic cont roller was modified 

by adjustable parameters inserted bettveen the fuzzifier. rules and the defuzzifier. These 

parameters could be viewed as a neural network tightly coupled tvith the fuzzy logic system. 

Another neural network served as an evaluation net\\-ork t o  calcuIate internal reinforcement. 

The same reinforcement Iearning algorithms as  that used in Anderson's model were also 

used to  train two neural networks. -4s the  learning progressed. the fuzzy logic controiler 

was tuned using adjustable esternal parameters. The problem wit h the ,-lRIC was stiIl t hat 

the fuzzy logic controller was tightly coupled ivith an  esternal neural network and was not 

a stand-alone system even after the learning was cornpleted. Other problems were due to 

the dralvbacks of .Anderson's model. e.g. the  control outputs were only binarj- signals. and 

not eligibility traces n-ere used to cope with delayed reinforcement. 

Berenji es t  ended the ,IRIC to  a G-IRIC ( Generahed XRIC) arcliitect ure [Ber92). in 

which the fuzzy logic system functioned as  an independent controller wit h adjustable inter- 

na1 parameters. instead of the  esternal parameters used in the ARIC. This fuzzy controller 

\vas caIled an -4ct ion Selection Settvork (AS?;). . h o t  her standard multi-layer neural net- 

work ivas used as a n  Action Evaluation Setu-ork ( A E S )  and backpropagation was used 

to adjust the internal parameters of t hese netrvorks. -1 Stochastic ,Action Modifier similar 

to Gullapalli's SRI- unit ivas used for real-valued continuous outputs. The fuzzy system 

in GARIC could i\*ork as a stand-alone controller once the learning was conipleted. The 

problem was that no  eligibility traces Lvere used. and there seemed to  be a mistake in the 

formulated learning algorithm. The estimation of partial derivative of evaluation value with 

respect to  the cont roi action (equation ( 16) in [Ber921 ) was not necessary in a reinforcement 

learning. since it was already statistically approximated by reinforcement learning itself. 

as shorvn by nï l l iams [n'ilP7, n'i1921. Also. many fuzzy operators used in the GARIC 

scheme seemed to  b e  unnccessarily comples. -4RIC and G-IRIC were successfully applied 

to the coniputer simulated attitude control of the space sliuttle [BLJC93]. The  adaptive 

fuzzy controller had siniilar fuel consumption efficiency as  the conventional controller, with 

additional advantage of being able to  automatically Iearn the control law and adapt t o  new 

requirements. In [Ber93]. Berenji furt her replaced the multi-layer neural network used as 

AES  in G-4RIC witli anotlier fuzzy logic sustem. By using adaptive fuzzy systems and 
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tially. and a uniform integration of reinforcernent learning and fuzzy Iogic was achieved. 

Chen et al. (CLH921 proposed a self-learning fuzzy controuer very similar Barto's 

-4SE/*4CE mode] [BS-4831. The difference \vas that the BOXES partitioning used for 

input encoding in the original XSE/.ICE model was replaced with fuzzy partitioning. -1 

sirnplified fuzzy controLler w-ith fuzzy singletons as outputs \\-as used as the .GE controller. 

The Condition part of fuzzy system was fised. whilst the output fuzzy singletons were ad- 

justed bu the reinforcernent learning algorithm. This fuzzy controller was able to  learn ho\\- 

to control the dassic cart-pole system and a number of other unstable nonlinear plants. 

X similar system \vas also proposed by Boem et al. [BC95] for a collision avoidance goal- 

seeking navigation cont rol system for use \vit h a mobile robot. The drawback of t his system 

was that the control action network and the performance evaluation network shared the 

same fuzzy input part itioning. Because the evaluation function and the action function 

may require different resolutions for the input space partjtioning. it would be better to use 

two different fuzzy systems for the action and evaluation functions respectivelu. as Berenji 

did \vit h the modified G-4RIC model. 

Lin and Lee used two neural-network-based fuzzy logic controllers (YS-FLC) proposed 

in [LLPl]  to construct a reinforcement SS-FLC (RSS-FLC) [LL94]. One XK-FLC per- 

formed as a fuzzy controller. while the otlier one acted as a fuzzy performance predicator. 

-4 stochastic unit \vas used to gencrated coiitinuous controt outputs. The basic idea was 

similar to that in Berenji's GARIC systeni. only the neuro-fuzzy subsystems used for the 

action and evduat ion functions were different . Xnot her new feat ure of RSS-FLC was 

that it was able to modify its rule structure as  well as the parameters of the membership 

func t ions. 

Lee and Takagi [LT93] proposed the use of Genetic Algorithms for optimizing fuzzy sys- 

tems. Genetic -4lgorit hms [BGH89] apply the ideas from nat ural genetic evolution to opti- 

mization problems in the engineering field. Elements ~vi th  a good performance will survive 

and become stronger, wliile elements with poor performance will gradually be eliminated. 

Genetic -4lgorithms could also be considered as a kind of reinforcement learning algorithms 

in the sense that good performer will be reinforced. Kowever. unlike the commonly used 

reinforcement learning algorithms, the cornples encoding/decoding schemes used in Ge- 
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netic -4lgorithms make it difficult t o  incorporate Genetic -4lgorithms with connectionist 

neural networks. Genetic algorithms have been most successfully used in rule-based Clas- 

sifier S-stems (BGHSS] where a finite set of rules can be optimized. It is very natural to 

apply Genetic -Ugorithms to  the optimization of fuzzy logic rule-based systems. for both 

structure and parameter opt imizations [LT93. H1I9.51. 

Sun-rrnary: Adaptitle nonl in~ar control has becn a challenging topic in control enginfer- 

ing. Ernerging techniques jrom the derelopm~nts  in neural netu.orks, fuziy logic sys t~ms.  

Genetic ,-llgorithms, and rc in forc~m~nt  learning proride mu. and promising approaches tu 

the control of compkr.  non-lincar. tirne-rarying syst~rns. Cornbining these adaptitx nonlin- 

car elenzcnts with controi syst~nzs under the ~stabiishrd principl~s of conw ntionai adapt ire 

nonlin~ar control theory is a promising approach. 

2.2 Critical Review of FNS Control Systems 

Havirig revimved adaptive nonlinear control strategies in general. now control systems for 

Functional Seuromuscular StimuIation (FXS) will be reviewed in particular. 

2.2.1 Hybrid FNS System 

The hybrid assistive system was first suggested in 1912 by three leaders in the field of 

control. FXS and robotics: Tomovic. \~ukobratovic and 1:odovnik [TVVi2]. Since then it 

lias been denionst rated t liat hybrid systems have certain advantages over systems in which 

FSS or bracing technology is used separatel).. Mechanical braces can reduce the degrees 

of freedom by restricting the motion of anatomical joints or  by allowing motion only in a 

certain axis and thus simplifx the FXS control probIern. Cnder certain conditions. braces 

can stabilize the biomechanical system and  reduce the required muscle activity, and thus 

delay the onset of FSS-induced muscle fatigue. Bracing can compensate for insufficient 

muscle force due t o  denervation [YZ90]. Esternal mechanical components can be used for 

mounting serisors and  actuators. Braces with esternally powered act uators can provide 

exterrial torques to  furtlier reduce the requirement for muscle action and thus compensate 

for weak muscles. iYaIking aids such as  crutches or  rolling walkers are usually used to 

maintain balance during FSS walking. 

Popovic and Tomovic et al. [PTS89] introduced a hybrid assistive s is tem ( H - G )  with a 
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combination of F S S  and Self-Fit ting-'rlodular-Ort hosis ( SFUO ). The S F l I O  $vas an  active 

mechanical brace n-ith powered actuators t o  provide esternal torques on joints. The  main 

features of SFMO included: a partially active. unilateral and lightweight esternal skeleton: 

the self-adjusting of brace to  the body t hrough telescopic elements: a soft interface: a 

rnodular design alloiving independent application to  any of sis joints: cj-bernetic actuator 

units able t o  cont rol bot h stiffness (free-locked) and motion ( flexion-est ension) of joints. It 

was found in esperimental work that energy espenditure in paraplegic walking w-ith HAS 

was lower than those with FSS and SFSIO used alone: The gait efficiency as indicated by 

\valking speed was the  highest when H-AS was used: The  H-4S also was found to reduce 

the force load on the  upper extremities. They asserted tliat HAS \vas a new step in the 

development of neuroprostheses for locomotion and manipulation. 

Solornonow [K-X'rI+93] reported a Louisiana St a te  Cniversity reciprocat ing gait ort hosis 

(LSU-RGO) powered with FSS to provide a simple form of paraplegic locomotion. including 

standing up. standing and balancing. simultaneous swing-phase and contralateral push-off 

of the legs. LSL--RGO was a passive H K X F O  (hip-knee-ankle-foot orthosis). The  hip 

joints were connected to  each other with two cables which prevented simultaneous flexion 

of both hips and consquent  collapse. and provided force transmission from one hip t o  the 

contralateral one t o  make reciprocal gaits. The reciprocal mechanism could be disengaged 

to  allow simultaneous hip flexions for Sitting. The  RGO allows stable. upright balance at  

, niinimum met abolic energy cost. while F S S  providcs power for locomotion and releases the 

upper estrernities and trunks muscles from bearing al1 the burden of movements. thereby 

reducing the energy espenditure per unit body mass. This hybrid system has been fitted 

to  over .XI00 patients worldwide on a custom-made basis. with a VS-5 12.000 average cost 

for hardware and training. Efforts are being made to  form a rnanufacturing facility and t o  

obt ain FD.4 approval for conimercial distribution. 

Andreivs et  al. [ A B B ~ B S ,  K;\M+93] introduced a rigid ankle-foot brace able t o  pro- 

vide stability. wit hout F S S  activation of muscles. for 'C' standing postures. Stability \vas 

nlaintained as long as  ground reaction vector remained anterior to  the  knee joint a i s .  

Only when ground reaction vector passed througli o r  beliind the knee axis, quadriceps were 

stimulated t o  es tend the  knee and prevent buckting. Since the floor reaction vectors are 

mainly oriented ahead of the knee joint during the  stance phase of walking and standing. 
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especially after 'Cg standing postures were properlj- adopted by FSS subjects. this Floor 

Reaction Orthosis (FR0 ) reduced t h e  duty cycle of activation of the estensors to  a few 

percent. thus reducing muscle fatigue during prolonged upright activity. This F R 0  could 

either be used alone for FSS s tanding and walking. or used as  a part in a 2-part rnodular 

hybrid F S S  system including anot her  lightweight hip/trunk reciprocating Ort hosis ( RO ) 

with powered hip joint actuators and hip linking mechanism. The  hip/trunk brace provided 

better stability in standing and walking tlian using F R 0  alone. and cornputer-controiled 

hip joint actuators provided greater controuability on biomechanical sustem. 

Durfee et al .  [DHSO. Dur921 have  designed a Controlled-Brake Orthosis (CBO) for 

regulating FSS-aided gait. The CBO \vas a long-Iegged brace wirh controiiable friction 

brakes at  the hip and knee joints. FSS activated muscles were used as unregulated potver. 

and controllable brakes were used to regulate this raw poiver t o  achieve an  acceptable leg 

Sunznzcrry: Fronz rcrieu~ of abow typical hybrid F.13 systems, one important question 

cnzcrges, i . ~ .  hou. to design Fil-S sys tcms with the best eflect/cffort ratio. It appeared that 

SF,UO propos~d by Poporic et al. r a s  a cornplex systém with many attractire f~aturcs.  

H o u ' E ~ E ~ ,  a complcr system is ustlally dificuit to opercrtc. eithér for the human opcrnfors. 

or for th€ controlling computcrs. LSI--RGO u-ith F.1-S rcported by Soiornonou* usas a rcliabl~ 

hybrid systcnz. mainly duc to the stability proridcd by LSI--RGO. Hotrcrer. LSI--RGO v a s  

a long HIC-4 FO ushich Orclcd al1 six joints and f t x t .  and thus could bécorne a hmry  burdcn 

in subjcct 's daily liring. .Uodular hybrid F.13 sys fcm proposcd by -4ndrcu.s ci al. niodu- 

larized the LSI--RGO, and thus yartially occrcan2~ some dratrbacks of LSI--RGO such as 

encumbrance. w h i l ~  prorided the similar stability. CBO proposed by D u r f e ~  et ni. va s  quite 

norel irz that thé bracc vas  used to b r a k  the k g  n z o r ~ r n ~ n t !  mther than to  proride stability 

or pover for leg morern~nt  as in o t h ~ r  passire or active braces. One possible drau~bacb of 

CBO vos  that nzuscles had to be a c t i r a t ~ d  to large letxls, et-en to their marimums, in order 

to procidc suficient rau. p o u r  to be r~gulatcd by brakes. If t h ~ w  uias no cnough mu. potrer, 

the brakes would not hélp. These typical hybrid F-YS systems show that longer bracing u d l  

procide b r t t ~ r  stability, and potmr brczc~ wiil protide b e t t ~ r  controllability. How~t'er, if irn- 

procemont in effcct is srnall compared to  the eflort required to operi& the ~ z t ~ r n a l  e i em~n t s ,  

the final efl~ct/eflort u d l  actuclly decreas~ .  -4 modular design is necessary to procide the 



2.2.2 Hierarchical FNS Control System 

Hierarchical and distributed control have been adopted bu some FSS researchers [CKSI'I8. 

Chi92. -1BPk-E.Sj. Here the control problem is decomposed into a set of sub-control tasks. 

Conceptually (and somewhat arbitrarilu). the FXS cont rouer can be divided into t hree 

levels: the command processor. the coordination level controller and the act uator level 

[CKlI+EE]. The command processor translates SC1 sub ject 's commands (eg.  sit . stand. 

walk) into desired biomechanical outputs. The coordination level controller decomposes the 

comples movement instructions into stimulation patterns of individual muscle groups and 

coordinates the actions of act uator level cont rollers. X the act uator level. controllers gen- 

erate stimulation signals to individuaI groups of muscles to  achieve desired motions. Simi- 

lar hierarcliical and distributed structures can also be found in the natural motion control 

in vertebrat es [ItoE-l, HKB93. àISU'90a] albus81 .kaivatokï.barto93.bert hier93.prochazka93, 

and it is a natural and effective way to deal with liigli DOF control problems in neuromus- 

cular sustems. There is, hoivever. no very clear line between these three FSS control levels. 

One type of control technique. such as de-based control. could be used in ali levels. -1nd 

in some simple FXS svstems. tliere could be only one level controller which takes care of all 

control tasks. In FSS field. various coritrol strategies have been proposed and are reviei\.ed 

in the following sections. These include open-loop coritrollers, conventional closed-loop con- 

trollers (e.p. PID. STR. SIR.%C, LQR). to nonconventional closed-loop control strategies 

such as rule-based control. neural net work control. and fuzzj- logic control. 

Open-loop FNS Controller 

Open-loop FXS controllers usually can not maintain satisfactory performance all the time. 

However? their effect/effort ratios. defined as functional or therapeutic effect obtained by 

using FSS with respect to the effort required to operate the FSS system, are not loi\-. This is 

partiallu due to the fact that open-loop controllers do not require feedback sensors and thus 

avoid the tedious procedure of sensor mounting, c a b h g  and calibration. Another reason 

is that open-loop controllers do not need comples calculation. thus reduce the requirernent 

for fast real-time computing poLver. Indeed. most FXS st imulators (e.g. t hose reported in 
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[K-..\1+93] ) today operate tvithout sensory feedback. The onlv command input is usually 

manual switches from the users. 

blcSeal et al. [ X W T S S ]  used an  open-loop quadriceps FSS stimulator to  control the 

freely-swing knee angle to foUow a specific trajectory. An iterative trial-an-error procedure 

is used t o  manually adjust the sequences and amplitudes of stimulations. In four paraplepic 

subjects, it was found that on average l2 .6f  2.9 iterations were required to  approsimate the 

required trajectory. with final error of 2.1 f 0.7 degrees. Repeated responses were e s t  remely 

consistent: the average difference bettveen successive triais was less than 1 degree in 81% 

of the trials: stimulation sequences achieved accurate matches of the  desired trajectory on 

subsequent days n-hen adjusted by a simple gain factor; stimulus modulation envelopes 

for all four subjects were sirnilar in sharp (althouph varied in amplitude) indicating that  

the iterative process can be shortened by starting with an  averaged moduIation envelope. 

Hoivever. there was a progressive degradation in the response when the stimulation sequence 

\vas repeated every 3 seconds for 50 trials. demonstrating the limitation of the open-loop 

control. 

In Cleveland. Ohio. V.S.-A.. llarsolais and Kobetic et al. have developed a portable 

and laboratory-based 48-channel CI--AI\.\IC-Cil'RT s y t e m  [CK.\I+E8, Kob94. KM911 for 

FSS \valking controlled bl- preprograrnmed stimulation sequences. The stimulation pat- 

terns tvere derived from trial-and-error esperirnentation. starting wit h known muscle EMG 

patterns observed during normal gait. and fine-tuned stiniulus timing and aniplitude man- 

ually using qualitative visual observations and quantitative evaluation of FSS gait \vit h 

a motion analysis system [IiSM'Sl, MarSl]. The users manually operated a hand switch 

t o  initiate the preset stimulation sequences for different States of paraplegic gait. based on 

his own visual. auditory and somatosensory feedback. iVhen the subject began to  slow 

down due t o  muscle fatigue. another stimulation pattern wit h higher muscle activation 

level \vas act ivated to  regain the original speed. This system dernonstrated the feasibility 

of FXS paraplegic walking. However. it was found that automatic detection of incipient 

gait events such as heel strike would be necessary to provide for timely activation of mus- 

cles in order to  reduce undesired delays, improve gait quality and reduce rnetabolic energy 

espenditure. Such gait event detection wouId also enable use of seiisor information for next 

step (cycle-to-cycle) adjust nient of t rajectory based on esperiences gained by experts wit h 
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preprograrnmed stimulation. Researchers at Cleveland Center are non- working toward a 

nest-generation. closed-loop FSS walking system wit h cycIe-t O-cycle fuzzy logic cont roller 

to make adjustments at each succeeding step. 

'iamaguchi and Zajac [yZ90] designed an open-loop FSS controller to restore unassisted 

nat ural gait in a 3-D. 8 DOF computer model of a paraplegic. They used a computationally 

intensive Dynarnical Programming process with trial-and-error adjustment to  find subop- 

timal stimulation patterns for a t  Ieast seven muscle-groups in each leg. An ankle-foot 

orthosis was found to be especially useful. as it helped to stabilize the stance leg and sim- 

plified the task of controUing the foot during swing. -Ut hough this computer simuiation 

did demonstrate the possibility for unsupported FSS paraplegic gait . it was onlv limited 

to undisturbed. level gait and did not take into account muscle fatigue. 

In additional to  the above empirical trial-and-error or dynamical programming proce- 

dure. t here are ot her. more t heoretical. methods utilizing rieuromuscular models to  design 

non-linear open-ioop controllers. 

Hausdorff and Durfee [HD91] designed an open-loop freely-swing knee joint position 

cont roller in able-bodied subjccts using quadriceps and hamst rings. Ely inverting t h e  non- 

linear static muscle recruitrnent curve. linear muscle dynamics. a non-linear feedforward 

compensaIor w s  formulated. The model parameters were identified by a series of off-line 

esperiments. This compensator worked well for open-loop isonietric control of torque for 

short periods. especiaiiy if the dependence of torque on position u-as accouiited for. Hotv- 

ever, for non-isometric position coritrol. its performance \vas poor. due to the inaccurate 

muscle dynamic model under nonisomet ric conditions. The authors sugges ted t hat closed- 

loop control might be essential for functional restoration of gait. 

Veltink et al. [VCCeB92] aiso tested a sirnilar open-loop nonlinear compensator in cat 

limb joint control esperiments. The  cont rouer compensated for the nonlinear muscle re- 

cruitment curve and a t hree-factor (muscle activation dynaniics, angle-torque relationship, 

and angular veloci tu-t orque rcla t ionship ) non-liiiear muscle dynamics. The performance 

of the compensator appeared to  be strongly dependent on modeling errors and could be 

improved by combining wi t h PID fcedback cont roller. 

In an attempt to  automate the synthesis of a stimulus map for open-loop upper- 

estremity FSS prostheses. Iiilgore and Peckliam [IïP93] developed a metliod they called 



Esternal 'clornent Grasp Synthesis l l a p  (EMGSP).  which described the  interaction bet~veen 

the active moments generated by electrical stimulation. the  passive joint moments. and  the 

resulting totai  joint moment and  angle. The  ESIGSP was used t o  automate the develop- 

ment of stimulus maps for three paralyzed subjects. and t he  EXGSP generated grasp had 

lower errors than the grasp pat terns  developed using a rule-based qualitative method. It 

rvas found that the time dependent recruitment variations. such as  fatigue. were a primary 

source of errors. 

Based on a neurobiological mode1 of vertebrate motor control network. Xbbas [-4C9C. 

.$Tg31 designed an adaptive feedforward FSS controller, comprising a set of coupled unit 

pattern generators (PG. could be simplified to a look-up table) for generating a cyclic 

pattern of activity. and a pa t te rn  shaper (PS) to  adaptively filter the PG signals using 

a heterosynaptic Hebbian-type learning algorit hm. This feedforward controller is supple- 

mented by a PD feedback controuer a t  the  training phase. and  the  P D  controller ou tpu t  

decreased as the training progressed and could be totally disabled after training was com- 

pleted. This feedforward control supplemented by simple PID feedback control is similar t o  

Kawato's "feedback-error-learning" method [KFSSÏ] based on  a cerebellum net~vork. which 

had been applied to robot control systems. (The difference is tha t  Abbas used error directly 

while Kawato used PID output  as training signal). -4bbas evaluated his adaptive feedfor- 

ward F S S  controller using a cornputer mode1 and the quadriceps of SC1 individuals during 

a tracking task. The control system \vas denioiistrated to  provide autorriated customization 

for a given musculoskeletal system as  well as on-line adaptation t o  account for changes in 

musculoskeletal system, such as fatigue. How-ever, this neural network controller is not a 

complete open-loop system. because it required feedback error in order to  learn during the 

training phase. Xfter training. t h e  feedforward cont rol could work independent Iy. however, 

if on-line adaptation to  parameter changes [vas required, then feedback error was aIso nec- 

essary. Sankai [San951 proposed a similar adaptive pattern generator FSS controller using 

recurrent neural network t rained bu Genetic Algorit hm. 

Summary: Open-loop F-13 controllers are easy to impkment and do not need ertra sen- 

sor mounting and cabling. They are wideiy used in most curen t  F:YS systems. Hourever, 

,corne forns of clos~d-laop control mcty irnprom control perforrnanc~. For FiVS controlkrs 

vsing preset stimulation patterns, smsory fe~dback uould procide necessary gait euent in for- 
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mation for b ~ t t e r  timing to t r i g g ~ r  preset stimulation patterns i n  order to at-oid unnecéssary 

musclc actication. For nonlinear feedforward conzp~nsators. mtra  feedback control trouid 

c o r ~ c t  the rnoddling inaccuracy. Finally. to cope with tirne-rarying propertirs such as 

muscle fat igue and pot entiat ion. and interna1 or external disturbances such as change of 

load. closcd-loop cont rol is necéssary. 

N u m e r i c a l  Closed-Ioop FNS Con t ro l l e r  

The simplest numerical closed-loop controller is the standard PID (proportional-integral- 

derivative) controller. Since the early 1980s. Cleveland research group has studied the 

PID control for FSS in animal using single muscles. in human upper estremities and 

lower extremities (CK.\If ES, Chi921. Csually a CO-stimulation mapping function a a s  used 

for controlling two antagonist muscles and compensating nonlinear musde recruitment 

properties [ChiSS]. It \vas found [CKblf 881 that PID feedback controllers performed well 

in maint aining stance stability for short durations (5-10 minutes) in the presence of esternal 

disturbances. and feedback control of hip and trunk provided the  subject with an increased 

ability t o  free his hands while standing. Hoivever. stable stance duration was limited bu 

fatigue of muscles, whicli increascd input-output deadbands and resulted in oscillations in 

some cases. 

Recentl~.  Franken and té l t ink et  al. [F1'9.j] has proposed a cycle-to-cycle PID control 

strategy to cope ivith slowlu-varying parameters such as muscle fatigue. PID cont roller was 

not designed to  correct instantaneous trajectory tracking error. bu t  rather to  compensate 

for slowly-varying muscle properties by computing parameterized stimulations on the basis 

of gait in previous cycles. It was questioned if instantaneous control of system trajectory 

was possible or even essential for the lower extremity FSS system. This is certainly a 

good question. and it miglit suggest tha t  conventional numerical tracking control might 

not be suitable for the complex FXS systenis with poor controllability. Kobetic et  al. 

[Iiob91. KSI941 recently proposed the modification of FSS stimulation based on the control 

performance of previous gait cycle. 

A common rnethod to  deal with time-varying dynamics is adaptive control. ,Allin and 

Inbar [XI861 designed a t liird-order mode1 reference adaptive cont roller for tracking cont rol 

of upper lirnb. Their results suggested that the adaptive controller perforined at least as 
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well as. and generally bet ter than a third-order feedforward controller in terms of tracking 

error and dist urbance resist ance. The  feedforward cont roller required a Iengt hy a priori 

off-line identification procedure each time it a-as used. In cont rast . the adapt ive controuer 

could identify parameters on-line within a few seconds with a consequent irnprovement 

in performance. The benefits of 31RdIC included the ease of setting up  controller and 

cont inuous adaptation, and hence its great practicality. 

Tl'hile results from -Win and Inbar were encouraging, results from Cleveland group us- 

ing adaptive cont rollers were not very positive. Bernotas. Crago- and Chizeck [BCCh;] 

designed a STR type adaptive controiler using recursive least squares parameter estima- 

tion. The controller was evaluated in an animal muscle. It \vas found t hat the controller 

effectively t racked the required commands. However, the performance of t his adap tive con- 

troller shou-ed only a rninor difference with that of a pole-zero fixed parameter controller. 

The problems wit h t his adaptive cont rouer included instability due to  measurement noise 

and reduced effectiveness caused by the absence of a persistent escit ation in constant com- 

mands and saturated controller out puts. These difficulties of adaptive controuer. and the 

remarkable robustness of a simple fised parameter controller. suggested that adaptive con- 

trollers might be best used in conjunction with a supervisory controller to  guarantee safety. 

Lan. Crago and Chizeck [LCCSl] further compared the performance of a similar second- 

order STR adaptive controller and two first-order fised parameter controllers (one using 

pulse-width modulation. the other using both pulse-width and stimulus-period modula- 

tion). The cornparison was carried out on an animal muscle preparation for different tasks. 

It was found that the simplest Pl\' controuer demonstrated robust control for al1 tasks; 

The PIl7/SP cont roller performed significantly bet ter t han Pli' under transition situations. 

However, the  adaptive controller did not perforrn significantly bet ter  than the simple Pir* 

controller. It was argued tha t  abrupt changes such as external loading transit ions limited 

the performance of adapt ive controller. 

To cope with the nonlinearities of the neuromuscular system. perturbation Iinearization 

or nonlinear feedforward compensator could be used. Successful results using perturbation 

linearization were reported by Khang [KZ89] and He [HLLSl] in cornputer simulations. 

This kind of perturbation met hods are limited to  standing postural control. 

Lan [LCCSO] proposed a general perturbation control strategy t o  decompose a nonlin- 



ear systern into a "nonlinear nominal system" cornpensated by a non-linear feedforward 

compensator and a 'perturbed h e a r  sustem" controiled by a linear feedback controller. 

Léltink et al. [YCCeB92] compared the performances of a nonlinear feedforward corn- 

pensator. a PID feedback controller. and a PID feedback with nonlinear feedforïi-ard corn- 

pensator for joint angle tracking control in an animal muscle. It iras found that the per- 

formance of using feedforward nonlinear cornpensator depended strongly on the accuracy 

of the rnodel. 

del Re et al. [~KSGSI]  designed a self-tuning PID controller with a nonlinear compen- 

sator to d e d  wit h nonlinear and time-varying muscle dynamics. Esperimental results for 

the control of the freelj- swing knee joints of able bodied persons demonstrated the effective- 

ness of this controiIer. .% good correct approsimation for the nonlinear muscle recruitrnent 

characteristic curve \vas shown to be necessary for stable control. In addition, special treat- 

ments such as an adaptation sivitching meclianism and a linear forgetting algorithm were 

dso important for reliable control. 

Surnmary: Conrentional numéricnl control, from simple PID, lincar adaptire .\IR..1C 

und STR,  to complcx self-tuning linear adaptir~ control with nonlincar compensator h a m  

k e n  applird to FLYS syst~rns. PID controllers vith nonlinear CO-stimulation rnnpping pro- 

t-id~d robust control, but only for short periods. The rrsults of lincar adaptire controllérs in 

F-YS from t tro independent msearch groupa werr nliz~d. with h t h  positir~ and no-so-positir.~ 

conclusions. This sugg~sts thai n~uronzuscular systcnzs arc comylcz nonlinear sysf~nzs.  and 

that conrentional lincar adaptire controll~rs may not always uwrk u d l  in FA\-S control. T h e  

~ s u l t s  of PID f ~ ~ d b a c k  control with fcedforulard compensator suggests that the accuracy of 

the nonlinear function approximation is important for irnproring control performance. If 

a nonlinear m d d  is not accu rai^. the use of nonlinmr compensafor uiould not irnprore, 

and may m e n  degrade, the perfornzance of a simple linear PID controller. IR convmtional 

numerical contmlfield, accurate nonlinear function approrimation is digicult to obtain. and 

depends on the accuracy of both structural identification and parameter estimation. On the 

other hand, as mriewd in early srct ions, non-conwnt ional neural netuorks and f u z q  logic 

systerns hace been proren to be unicersal nonlinear function approrimators having excellent 

lrarning capacity. Thus, incorporating neural n~tworks and fuzzy logic s y s t ~ m s  as adap- 

tire nonlinrar elerncnts in numerical control systems is a pronzising approach for nonlinear 
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adaptit-e control in generai. in particuiar for the control of Fi\-S systems. 

Lan. Feng and Crago [LFC94] proposed a feedforlvard artificial neural network w-ith out- 

put recurrent foop and input time delay for FSS control of quadriplegic arm. The optimal 

movement and corresponding muscle activation patterns were derived from the equilibrium 

point hypot hesis of nat ural single joint movements and numerically solved using a nonlinear 

programming software which required computation power a t  the supercornputer level. The  

-US was able to learn the inverse dynamic relationship for the optimal movement and gen- 

eralize the learned optimal control to  a class of scaled movements. and had the advantage 

of high speed computation (due to  its parallel structure) tvhich ivas critical for real-time 

implementat ion. The t rained ,4$$ open-loop cont roller could cont rol the nonlinear mus- 

cleljoint model sufficiently well so as to reproduce a range of scaled optimal movements. It 

\vas also shown that  the ASS controller's abiiity to estrapolate was speed-limited and that  

the .lSS-produced movements might deviate frorn the optimal movements. particularly a t  

the termination of the movements. due to various sources of errors. They recommended a n  

additional on-line adaptation algorit h m  or feedback cont roller to assist in refining muscle 

stimulation for practical applications. and suggested the combination of an open-loop A S 5  

pattern generator and a closed-loop controller in a perturbation controller [LCCOO]. 

Teiseira and Chizeck et al. [TJSC91. Chi921 used an A 9 S  to model the inverse dynamics 

of a nonlinear neuromuscular system for use in a feedback linearizirig controller. They 

successfully applied the metliod proposed by Loparo [LTgOb] to the controi of FSS using 

a computer muscle model. 

Finite Sta te  Closed-loop FNS Controller 

Conventional numerical control has been quite successful in process control and robotics. 

However, the difficulties in its application to FSS suggest that the control of biological 

systems rnay need a totally different approach. There is neurobiological evidence to sug- 

gest that numerical error driven servo-controllers do esist in biological systerns, e.g. st retch 

reflex [SteSO] and posture control [HLLgl]. Sumerical control methods could be applied 

to the  quantitative andysis of such feedback loops. However, there is otlier evidence t o  

suggest t hat biological motor cont rol systems adopt dist ributed, non-numerical, pattern- 

driven control strategies [TSIGG. Pro93: XISM'SOa. HKB93. BSB93. AlbE1, Bee9O. BRSI931. 
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One difference between centralized and dist ributed control systems is t hat dist ributed sys- 

tems allow i.-graceful degradation" [PJ\Y92] of performance in the situations of hardware 

or soft ivare failures. v:hile such failures could have fat al consequences in cent ralized sys- 

tems. ,A "graceful degradation'* would provide more reaiistic and valid safety guarantee 

than the classical safety techniques re1;;ing on high quality components. Vnder "graceful 

degradation". reliable cont rol is guaranteed \vit h Io\\- qualit' sensory information. Indeed. 

most sensory information in biological systems are not high quaiity cornpared to  those in 

artificial systems such as  robots. In FSS systems. the  situations are similar. For esam- 

ple. only a limited selection of sensors are practical for FSS  systems [CCSHg6. And951. 

Even traditional goniometers. widely used in robots, are not practical for daily usage in 

FSS. considering the mechanical encumbrance and tedious calibration and cabling. Csu- 

ally some convenieiit. compact. reliable. easy-to-instaU sensors such as pressure sensing 

resistors ( FSR)[.IBPKSS. .h-~d95]. radio goniometer [And95]. inclinometer. accelerometer 

[VFIeB93. VBK"93. And931 are used in FSS. These sensory signals are not directly re- 

lat ed t O the system dynamics modelled bu differential equat ions using angular variables. 

but rat her are coarse. sonietimes nonlinear, informat ion refiecting the current st at  es of the 

systems. It is almost impossible t O design conventional numerical cont rollers using t his 

sensory information. 

Finite state control is a feedback control strategy n-ithout using esplicit dynamic models. 

Finite state coiitrollers rriake control decisions based on the pattern-rnatching in sensory 

feedback. rather than calculating control signals from tracking errors based on dynamic 

models. Pattern-driven finite state control may seem too simple from control engineering 

point of view. yet. there are evidences of such motor control programs existing in spinal 

cord. cerebellum, and niotor cortex of intact animals? such as as "Central Pattern Generator 

(CPG)" [SteEO. Pro93, Ito84] and "Adjustable Pattern Generator (APG)" [BSB93, HKB93. 

lIS\Y9Oa] ~vliicli are preset motor programs triggered bu particular sensory patterns. It is 

interesting to  note that  gait andysis [l'D092] also reflected the finite state nature of human 

gaits, e.g. human gait is divided into t ~ v o  main phases (swing and stance) with eight main 

events (toe-off? acceleration. midswing. deceleration, heel strike, foot-flat. midstance, heel- 

off). 

Based on a neurobiolopical model. Berthier et al. [BSB93] designed an .Adjustable Pat- 



tern Generator neural network controller which successfully controlied a simple tivo degrees 

of freedom simulated Lmb. Beer et al. [BeeSO] also used a biologicaliy-based motor pat- 

tern generator to successfull~ control an "artificial cockroach". Srinivasan et al. [SGi1-92] 

demonstrated that a sequential artificiai neural network \vas capable of learning periodic 

movement trajectories with generalization and fault tolerance abilities and suggested its 

use as bipedai movement pattern generator in legged robots and rehabilitation engineering. 

Donner [Donb;] designed a finite state controller for a real legged robot. Albus [Alb81] 

demonstrat ed t hat his ClI,IC mode1 could becorne a finite-st ate automat on. or produc- 

tion rule system. if the trajectory information is directlu fed back to the controller. This 

"stimulus-response chaining" tvpe CM-IC's have been applied to  the control of robot ma- 

nipulators [Albsl. HLGSO]. Since the mid 19SOs. the "behaviour-based robot" has become 

an active research topic [Bro86]. Behavior-based robots differ from traditional robots in 

that  tliere is a direct mapping from sensors to actuators for each task-oriented behavior. 

while t here are many layers (perception, modelling.planning.task esecu tion, motor cont rol) 

from sensors to  actuators in traditional robot. Comples behavior can be decomposed into 

simpler component behaviors and designed accordingly. Recently. Mahadevan et al. [SIC921 

used reinforcement learning algorithms for the automatic programming of behavior-based 

robots, and suggested that converting a cornples task into a sirnpler set of special-purpose 

reactive sub-tasks would speed up learning. In fact. reinforcement learning is based on finite 

state rnodels and provides a nat ural approach for developing adaptive learning finite state 

control. .As pointed out by Sutton [SBIl'91]. reinforcement learning is a direct adaptive 

optimal cont rol that learns optimal control actions based on input state patterns without 

going t hrough the t radit ional two-step t rajectory planning/trackin,a scheme. 

In FSS and rehabilitation robotics. Tomovic and McGhee [ThiGG] firstly proposed fi- 

nite state approach for the control of bioengineering systems in the 1960s. Later. Artificial 

Reflex (-;ZR) control was proposed by Tomovic [TomB-I, PTSPS]. and further developed into 

-4daptive Reflex [TPTSi] and Rule-Based Control [PTSES. ABPEPS]. .4ctually. Liberson's 

first FSS system for foot-drop correction \vas also a finite state cont roller. Finite s ta te  con- 

trollers have been used in prolonged FKS standing with [.4BPKP9. KAhlC93] and without 

foot bracing [MVBZ92]: standing up [SIYB92]: reciprocal gaits [.-\BPIi89. CE;M+88]; and 

slving-througli gaits [Hel92]. 
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-4 recent and interesting development is the application of machine learning algorithms 

to  the automatic design of finite state o r  rule based F S S  controllers [K-18k. XBPK-9. 

KUIS9.  Ii-$89. He192. HVR+93. Iios95' KAPf 9.51. The application of Quinlan's [Qui861 

ID3 type inductive machine learning to FSS control \vas firstly reported by Kirkwood and 

Andrews et al. [K..l86. ABPKES]. Since then. inductive learning algorithms have been used 

to  aut omat ically derive F?;S cont rol rules from working esamples [K-W. He192. Kos9.j. 

K-lPf 9.51. to  au tomat icdy  detect normal gait events [KAME.9]. and to  reconstruct muscle 

activation patterns from kinematic data  in normal gaits [H\'R+93]. A disadvantage of ID3 

type inductive learning is that it is an off-line mode of learning. Kostov et al. compared 

inductive learning (IL ) algorit hm wit h anot her supervised learning algorit hm. Xdaptive 

Logic Setwork (ALS) for the automatic design of rule-based FES control. The results 

suggest that the IL learned faster than the - - L X .  while both performed the test rapidly. 

-4n advantage of the XLS over this II, was that XLS's could be incrementally trained wvith 

new data without losing previously collected knowledge. The advantages of the IL over the  

A L S  were that the IL produced human comprehensible decision trees and that the relative 

importance of each sensory contribution could be quantified. The last feature is important 

to relas the "curse of dimensionality" problem when machine learning is to be scaled u p  t o  

large syst ems. 

To cope with uncertainty in the training data and noise in sensor signals, Heller [Hel921 

incorporated fuzzy logic weigliting into inductive learning algori t lims. It was found tha t  

fuzzy lveigliting improved classification accuracy and allow-ed the induction of more robust 

rule-sets. Iig and Chizeck [SC931 used fuzzy logic to predict FSS gait events in the presence 

of sensor noise. The fuzzy detector was intended for on-line estimation of FSS gait phrases. 

as part of a closed-loop controller for improved paraplegic locomotion [Kob94' KM911. 

Popovic [Pop931 proposed a neural network with special class of fuzzy logic elements called 

"preferent ial neurons" for aut  omatic synt hesis of finite state cont rol rules. The preferential 

neurons were used to  estimate the relevance of each of the sensory inputs to the recognition 

of patterns defined as finite States. 

Xeural networks could also be used for finite state control. Altliough neural networks 

can not be espressed as explicit IF /THES rules, they can still be used to generate state- 

action mappings. Xote t hat finite state control is not equal to mie-based control. Rather, 



finite s ta te  is an abstract mathematical model. which can be realized by production rule 

sp tems .  neural networks. look-up tables. and  ot  her mapping functions. 

Kostov et al. [KSAT92. Kos9.5. I;.4P+9.5] has applied Adaptive Logic . ie t (ALS).  a 

kind of neural network using boolean trees, for automatic generation of finite s t a t e  FSS 

controllers. It \vas found tha t  . I L S  was able to clone the control skills from skilied subjects 

or therapist. and more interestinglu. able t o  provide a n  early prediction of stimulation 

events. up t o  two seconds in advance. 

Heller et al. [Hi*Ri93] used multi-layer neural network ( S S )  and inductive learning 

(IL) to  reconstruct muscle activities during normal gaits. It \vas found that  SS was able to 

reconst ruct the continuous muscle activation patterns of both muscles from one network. 

whereas two separate rule sets were needed for the rule-based IL. It appears that  S Y s  had 

better function approsimation capacity than rule-based IL. Hoivever. the disadvantage of 

SS was that  the control rules generated bu YS were implicit within the  network s t ructure  

and weight parameters and not easily comprehended. 

Surnmary: Finite state control is a f l ~ x i b l ~  contra[ s t m t ~ g y  trhich does not n e ~ d  a expficit 

dynamic models of the controlled plants. Finite statr control could be implemented using 

production ruk  s y s t ~ m s .  neural nctworks, or  fuzty logic systerns. Control stmtcgics could bc 

adaptirely l~arncd from hurnan ~ r p c r t s  or from training data using sym bolic or conn~ct ionis t  

machine l~arn ing  techniques. Finite s t a t ~  control could be applicd to al1 t h r ~ ~  l e r ~ l  C O J ~ : Î ~  

form conznzand l ~ r c l .  coordination l e r ~ l ,  to lou. actuator krcl .  Production r u l ~  s y s t ~ n z s  or  

furzy logic sys t~rns  hure cldrantages of using ~rp l i c i t  rules. thus, arc m s y  to incorporate 

e x p ~ r t  iinou:ledg~ into control rule bases. and if rules are karned from ~ x a m p k s ,  t h ~ y  are 

compreh~nsibk.  Hou-ecer, inductive learning algorithms u s ~ d  in rulc-based systcrns are 

08-fine, batch-mode Zcarning algorithrns that are not suitable for on-line adaptice control. 

Xeural networks h a w  the adrantage of rrcdlrnt function approximation ability and could b~ 

trained on-lin€ and incrementally. The disadcantagc of neural networks is the dr%ficulty for 

human to understand the karned control rules? and to incorporate prior expert knowledge. 

A combination of neural network and f u x y  logic rule-based syst~nzs vil1 take the adran2ag~s 

from both sides to ocercome the disadrantages of both sides. 



Command Level FNS Con t ro l l e r  

Top level decisions (such as  sit. stand. walk) a re  made by FSS user. The  user's commands 

may be passed down to  FSS controller and the information about current States of FSS 

systems should also be fed back to the FSS user. Thus there is a man-machine interface 

between user and FSS controller. -4 practical FES system should have a natural  man- 

machine interface. Some criteria for the design of FSS man-machine interface have been 

proposed [1fP90]: 

(1) provide reliabIe logical comrnand signals that  the  user can consistently produce. 

These commands are used t o  turn on or off t he  F S S  system. select from a set of movernent 

patterns. etc. The classification accuracy should be high. Some crucial commands should 

have 100% accurate rate. 

( 2 )  provide repeatable proportional command signals that do not drift o r  change over 

time. These commands are  used to control values of continuous parameters Like position. 

veiocity, forces. etc. 

(3)  not interfere with other activities of the user. 

(4 )  provide adequate communication rate. 

( .5)  provide sensor? feedback to user. 

(6 )  easy for user t o  learn t o  control this new interface. 

( 7 )  provide a natura! estension t o  the user's intact motor system. 

(8) provide subconscious cont rol. receiving lit tle attention from the user. 

In low level SC1 (paraplegia). hand switches are usually used in FSS t o  restore Iocomo- 

tion. Hand switches have high reliability. nehich is important t o  user's safety in locomotion. 

Actually. hand switches meet almost al1 the above listed criteria escept perhaps (8). How- 

ever. in high level SC1 (quadriplegic) who have impaired upper limb motor functions. even 

hand switches can't be  used. -4utomatic command level FXS controller is more necessary 

in upper limb FSS systems for individuals with severe motor deficits. However. even for 

paraplegics able t o  use hand switches, t o  reduce the amount of mental attention t o  operate 

the FKS systems is stiU important. 

Various command sources have been explored as  automatic intention detectors, in- 

cluding slioulder movement [ 3IP9 O] ? head movement, myoelect rical (EU G ) signals [G K9 51, 

voice control. electrooculograpliy (EOG) [JH90]. direct neuronal recording from rnotor cor- 
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tes  [HT92]. sensorimotor EEG rhythm [\C.\IW]. 

P hysiologically. volunt ary motor cont rol signals originate in the motor cortex. T here- 

fore, direct use of electrical signals from the brain as FSS command sources is a very 

attractive idea. Uolpaw et al. [U'b19-1] have used multichannel EEG as brain-computer 

communication t 001s for severe movement disorders. Specific sensorimot or mu rhythm (E-  

12Hz) was determined bu fast Fourier t ransfonn and used to cont rol vertical and horizont al 

cursor movements on the computer screen. Of course. moving cursor around on a screen is 

much simpler than controUing FSS system. The brain itself is a comples system with bil- 

lions of neurons. more comples than neuromuscular systems. Coupling these two comples 

systems \vit h each ot her tvon't be a simple task. 

Recently. Graupe [GKS-J] reported the use of -ART neural networks in an FDA-approved 

FSS ambulation system in lvhich above-lesion surface E31G signals were used as user 

command sources. The EUG w-as preprocessed using an autoregressive (4R) parametric 

model. The .4R parameters were classified using an on-line unsupervised learning -ART 

neural networks. The  EUG signals from paralyzed muscles were used as muscle fatigue 

index to modify stimulation strengt h. 

Del Boca et al. [BP94] reported a similar application of EAIG signals t o  FSS control. 

E'rIG signal features were first estracted by a Fourier analysis. then clustered using a 

f u z q  c-means algorit hm. Data from unsupervised learning technique were presented to a 

multilayer perceptron type neural network to produce stimulus control signals. A digital 

signal processor was used for real-time operat ion. A highly accurate discrimination rate 

was achieved. 

Surnmary: Basically, command ievel controilcrs are pattern classifiers. Man y bioelec- 

trical signals, including EEG and EMG, are stochastic signals. lbrious statistical signal 

procrssing/pattern r~cognition algorithrns [.;21am92! 1TïS85, Zlf'So], from conventional lin- 

Ear signal processing techniques such as the A-alman Filter to nonlincar neural netuiorks 

and neuro-fu:zy sysiems7 could be used for signal enhancement, jeatur~ extraction and clus- 

te ring. Fourier transform, pammct ric moddling could b~ used for pre-processing and fea- 

ture extraction. I:'nsupert.ised learning algorithms such as I<ohon~n's S~lf-Orgcrni:ing--4fap 

[K0h88j or aboce mentioned -4 RT are particuiarly useful for autonzatic clustering and clas- 

sifying. 



2.3 Hypothesis and Objectives of the Thesis 

2.3.1 Genesis 

This thesis is inspired by the pioneering researches in the Bioengineering Cnit at the l-ni- 

versitu of Strathclyde. U.K.. led by Dr. Brian -4ndren-S. Researchers in Bioengineering 

Unit have appiied artificial intelligence techniques to  the control of neuromuscular pros- 

theses for many years [EAEE. ABPKE9. K.41189. KA89, Hel9-2. HVR+93]. Due to my 

research interests in biomedical engineering and adaptire signal processing [ZIVSO]. it has 

been an enjoyable esperience for me to further this challenging and stimulating work under 

supervision of Dr. Andrews. 

Kirkwood and Andrews et al. [K-486. .-\BPKP9] firstly reported the application of 

Quinlan's ID3 type inductive machine learning to FSS control. k-irkwood [Ii-41189. K.4891 

further developed a new inductive learning software. DISCIPLE, based on the idea of 

partitioning attribut e space bu mashizing information gain. Heller [He192. HVR+93] 

improved Kirkwood's aigorithm and incorporated fuzzy \\.eighting into a new inductive 

learning software ESIPIRIC running on IBM-compatible PC. 

At the Research Cent er ( t hen Rehabilit ation Technology Depart ment ) of Glenrose Re- 

habilitation Hospital (Edmonton. Canada), a real-time esperiment al FSS system based on 

IBM PC running OS/2 operation systems was developed by Jerry Penner (Pen921. A finite 

state machine software module \vas incorporated in the FSS experimental control software. 

The EAIPIRIC inductive Iearning was to be embedded into the finite state machine. but 

has not yet been implemented. 1 took over this project in early 1993. Besides the many 

problems with the then immature OS/2. another big problem was that  the inductive learn- 

ing was an off-line batch learning algorithm. How to  obtain on-fine incremental learning 

becarne one of our objectives. 

Meanwhile. in the Biomedical Engineering Department ( then Applied Sciences in 

Medicine) at the University of Alberta, Jeroen Bielen [Bie93] developed a computer mode1 

to verify the feasibility of a hybrid FKS system with power hip brace. 

bly first attempt, t o  improve the inductive learning. was to  fuzzify the rule base gen- 

erated by EMPIRIC algorithm, similar to that used in [TST92]. Then, optimization 

algorit hms, including t hose conventional optirnizat ion algorithms available on 31-4TLAB 
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and Genetic Xlgorithms [BGH89]. were used to adjust parameters of fuzzy membership 

functions[-4t h93. LT931. This idea was tested on Jeroen's computer model. However. i t  

\vas found that the parameter space iras too big because there were usually many param- 

eters in a fuzzy rule base. Direct optimization in the parameter space \vas found to be 

too costly. and a gradient descent method. taking advantage of known structure of fuzzy 

systems to reduce search space. was found to  be more efficient [SHii'92]. 

-4round the same time. the intelligent control field [iVS92], using artificial neural net- 

works and fuzzy logic systems for adaptive noniinear control had grown ver? rapidiy since 

the early '90s. 1 have been very interested in the research of Berenji at 3-1s-1. L-.S ...A. 

[LB89. Ber92. HB2b, BLJ+93. Ber931. in u-hich reinforcement learning algorithms were 

combined with fuzzy logic to design adaptive learning controllers which could improve 

cont roi performance by interaction wit h the environment. 

It seemed t o  me. however. that Berenji's fuzzy systerns were too comples. A simpli- 

fied Fuzzy Seural Setwork (FSS)  proposed by Shibata et al.[SFK+92] using differential 

Gaussian membership functions made it easier to  incorporate various learning algorithms 

in contrast to  traditional fuzzy logic systems using triangular mernbership functions. 

Influenced by these ideas. the author developed a new Adaptive Fuzzy Xetwork (XFS) 

incorporating reinforcement learning algorithms and supervised learning algorithrns. and 

applied it to the control of FSS. Our prelirninary result was reported in [\VA94]. 

2.3.2 Initial Hypotliesis 

The finite s tate  model provides a flexible framework for the control of complex neural 

prostheses. Keuro-fuzzy systems that combine artificiaI neural networks and fuzzy logic, 

can be used to  implement finite state controllers which have the capacity to  incorporate 

a priori knowledge from human esperts, fine-tuning control rules, as iveIl as learning from 

examples. 

Reinforcement learning control is a direct adaptive optimal control strategy [SBW92] 

that can be applied to  automate the design of finite state neural prosthetic controllers 

without knowledgeable teachers. Incorporating a priori knowledge into the fuzzy rule base 

will speed up reinforcernent learning. Reinforcement learning provides fine-tuning of hand- 

crafted rules from human esperts or automatic customization of previously learned control 



rules from similar rnodels. 

2.3.3 Thesis Objectives 

The following objectives were set: 

( 1 ) Through literat ure review. assess the potential of neural networks. fuzzy systems. 

and symbolic rule-based systems for adaptive nonlinear cont rol and finite s ta te  cont rol. and 

the application t o  control of FSS neural prostheses. 

( 2 )  DeveIop an  adaptive fuzzy network by incorporating fuzzy logic and neural network: 

formulate the  supervised learning and reinforcement learning algorithms for the proposed 

adapt ive network: identify the important issues for practical application. such as suitable 

network structure. learning rate. function approsimation and efficient esploration in rein- 

forcement learning. 

( 3 )  Demonstrate the feasibility of applying reinforcement learning t o  control of a neural 

prosthetic system in a computer model of the  sivinging leg. Determine the rate of learning 

and assess methods t o  speed up reinforcement learning-by incorporating a priori knowledge. 

(4  ) Csing the comput er model. compare the performance of supervised Iearning and re- 

inforcement learning cont roI against open loop control in the events of time varying changes 

due to muscle fatigue and significant changes in model parameters reflecting different SC1 

subjects. 



Chapter 3 

Methods 

This cliapter describes t h e  metliods used in the computer simulation s t  udy. Section 3.1 de- 

scribes the computer mode! of a paralyed human leg in the  swing phase of gait driïen by an 

active hybrid prosthesis. Section 3.2 describes the  Adaptive Fuzzy Setwork incorporating 

supervised and reinforcement learning mecha~iisms. 

3.1 Biomechanical Mode1 of the Paralyzed Swinging Leg 

with a Hybrid Neural Prosthesis 

3.1.1 A Modular Hybrid Prosthesis 

Hybrid neural prostheses incorporating FSS and meclianical bracing bave potential advan- 

tages over FSS or  brace used alone. llodular systems can be customized for individual SC1 

persons for the  best effect/effort ratio. The modular hybrid system modeled in this thesis 

for assisting paraplegic locomotion is sliolvn in Fig.3.1. The Floor Reactioii Orthosis ( F R O )  

provides stability during prolonged standing or  the  stance phase of gait witliout FSS acti- 

vation of muscles. provided the ground reaction vector remains znterior t o  the  knee joint 

asis. and thereby reduce the muscle fatigue. FR0  could also compensate for foot drop 

during the swing phase [E-Z901. The proposed powered hip brace ( P H B )  \vil1 supply the 

torque on the IUp joint t o  initiate forward swing phase and also provides trunk stability. 

FSS is used t o  activate quadriceps to  estend the knee during standing. the  stance and 

the terminal swing phase of gait. Crutches or otlier walking aids may be used t o  proïide 

balance and upper-body support. 

In the  FSS systems which use surface electrodes [ABB'FE? ABPKE9. IiS.XT92. Kos9.5. 

a8 



Figure 3.1: X modular hybrid prosthesis \vit h quadriceps FSS. Floor Reaction Orthosis 
(FRO), and powered hip brace ( P K B ) .  Cirutch provides upper body support. 

K-IP+SJ]. the flexion refles rvas commonly used to  fies both the hip and knee joints to 

initiate a forrvard swing. The disadvantage of using the  flesion refles is poor controllability. 

includiiip large variations in response. habituation and time delay [GHS+93]. -Ir. esternally 

poivered hip brace may improve the controllability of hip fiesion. This actuator also has 

to cause sufficient knee flesion via the inertia of the loiver leg to clear t he  foot during the 

sniiig phase. -4 certain amount of acceleration of the thigli is required. thus a minimum 

hip torque is necessary. 

The feasibility of this poivered hybrid system ivas suggested by Jeroen Bielen [Bie93] 

in a computer simulation study. It was found that for a person with EOkg body mass. 

the required hip torque Ivas typically 25Sm for a duration of 0.25 seconds. resulting in 

ïiY average ponrer supply for a typical paraplegic reciprocal gait ( 2  seconds/cycle). One 

drawback of t Iiis system is that hip torque is used to  Aes the knee via inertial effect. It ivas 

found [Bie93] that increase of the damping in the  knee drastically increased the minimum 

hip torque requirement. Using liamstrings muscle for knee flesion couId reduce the power 

consurnption of the hip actuator. 
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angle range ( <=O.ï rad. ) t O get a reasonable and safe step-lengt h. and knee extension 

(-O.lrad.< knee angle <O.Irad.) at the end of swing phase to prepare for body wigh t  

t ransfer . 

The model was implemented using 11-'1TL-I1B software. The differential equations were 

solved numericallx wit h a 2nd/3rd order Runger-Kut t a  method. Initial condition of the 

dynamical system was adopted from the G-4ITL-lB [\'D092] data. For details of the model. 

see -4ppendis A. 

In this s~vinging leg model. there are tivo control signals (hip torque and quadriceps FSS 

stimulation), four s ta te  signals ( hip and knee angular signals). and three control objectives. 

\IÏt h t his model as test bed. various learning cont rol st rategies were investigated. 

3.1.3 Optimization of an Open-loop Controller for the Swinging Leg 

In a previous simulation st udy [BieSS]. an open-loop controller \vas designed by optimizing 

parameterized control signals. The quadriceps stimulation was a simple rectangular wave 

with adjustable on/off timing. The hip torque \vas a esponential function \vith adjustable 

amplitude and on/off timing. The object function t o  be minimized was: 

wl~ere t j  was one of the target values of above-mentioned three control objectives. f , ( x )  

was one of the actual control objectives obtained with control parameter set s. and w; 

was a weighti~ig factor to  emphasize certain object paranieters (foot clearance is more 

important tlian some deviation from the desired rnasimum hip angle). The SIUPLEX 

algorithm available in SI.iTL-AB was used to  optiniize the control parameters. One set 

of the optimized control signals for a model with 55kg body mass and 1.6.5m body height 

is shown in Fig.3.3 The swinging leg trajectory controlled by the optimized open-loop 

controller is sho~vn in Fig.3.4. 

-4s wiU be s l ~ o ~ v n  later. the  performance of the open-loop controller will deteriorate or 

even totally fail under the situations of parameter variations simulating fat igue. potenti- 

ation. and esternal disturbance. Closed-loop control is should provide improved perfor- 

mance. 
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3.2 The Adaptive Fuzzy Network (AFN) 

In a narrow sense. fuzzy Iogic is a n  estension of Boolean Iogic. Fuzzy set theory is a theory 

which relates t o  classes of objects with unsharp boundaries in which membership is a matter 

of degree. 

In a broader sense. fuzzy logic is a kind of so-calied soft cornputing algorithm which 

includes neural network and fuzzy logic and their combination (neuro-fuzzu). Cnlike tradi- 

tional hard cornputing. soft computing is aimed a t  an accommodation with the pervasive 

imprecision of the real world. The guiciing principle of soft cornput ing is: Esploit the toIer- 

ance for imprecision. uncertainty. and partial t ruth  t o  achieve trâctability. robustness. and 

low solution cost . 

-4rtificial neural networks can be viewed as the hardivare realization of fuzzy logic. just 

as the  digit al computer is the hardware realizat ion of Boolean logic. i'iewing from fuzzy 

Iogic side. such neuro-fuzzy sustems play a particularly important role in the induction 

of rules from observations and the fine-tuning of the esisting rules through training. The 

combination of neural network and fuzzy Iogic is not- surprising if one realizes that fuzzy 

logic mimics the  irnprecise reasoriing a bilit y (soft\s.are) of the  human. while neural networks 

mimic the  hardi\-are of the  human brain. The irnprecise reasoning ability of human is 

the computing result of the human neural network. Indeed. Poggio [PG90] pointed out 

that  Gaussian netivork. a functional equivalence [JS93J of fuzzy logic system. has similar 

"receptive field" t o  t hat of xieurons in the  brain. 

In section 3.2.1. the  author describes fuzzi- logic in a narrow sense (fuzzy set) to  intro- 

duce basic concept and terminolopy. Emphasis is put on t he  understanding of fuzzy set 

theory, rat her tlian rigorous mat hematical definition. In section 3.2.2. the  author wiU in- 

troduce Adaptive Fuzzy Setwork (AFS). a broad sense fuzzy logic system which combines 

fuzzy Iogic and neural network. In section 3.2.3 and 3.2.4, supervised and reinforcement 

learning algorithms for XFS ivill be  formulated. 

3.2.1 Introduction to Fuzzy Set Theory 

Fuzzy logic is a superset of conventional (Boolean) logic that  has been estended t o  handle 

the concept of partial truth.  It Kas meant t o  mode1 the uncertainty of natural language. 
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Zôdeh says t hat rat  her t han regarding fuzzy t heory as a single t heory. we should regard the  

process of '-fuzzification" as a methodoiogy to generalize any specific theory from a crisp 

(discrete) to a continuous (fuzzy) form ( "estension principle" [YOTSEÏ. Lar811). Thus 

recently researchers have also introduced "fuzzy calculus". "fuzzy differential equationsS-. 

and so on [LarSl. YOTS871. 

Fuzzy Subset 

Just as there is a strong relationship between Boolean logic and the concept of a subset. 

there is a similar strong relationship between fuzzy logic and fuzzy subset theory. 

In classical set theory. a subset C of a set S can be defined as a mapping from the 

element s of set S t O the elements of the set 0. 1. 

This mapping may be represented as a set of ordered pairs. with esactly one ordered pair 

present for each element of S. The first elenlent of the prdered pair is an element of the set 

S. and the second element is an element of the set 0, 1. The \ d u e  zero is used to  represent 

non-niernbership. and the value one is used to represent membership. 

Take a esarnple. Let's talk about people and "tallness". In this case the set S ( the  

universe of discourse) is the set of people. Let-s define a Boolean subset T-ILL, which wiU 

answer the question "1s peraon s talil". The Boolean subset T-ILL is defined as: 

From this definition, we can get ordered pairs like: 

I(4.0 O), (5.0 O) , . . . , (6.0 11, (7.0 1)> 

The truth or falsity of the statement 

is determined by finding the ordered pair whose first eIcment is S. The statement is true 

if the second element of the ordered pair is 1, and the statement is false if it is O. If Joe's 
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height is ï ft.. then the statement 'Joe is tau' is true since in the above T-ILL subset. we 

can find ordered pair (7.0 1). 

Similarly. a fuzzy subset F of a set S cari be defined as a set of ordered pairs. each with the 

first element from S. and the second eiement from the interval [0.1]. \rith esactly one ordered 

pair present for each element of S. This defines a mapping between elements of the set S 

and vaIues in the interval [0.1]. The value zero is used to represent none membership. and 

d u e s  in between are used to  represent intermediate DEGREES O F  MEIIBERSHIP. The 

set S is referred to as the  t'SI\'ERSE OF DISCOURSE for the fuzzy subset F. Frequently. 

the mapping is described as a function. the IIEJIBERSHIP FC'KCTIOS of F. The degree 

to which the statement 

is true is determined bu finding the ordered pair whose first element is s. The DEGREE 

OF TRVTK of the statement is t h e  second elernent of the ordered pair. 

Let's define a fuzzy subset T-4LL. n-hich will answer the question " to what degree is 

person x talll". Zadeh describes T-4LL as a LISGCISTIC \;-ARI-ABLE. which represents 

our cognitive category of "tallness". To each person in the universe of discourse. we have 

to assign a degree of rnembership in the fuzzy subset T-ILL. The easiest way to do this is 

with a membership function based on the person's height. 

tall(x)=(O, if height(x) < 5ft., 

(height (x) -5f t . ) /2f t . , if 5f t . <= height (x) <=7f t . , 
1, if height(x) > 7ft. ) 

Given this definition, here are some esarnple order pairs: 

Height degree of tallness 
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Espressions iike *.A is S -  can be interpreted as degrees of truth.  If Joe's height is 5-9'-. 

then the degree of truth of statement -Joe is T-4LL" = 0.38. 

The  area under which membership function has nonzero value is called SL-PPORT SET. 

If support set is only one single value. this fuzzy subset is called FL-221- SISGLETOS.  

Fuzzy singleton only supports a single real value (SL-PPORTISG POIST) .  Its membership 

function is 1 in its supporting point and O otherwise. 

Logic Operations 

The standard definitions of Iogic operations in fuzzy logic are: 

t r u t h  (NOT x)  = 1 .O - t r u t h  (x) 

t r u t h  (x AND y) = minimum ( t r u t h ( x )  , t r u t h ( y 1 )  

t r u t h  (x OR y)  = maximum ( t r u t h ( x ) ,  t r u t h ( y ) )  

The above ASD.  OR operations are calculated by minimum and masimum. respectively. 

There are other variations of the -4SD and OR operations. such as foilowing product and  

t r u t h  (x  AND y)  = p roduc t  ( t r u t h ( x ) ,  t r u t h ( y ) )  

t r u t h  (x OR y) = surn ( t r u t h ( x )  , t r u t h ( y ) )  

S o t e  t ha t  if you place just the values zero and one into these definitions. o u  get t he  

same t ruth tables as you would espect from conventional Boolean logic. This is known a s  

the E S T E S S I O S  PRISCIPLE. n*hich states tliat the classical results of Boolean logic a r e  

recovered from fuzzy logic operations when al1 fuzzy menibership grades are restricted t o  

the traditional set O? 1. This effectively establishes fuzzy subsets and logic as a true gener- 

alization of classical set t heory and logic. In fact, by this reasoning all crisp (traditional) 

subsets ARE fuzzy subsets of this very special type: and there is no conflict bet~veen fuzzy 

and crisp methods. 

An esample - assume the same definition of TALL as  above, and in addition. assume 

that we have a fuzzy subset OLD defined by the menibership function: 

o ld  (x) = ( O ,  i f  age (x )  (18 y r .  

(age (x) -18yr. ) /42yr. , i f  18 y r .  <= age(x) <=6Oyr. 

1, i f  age (x )  >60 y r .  ) 
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E Joe's age is 27 years. then the degree of truth of staternent "Joe is OLD- = 0.21. Csing 

the previous calculation about Joe's T-ILL. w-e can cornpute the degree of t ruth of the 

foUowing st  atement : 

a = 30e is TALL and Joe is OLD 

using minimum as .\SD fuzzy logic operation. and get 

t r u t h (  (0.38) AND (0.21) ) = m i n i m u m  (0 .38 ,  0.21) = 0.21 

Fuzzy Rule 

Another basic concept in FL. which plaj-s a central role in most of its applications. is that 

of a fuzzy if-then rule or. simply. fuzzy rule. The  fuzzy rules are usually of a form similar 

to the foiIowing: 

if x is LOW and y i s  H I G H  then z is MEDIUM 

where s and y are input variables. z is an output variable. LOI\' is a fuzzy subset defined 

on x. HIGH is a fuzzy subset defined on y. and MEDK'\I  is a fuzzy subset defined on  z. 

The antecedent (the rule's premise) describes to what degree the rule applies. while the 

conctusion ( the  rule's consequent) assipns a fuzzy subset t o  each of one or more output 

\-ariables. The set of rules in a fuzzy espert systern is known as the fuzzy rulebase or  

knowledge base. 

Fuzzy System 

-4 fuzzy system is an expert system tliat uses a collection of fuzzy membership functions 

and fuzzy rulebase to reason about data. The general inference process proceeds in three 

or four steps. In the following. the inference process of the fuzzy system will be esplained. 

dong \vit h a simple esample used for intuitive underst anding. 

Assume that the variables s- y. and z al1 take on values in the interval [0.10]. and that  

the following membersliip functions and rules are defined for all three variables: 



Ln addition to above membership funct ions. there is follou-ing rulebase: 

r u l e  1: i f  x is  low and y i s  l o u  then  z i s  high 

(or )  rule 2: i f  x is  h igh  and y is high t h e n  z i s  low 

Suppose the actual sampled inputs are s=3.2. y=3.1. The whole fuzzy reascning proceeds 

as following: 

1. FI-ZZIFIC;\TIOS: The membership functions defined on the input variables are 

applied to the actual input values. to determine the degree of tsuth for each rule premiae. 

fuzz i f  i c a t i o n  of input  v a r i a b l e  x: low(x)=O -68, high(x)=O .32, 

fuzz i f  i c a t i o n  of input  variable y: low(y)=O, 69 ,  high(y)=O. 31 .  

2. FUZZY RCLE EI-.4LT.4TIOS ( ISFERESCE):  The truth value for the premise 

of each rule is computed bu applying fuzzy logic operations to tlie rule's prernise. The truth 

d u e  for a rule's premise is referred to as its FIRISG STRESGTH of the rule. If a ru1e.s 

premise has a nonzero firing strength, then the rule is said to  FIRE. The firing st rength 

is applied to the conclusion part of each rule. The  fuzzy operator in the rule's prernise 

parts is usualIy X S D .  If XSD is calculated by minimum operation, then it is called "MIS 

inference". If fuzzy .\SD operator is calculated b -  product operation. then it is called 

"P RODCCT inference". 

In our simple esample. if "PRODVCT inference" is adopted. then: 

r u l e  1's f i r i n g  s t r e n g t h  = low(x) AND l o v ( y )  = 0.68 x 0.69 = 0.47 

r u l e  2's f i r i n g  s t r e n g t h  = high(x) AND h igh(y)  0.32 x 0.31 = 0 .O992 

In the rulebase? each rule's consequent part associates one entire fuzzy subset to each 

output variable. However, if the fuzzy subset for t h e  output variable is a fuzzy singleton. 

then single supporting value is associated. 

m l e  1's consequent p a r t  a s s o c i a t e s  subse t  ' 'high" t o  output z 

r u l e  2's consequent p a r t  a s soc ia t e s  subse t  ' ' low2 ' t o  output z 

the rule premise's firing strength is used to clipped off (multiply) membership function 

associated with tlie output to assign a new fuzz? subset to  each output variable. Assume 

"PRODWT inference",then: 



rule 1 assigns new subse t  (0.47' 'high") t o  z 

rule 2 assigns nev subse t  (0.0992c'lou") t o  z 

The membership functions of the new fuzzy subsets are  calculated by multiplying the old 

membership functions wit h rule's firing strengt hs. as  follows: 

MF of subset ( 0 . 0 9 9 2 ~ ~ l o w ~ ' )  = 0.0992 x l o v ( t )  = 0.0992 (1 - ( t / 10 ) )  

MF of subset (0.47"high'*) = 0.47 x h igh ( t )  = 0.47 ( t / 10 ) 

3. COlIPOSITIOS:  Xli of the fuzzy subsets assigned to  each output  variable 

are combined toget her t o  form a single fuzzy subset for each output variable. Composition 

solves the conflict betlveen simult aneously firing rules. The  logic relationship betu-een fuzzy 

rules is OR. although usually not esplicitly indicated in the fuzzy rule base. T h e  fuzzy 

OR operator coutd be calculated bu either masimum or  sum operation. resulting in two 

COklPOSITIOS RVLES: 'if A S  composition and SI.-'il composition. In MX); composition, 

the combined output fuzzy subset is constructed by taking the pointwise masimum over 

al1 of the  fuzzy subsets assigned to  the output variable bu the inference rule. In SV11 

composition. the combined output fuzzy subset is constructed by taking the pointwise sum 

over al1 of the fuzzy subsets assigned to the ou tpu t  variable by the inference rule. S o t e  

that this can result in t ruth  values greater than one! For this reason. SVSI composition is 

only used when it will be followed by a defuzzification method. such as  the  C E S T R O I D  

method. that does not have a problem with this odd case. Otherwise S r I l  composition 

can be combined with normalization and is therefore a general purpose rnethod again. 

Step 2 and 3 can be combined as one inference procedure. Term "SIIS-'il.4); inference" 

rneans the combination of 51.'LX composition a n d  M I S  inference. Term '*PRODUCT- 

SUM inference" means the combinat ion of SUS1 composition and PRODUCT inference. 

Term "PRODUCT-S ~ l I - S O R M i ~ L I Z - ~ T I O S  in ference" means the combinat ion of SIAI- 

S O R l I  ALIZATIOS composition and P ROD CCT inference. The use of term "inference" 

is quite confused. Sornetimes it refers t o  only s tep  2 (rule evaluation). sometimes refers 

to  both step 2 and step 3 (rule evaluation and composition). This confusion could be 

cleared by adding an adjective before inference. e.g. b'PRODUCT inference" only means 

step 2 rule evaluation using PRODL-CT. while '-PRODL~C-T-SVll inference" means bot h 



rule evaluation and composition. Another neiv term for this inference procedure is -IF- 

PROSIM-ITIOS RE,ISOSISG. 

Enough for new terms now. Let's check ou r  simple esample for composition: fuzzy 

subsets (O.-i7.-lÜgh") a n d  (0.0992"low") assigned t o  the  output z by rule 1 and rule 2 are  

combined to  form a single new subset. [(0.4Ï.-high")OR(0.0992-101v")]. whose membership 

function is determined bu combining the mernbership functions of subset (0.4;--high") \vith 

subset (0.0992'-1ou-" ). 

1. DEFI-ZZIFIC-iTIO'i: rsually it is necessar-  t o  convert the cornposed output  

fuzzj. subset to  a crisp number. There are many  defuzzification metliods [Leego. JS9.j. 

.\len95]. The most common technique is the CESTROID method. The crisp value of the  

ou tpu t  variable is computed by finding the  variable value of the center of gravitu of the  

membership function for the  new composed fuzzy subset in step 3. 

In our esample. the  composed output iuzzy subset ((O.-~~"high* )OR(0.0992*.10~.-" )] has 

a compler membersliip function. It is not difficult t o  calculate it  by following above steps. 

But for simple illustration purpose. assunie the  composed output subset. defined on  output  

ixriables z. has follo~ving t riangular menibership function: 

Then the output of defuzzification is the centroid of the  function MF(z) on z=[0 101. which 

is 5. This real value z=5  is the  decisioii made bg the  fuzzy logic system in reaponse t o  the  

input pattern (x=3.2, y=3.1). This concludes the  introduction of fuzzy logic system with 

simple esample. 

X fuzzy logic system can be implemented by hardware or software. -1 widely adopted 

block diagram is shown in Fig.3.5. 

As we can see in t he  above procedure. a fuzzy Iogic systeni projects a numerical input 

pattern into fuzzy domain by fuzzification, then reasons about these input projections in 

the  fuzzy domain usiiig fuzzy rulebase and fuzzy inference methods. FinalIy, the  cornposed 

new fuzzy subset by composition procedure becomes the abstraction of the numericd input 

pat tern  in the fuzzy domain. This models rvhat happens in human perception-abstraction 

process. The basic concept in the fuzzy system is linguistic variable? tha t  is. a variable 

whose values are words ra ther  than numbers. In effect . much of fuzzy logic ma>* be viewed 



Figure 3.5: Fuzzy logic system with four basic components: rule base (including member- 
ship functions). and inference engine (input fuzzifier. fuzzy inference. and  output  defuzzi- 
fier). 

input 

as a methodoIo2 for computing with words rather than numbers. -4 worà is a n  abstracted 

projection of a particular numerical input pattern in fuzzy domain (equal t o  human abstrac- 

t i re  concept domain). \Iords are inherently less precise but more abstractive than numbers. 

Compu ting wit h words exploits the tolerance for imprecision. and abstraction for det ail. -1s 

this fuzzy mode1 is close t o  human reasoning method. it usually loivers the  cost of solution 

when human knodedge  is available. High practicality including easy to understand. simple 

to  implement (with many rnicrocontroIlers. fuzzi- 1-LSI chips. and fuzzx software develop- 

ment tools available). and  inespensive t o  develop [I\an93]. have been major  reasons for the 

eariy success of fuzzy Iogic in consumer products. -4s fuzzy logic is rapidly applied to  more 

advanced systems. more t heoretical results. under the framework of adaptive nonlinear con- 

trol and neural netlvork. have emerged [\\an93. ZHD+94. HP9-1. BBCf 95. Men95. JS951. 

Output 

- 
Rule B a x  1 

J. 
Fuuifcation Inference 



3.2.2 The Adaptive Fuzzy Network (AFhT) 

i jé have introduced the basic elements of the fuzzy logic system. In t he  following sub- 

sections. the author will describe the -4daptive Fuzzy Setwork ( - IFS) .  a n  adaptive fuzzu 

logic system implemented as a layered neural network. This subsection will introduce the 

system structure. The  learning mechanisms \dl be discussed in another subsection. 

Rule Base of the AFN 

The rule base of an A F S  is shown as follows: 

(51.1;) IF X I  is A i l  ... and zi is X i  ... and x, is Xnl THE?; y is z~.i 

(SII--2} IF SI is X 1 2  ... and xi is X i 2  ... and x, is X n 2  THES y is w;! 
....*. 
(SII>) IF X I  is A l k  ... and s is A ... and 3, is X n k  T H E S  y is zrk 

...... 
s 7 )  IF X I  is AI, ... and xi is Ai, ... and x is A T H E S  y is W, 

Every rule has similar structure. The k-t h rule has ail inputs ( x i  is i-t h input. i = l . . .n )  

in its antecedent part and only one output ( y )  in the consequent. Hence the -4FX is 

a multipIe inputs single output (MIS0 ) Sustem. Fuzzy linguistic variables ( A i k .  i= l  ... n )  

are defined using a generalized Gaussian membership function (Eq.3.2. Fig.3.6) for every 

input variable x ;  ( i  = l...n). The generalized Gaussian function is obtained bu adding a 

slopeJshape parameter a in the power term of the regular Gaussian function. as follows: 

In actual applications. the fuzzy variables Xik  could be linguistic terms Like L-4RGE. 

MEDIUM. S X A L L .  Different rules can share the same linguistic variables. Therefore. 

the nurnber of linguistic variables defined for one input x; is not necessarily equal to  the 

number of the rules (m). By optionally using the ignore keyword IG t o  replace one partic- 

ular fuzzy variable Xik in the k-th rule, the corresponding input variable x; will be ignored 

in the k-th rule and thus not be used in the reasoning procedure of tha t  particular rule. 

This provides the flesible selection of different inputs for different rules. One whole rule 

can also be optionally disabled by selecting a software s~vitch (SIVk. k = 1 ... m )  in the rule 

base to test the effect of that particular rule. The output fuzzy linguistic variables assigned 



input x 

Figure 3.6: Generalized Gaussian membership function used in AFS (paramet er c deter- 
mines the center. b deterniines base widtli. paranieter a determines slope/shape).See Eq. 
3.2 for anal>-tical form. Two Gaussian membership functions (dashed line and solid line) 
are shown here with two sets of parameters specified. The effect of slope/shape parameter 
'a' is clearly shown. The  mapping from x- > E (dot ted iine) illustrates the fuzzification of 
a input x t o  the fitness e. 

to the only output y are fuzzy singletons. i.e. a single value W I ,  (k = I...nz). One fuzzy 

singleton is assigned for each rule, hence the number of output singletons is equal to the 

number of the rules. 

Once the rule-base and menibership functions are  defined, the structure of the -4FS is 

defined. However, the parameters of the Gaussian membership function can be adjusted. 

The inference engine of the A F S  consists of three parts: fuzzifier, fuzzy inference, and com- 

position. Since the out  put fuzzy variables are singletons. there is no need for defuzzificat ion. 

An output scaling procedure is added after fuzzy inference. 

(1) Input Fuzzification in the AFN 

Fuzzification determines t o  what degree (fitness) a particular input si belongs to  a fuzzy 

linguistic variable Aika  In the XFK, fuzzification is done bu Eq.3.3. Xlso see Fig.3.6 for a 



grap hical illustration of the fuzzificat ion. 

(2) Rule Evaluation in the AFN 

In the XFS. only the  fuzzy Iogic -4SD operation is used for rule evaluation. The fuzzy 

-1SD is calculated by the "product" operation. Thus. the k-th rule's firing strength ak is 

the product of all fitness p;r; in the rule's antecedent part. as in the following: 

(3) Output Composition in the AFN 

The output of fuzzy inference is the composition of ail rules' consequent parts. In the . IFS.  

"SUlI-SORI\I,ALIZ-ATI0Sg* is used for composition. The composed output fuzzy subset 

is the normalized average of alI output fuzzy variables zck. weighted by each rule's firing 

strength ak: 

In the .AFS. output fuzzy variables are singletons. thus the result of the composition is a 

real value. rather than a fuzzy subset. Therefore. no defuzzification is needed in ,IFS. 

(4) Output Squashing and Scaling 

This layer scales the  output of fuzzy inference subsystern into the domain range of output 

signal. 

Squashing: Squash the output of fuzzy inference t o  (O 11 using nonlinear sigmoid func- 

tion: 

t- - 1 - - 
1 f E ' s / s 3 ~ g m ~ t d  (3.6) 

where Ssigmoid det ermines t lie nonlinearity of the sigmoid function. 

Scaling: Scale squaslied output from [O 11 to  domain range [ycenter - Yran c 
2 a Ycenter f 

-1: 
Y = ( 2  - 0.5)  . $frange + Ycenter 



Out put Layer 
(Si-moid Squashins and Scaling) 

Composition Layer 
(Weighted Sum/Notmalization) 

Rule Layer 
(a-Product of p ) 

Input Layer 
------ 

Figure 3.7: Topological structure of -4daptive Fuzzy ?;et (XFS).  The -4FSa was impIe- 
mented as a t h e e  layer fuzzy inference susteni wit hout out put squasiiiiig/scalirig layer. 

This neuro-fuzzy system. called -4daptive Fuzzy Xetwork (AFI;). defines a mapping 

between input ri and output y. Its transfer function is determined by al1 the adjustable 

parameters a i l !  bikv cih. wk. fised parameters ssigmoid, y,..,,, and the rule base. The 

A F S  system is an universal non-linear function approsimator [II'M92c, IV5192b, 'iIen95. 

Cas9.5. BH931. The whole . IFS network architecture is shown in Fig.3.Ï. 

The XFK without output squashing/scaling layer is a simple fuzzy inference systern, 

and is called AFSa for type-a AFK. The fuzzy inference sub-system (AFKa) used in the 

above AFS differs from commonly used fuzzy logic system as follows: 

(*) use differentiable generalized gaussian function as membership function instead 

of triangular or trapeze membership function. 
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(*) use PROD CCT-S L'Il-SO RlI-1.LIZ-AT10 S fuzzy inference instead of 1IIS-11 *AS 

fuzzy inference. Le. use product operation as fuzzy -4SD. and surn operation as fuzzy OR. 

(*) use fuzzy singleton (scalar value) instead of fuzzy subsets for output variables. 

( * ) out put fuzzy variables are singletons. the defuzzification in regular fuzzy system 

is not needed. 

These modifications make the . IF3 a differentiable systern. while preserving the main 

advantages of fuzzy logic. such as generalization (interpoiat ion/est rapolat ion) and graceful 

degradation bj- using membership functions. especially in the antecedent part tvhich parti- 

tions the input space. Differentiability of the -4FS allows the use of a gradient algorithm 

to adjust the interna1 parameters. 

The A F S  was inspired by Shibata's Fuzzy Seural Set [SFK+92]. with the modification 

of gaussian membership function to  include adjustable slope/shape parameter, the use of 

SVLI-SORS1,JILIZ~~TIOX composition instead of only SC51 composition. and an  additional 

out put squashing/scaling layer. 

The generalization of Gaussian function allows theadjustment of the shape of member- 

ship function in addition to the center and the width. The Generalized Gaussian function 

can approximat e bot h t riangular and t rapezoid function, while regular Gaussian func- 

tion can only approsimate the triangular function (Fig.3.6). Lsing generalized Gaussian 

function can reduce the number of mcnibership functions wlien trapeze-Like functions are 

necessary. 

The use of normalization in the composition procedure was suggested in the computer 

simulations. Originallj-, only sum operation was used for composition as in Shibat a's FSS 

(SFK'921. It was found in the simulation that the actual plant state might move outside the 

state space covered by the rule base. In such situations, the firing strengths ok (k=l ... m )  of 

all rules were ver3 small. If only surn operation \vas used (no normalization term in 

Eq.3.5). then the system output was very srnail, even zero. \Verse yet, the learning system 

would not adapt it s rule base to cover these out -of-range st ates. In the learning algorit hrns 

formulated later (Eq.3.16). it could bc found that the learning rate was proportional to 

the firing strengths ak. If no normalization ( ) was used, small crk wodd virtuauy 

stop the learning. If normalization was used. there \vere al~vays some relative large firing 

strengths being enhanced by the normalization. Therefore. output w-ould not become zero, 



-- 
I l  

and learning rvould not stop. Sormalization procedure played the  role of enhancina filter. 

particularly when signals w r e  all small. 

The author also added the  squashing/scaling procedures after fuzzy inference. In sirnu- 

lation study. this scaling procedure proved to  be important in tha t  it will limit the output 

to  the bounded domain range. This is particularly important for stochastic reinforcernent 

learning because it reduces the  search space. Act uall'; in reinforcement learning cont rouer 

using -4FS. the  stochastic search unit is inserted between the  fuzzy inference sub-system 

(-AFSa) and the output scaling laver (Fig.3.12). 

In the nest two subsections. the author will formulate the learning algorithms for , IFS.  

Learning is usually t he  optirnization of an  object function J .  By adjusting parameters 

ti-/a/b/c to  achieve J- > optimum. Two types of learning algorithms. supervised and 

reinforcement learning. will be incorporated in the  , IFS.  



3.2.3 Supervised Learning Algorithm for AFN 

Supervised Iearning is the most commonly used learning algorithm. It requires a teacher 

to provide the desired signals. The learning controller learns to  match the required signal. 

The difference between actual signal and desired signal is propagated back to the .IFS to 

modify the internal parameters (Fig.3.8). 

CO~TR0LLE.R 

Figure 3.8: Diagram of Supervised Learning Controller. Optimized open-loop controller is 
used as teacher t o  provide desired control y-d. The -4cTIOS S E T  (using A F S )  maps the 
state feedback ( X )  to control y. Error between y-d and y is backpropagated to XCTIOS 
KET to modify the internal parameters of XFS. 

Gradient Learning Rules 

Formulated here is a supervised learxiirig algorithm for the AFS. 

In supervised learning. the object function is total squared error to  be minimized: 

where y(kId is desired output, y(k) is actual output of XFS, and X is number of sample 

point S. 

Parameters P (including parameters a/b/c of input membership functions and pararn- 

eters tv of ou t  put singletons) satisfy 

FpJ - O (3.9) 

is the optimal solut ion POpt. 

There is not a closed-form analytic solution of Po,, because of the non-linear sigmoid 

function and the gaussian function. Xumerical methods are needed to  solve Po,<. The 



gradient algorithm is an optiniization algorithm that adjusts the parameters P aIong the 

direction of gradient of J witli respect t o  the parameter P in parameter space to  minimize 

object funct ion: 

1 P = r - T p J  (3.10) 

n-here r is a leaming rate constant. 

To calculate T p J .  the cliain rule for differentiation is applied: 

Calculation of 2: 

where 6 = yd(k) - y(k) is instantaneous error at  tirne k. 

In output squashing/scaling layer. there are no adjustable parameters. The error is 

backpropagated t hrough t his laver through multiplication by 2. From eq(3.6.3.7): 

In the composition layer. supposing parameters a.b.c of input menibership functions are 

fised. the Gaussian membersliip functions map the input space [rili = numbtr of i npu t s ]  

into the rule firing strengt h space [aklk = n u n ~ b e r  of r u l é s ] .  This laver can therefore be 

viewed as a normalized linear combinator with rule firing strengths ar; as inputs. 

Hence: 

Since tlie object is to minimize J ,  the  learning rate is niultiplied bu a negative fac- 

tor (gradient descent ). result ing in the folloxving learning rule for the consequence part 

where r, is learning rate: 6 is error defined in eq.3.12 and 9 is defined in eq.3.13 
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In the input fuzzification layer. the learning rules for the premise part parameters a.b.c 

are: 

~vhere r,,b/, are learning rates. 6 is error. 2 is defined in eq.(3.13). 

The formulas for -(eq.3.22 3.21 3.20) are: 

Remarks on t he  Gradient Learning Rules  

1. Equation (3.16) means tlie correction of output singleton u.k is proportional to the er- 

ror 6 aiid the iiorinalizcd firinp streiigtli p-. This is an instantaneous steepest gradient 
k = 1  Ok 

algorithm similar to  tlie FVidrow's L3IS algorithm for linear combinator  SE^. Mam921. 

Statistically. this reduces t lie mean squares error (Eq.3.8). Sormalization enhances the  

learning when al1 firing strengths are small. and also introduces a kind of cornpetition 

learning mechanism into \veight adjust ment. 

2. Xdjustrnent of center parameter c;k, Eq.(3.20), moves centers toward the da ta  

point xi by a arnount proportional t o  ( x i  - cik). Statisticalls function centers are clustered 

towards the majority of t h e  data .  However. the adjustment also depends on the error 

term 6 in Eq.(3.17). which means the clustering also depends on the  output error, not just 

purely depends on the input da t a  statistical property like Kohonen's SO.\l[KohE8]. Hence 

adjustment of centers using gradient is similar to task-dependent clustering[PG90]. 
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3. Xdjust ment of widt h parameter bik decreases the  distance Ilri - c , ~ I ~  in Eq.(3.21) 

between da ta  point and the  function center. subject t o  the  output error 6 in Eq.(3.1E). 

Hence. it is similar t O t ask-dependent dimensionality reduct ion[P G901. 

4. Adjustment of slope/shape pararneter a ; k  increases the  slope when data  point 

ri is within the  receptive field of the  function ( l n ( (  r r ~ ~ ~ ) 2 )  < O in Eq.3.22) to  narrow the  

receptive field. and decreases the slope to  widen the recepti~ee when data point is outside 

the receptive field. subject to the output error term d in Eq.(3.19). 

5. Term (wk - s)  in Eq.(3.22)(3.21)(3.20) introduces a kind of cornpetition learning 

mechanism into the adjustment of parameters. Parameters in rules with above average 

outputs ( u k  - s > O ) (s is average output. Eq.(3..5) are adjusted in one direction. while 

those in rules with below average outputs are adjusted in the  opposite direction. This 

enhances the difference between above/ below average rules. This enhancernent in learning 

is a result of using normalization in the fuzzy inference. 

More remarks about parameter adjustment in Gaussian type networks could be found 

in [PG90]. 

Layer-wise Learning Rates 

The learning rate constants r,.. T,. ÏJ,. r, should be selected properly in order to  speed up 

and assure the  convergence of the gradient algorithm. The algorithm adjusts the param- 

eters along the  gradient of error surface (Eq.3.10). Since the shape of the error surface 

iç determined by the g. it has different steep rates along different parameter asis. The  

step size should be proportional t o  the  norm of the gradient t o  get the fastest conver- 

gence. Following simple esample will dernonstrate the importance of proper learning rate 

for convergence: 

Consider a quadratic error surface J = 1000 t~.: + w$ The  minima is J=O a t  point 

(tri = O, u.1 = O). The part  i d  derivat ives are && = 2000 - u.1 and = 2 Suppose 

initially (UQ = 1 , 2 4  = 1).  -4t this initiai point, the parameter adjustments using gradient 

gives buil = r 2000 and du9 = T - 2 .  Learning rate T should be smaller than 1/2000 so 

that 6uyl < 1 in order t o  guarantee the convergence from point (1.1) to  minima (0,O). But 

with this learning rates, du2 < 1/1000. which is very slow. In a multi-layer neural network. 

there are lots of parameter TE;. and the will vary considerably' depending on the loca- 



tion of parameters (output  la_ver. hidden layer. input layer).  But the  learning rate should 

be smali enough for ALL those w ;  to  guarantee the  convergence and even stability of the 

gradient algorithm. This will slow down the learning. a s  demonstrated in the above only 

t ~ v o  parameters system. The  solution is to  use individual learning rate for every parameter 
8 1  - 

w;. An individualized learning ra te  with T; = r o  . ivould give a constant step 

sire. Fi-ith batch training and a suitable learning i a t e  ro? this method would approach 

the minimum and t hen wander around in the vicinity of t he  minimum wit hout converging. 
8 3 - 

Another similar choice is r i  = ro J - ~vhich was used in -4daptive Backpropa- 

gation [PF-4+94]. Ot her adaptive learning rate schemes. Like Quickprop. RPROP. steepest 

descent with line-search. o r  any of the other more sopliisticated met hods in the  numerical 

optimization literatures could be used. Basically. training of neural networks is an applica- 

tion of numerical optimizat ion techniques. O t her more efficient ( t  lius more computarionally 

comples) optimizat ions such as Uarquardt algorit hm [H1\194]. Least Squares [Jan931 could 

d s o  be used. In above simple esample. using individual learnings ri = 1/2000 and r2 = 1/2 

would get fast learning. I t  is not practical to  assign individual learning rate for every pa- 

rameter in the  network. But it is possible to  assipn individual learning rates for different 

layers. Il'itiiin the sarne iayer, should be alrnoct the  same. 

For the  AFS.  folloiving layer-tvise learning rates are forrnulated by using unit-analysis. 

i.e. the units of the learning rates should be invariant to the  change of units of input and  

output signals. 

For out put singletons Wi, a factor Y''qmotda 
grange is assigned t O compensate for the term s~:~'~, 

in 2 (Eq.3.13). Another factor is to  compensate f o r  output  error 6 in Eq.(3.16) which 
Yrange 

has unit of y,,,,,. A third factor ysigm0ida . 10 ivas t o  scale the  unit of 6 w p  to  its domain 

range Y 3 i g m o i d a .  Combining al1 t hese factors leads t o  the following normalized learning ra te  

for output singleton layer: 

Xoted tliat the  same factors are not combined or  canceled for cIearly showing the  original 

factors. 

Similar unit analysis can be carried out to  obtain t h e  following norrnalized learning 



rat es: 

Bruske[Bru93] also proposed laver-aise learning rates in a neural fuzzy sustem. but the 

approach was heuristic ra t  her t han based on the above unit -anaJisis. 

Xlthough the above gradient algorithm has been widely uçed in neural networks. its 

global convergence is not guaranteed due to noniinearity Backpropagation-like gradient 

algoritlims are generalizations of 11-idrow's LUS algorithm which has been veq- successful 

in the adaptive linear filter/optimal control field. ii+idrow's Ll IS  algorit hm. the Recur- 

sive Least Square algorithms. and the Kalman Filter can al1 be related to the recursive 

approaches to the ilïener-Hoff optimal solution in Iinear stochastic systems. Xnalytical 

algorithm performances such as convergeace. efficiency. biasness can be obtained for linear 

systems. According to  the analytical result. ive can also select suitable learning parameters. 

For esample. learning rates should be selected to be smaller tlian maximal trace of input 

variables to guarantee t he  convergence. Although we can still use similar algorithnis for the 

nonlinear systems. there are generally not analytical results t o  guarantee the performance 

of algorit hm. The only 'universal' solutions to the non-linear sustem problem seems to  be 

numerical computer simulations. 

Test of AFN for Nonlinear Function Approximation 

The AFX with gradient supervised learning algorithm was first tested in a nonlinear func- 

tion approximation problem, as s h o m  in the following figures. It is clear that XFS 

is able t o  approsimate non-iinear function. The  learning rates in this evample were 

r, = l,ra = O.l,q = 0 . 1 , ~ ~  = 0.1. 
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Figure 3.9: Son-linear function approsimation (before training). Output singletons ('f ' 
in the second row) were all initialized to  -2000. The outpu t  of -4FX (solid line in t he  first 
row) was near zero across the input range [-1000. 50001. while the  required signal \vas the  
nonlinear function (dashed lines in the  first row). '+' and  'O' symbols in the first and second 
rows were sampled d a t a  points. T h e  third row was the input fuzzy membership functions. 

Figure 3.10: Non-iinear function approximation (after training). The output fuzzy sin- 
gletons ( the  second row) and the  input fuzzy membership functions (the third rotv) n-ere 
changed. As t lie result , t h e  output of -4FS (solid line in the  first row) closely mat ched the 
required non-Iinear function (dashed Lnes in the first row). 
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Figure 3.11: Learning curve of superrised-learning AFS for non-ünear function approxi- 
mation. (RUSE = Root Mean Squares Error) 



3.2.4 Reinforcement Learning Algorithm for AFhT 

Reinforcement Learning is a new family of machine learning algorithms. It does not require 

esplicit teacher signals. Only a binary failure signal is needed. In reinforcement learning. 

an agent and its training environment interact in the following manner: The agent receives 

a time-varying vector of inputs from the environment and sends a time-varying vector of 

outputs to the environment. In addition. it receives a time-varying scalar signal. calied 

reinforcement. from the environment. The object of learning is for the network t o  try to 

masimize some function of this reinforcement signal. such as the expectation of its value on 

the upcoming time step or the expectation of some integral of its value over all future tirne. 

The computation of reinforcement by the environment can be anything appropriate for a 

particular problem and is assumed to be unknown to the learning system. In general. it is 

some function. stochastic or deterministic. of input patterns produced by the environment 

and output patterns received from the network. The  basic idea of reinforcement learning 

is to  establish a sensor-action mapping to maximize a performance index. 

This reinforcement learning is contrasted to the supervised learning in which the network 

receives a time-varying vector signal indicating desired output from the environment. rather 

than the scaIar reinforcement signal. and the Iearning object is for the network's output to  

match the desired output. The distinction is tliat the feedback provided to  the  network is 

instructive in supervised learning and evaluative in reinforcement learning. 

Williams' REINFO RCE Algorit hm 

There are several reinforcement learning aIgorithms. such as Barto's Xdaptive Critic Ele- 

ment /.4ssociative Search Element (ACEI-ASE) [BSAP3], Sut ton's Adaptive Heurist ic Critic 

(AHC) [Sutll]. IYzit kins' Q learning algorit hm [iVD%?]. if'illiams' REISFORCE algorithm 

[iVi18ï] [Il-i192]. and Barto's Real-Time Dynamic Programming (RTD P)  [BBS93]. Most 

reinforcement Iearning algorithms deal with discrete action problems. However, rnany con- 

trol problems require continuous control signals. Gullapalli [GulSO] proposed the  Stochastic 

Real-Valued (SRI?) unit to  learn functions wit h continuous outputs using a connectionist 

network. iYilliams' REISFORCE algorithm is a more general learning algorit hm t hat 

can handle bot h discret e action and cont inuous action problems. In t his t hesis. iffiI1iams' 

REISFORCE algorithm is used. 



where a is learning rate factor. r is reinforcement. b is reinforcernent bas clin^. e = i s 

charact~rist ic riigibiiity of W. g([. W. r )  = Pr[y = {lu.. x] is the probability mass function 

(or probability densitj- function for continuous-valued units) determining the value of y as 

a function of the weights z r  and inputs r .  

The name REISFORCE is an acronyrn for '.REward Increment = Sonnegative fac- 

tor s Offset Reinforcement s Characteristic Eligibility". which describes the form of the 

algorithm. 

The following theorem is the mathematical foundation of REISFORCE algorithm: 

Theorem (Williams) : For any REISFORCE algorithm. the inner product of 

E(111'114'] and T,E[rlll'] is nonnegative. Furthermore. if a > O for al1 individual weights. 

then this inner product is zero only when T,E[rlll-] = O. Xlso. if a is independent of 

individual seights. t hen E[AIl*IIIv] = aT, E[rl l l ' ] .  - 

This theorem states that the average update vector in \veight space fE[Ali*lll-1) lies in 

the direction for which reinforcement performance is increasing. -4 proof of this theorem 

can be found in ref.[\lïl92]. Therefore. the REISFORCE algorit hm is a stochastic gradient 

algorit hm which climbs the gradient in stochastic sense. 

IYliile the mat hemat ical t heorem seems quite sophist icated, the irit uitive underst a n d h g  

of the REISFORCE algorithm is very straight-forward. Take gaussian randorn search unit 

as esample: 

The characteristic eligibility of p is: 

And characteristic eligibility of a is: 

Herice, the parameter update rules are: 

Y - P  4p =a&- - b p ) -  a* 



This REISFORCE gaussian search unit behaves in the following way: If a randomly- 

sampled value y leads to  a higher reinforcement than reinforcement baseline. ( r  - b, is 

positive), then the mean parameter p is moved toward y (i.e. if y > p then p is increased. 

if y < p then p is decreased). Similarly. if a randomly-sampled vaIue y leads to a Lower 

reinforcement than reinforcement baseline ( r  - 6, is negative), then p is moved away from 

y (i.e. if y > p then p is decreased. if y < p then p is increased). In this way. the 

mean parameter ,u is moved toward the maximum reinforcement point. The update of 

standard deviation parameter a is as follow: If a randomly-sampled value y Ieads to a 

higher reinforcement than baseline. then a will decrease if 1 y - pl < Q and increace if 

1 y - ul > u. There is corresponding behavior in the opposite direction if the randomly- 

sampled value leads to  a lower reinforcement than baseline. This search unit thus narrows 

the search around p if a better point is found close to  the mean or a aorse point is found 

far from the mean: while broadening the search around p if a worse point is found close to 

the mean or a bet ter point is found far from the rnean. This allows the convergence of the 

search when rnasimurn point is found. 

In Gullapalii's Stochastic Real Value (SRIr) unit [Gu190]. the mean value is updated 

in a similar way as in the REISFORCE algorithm. while the standard deviation is a 

monotonically-decreasing. nonnegative function of reinforcement signal, a( t )  = s ( r ( t ) ) .  

This means the search scale is wide when the performance is unsatisfactory and a stochastic 

search will converge (standard deviation a - 0) after satisfactory performance is achieved. 

According to t his Williams t heorem, there seerns to be a possible problem in the 

reinforcement learning algorithm in Berenji's GARIC mode1 [HBlb]. Berenji et al. used 

numerical estimation of the partial derivative along a i t  h the RENFORCE-type algo- 

rithm. But as analysed in the Williams Theorem. the REISFORCE algorithm itself 

already computes the gradient V,E[rlH7] stochastically. There is no need for estimating 

gradient from reinforcement r t o  output y if a REISFORCEtype algorithm is employed. 

Temporal Difference (TD) Algorithm 

In reinforcement learning or supervised learning tas  ks, if the evaluat ion or teacher signal 

is not available a t  every step but rather is given after multiple steps, the ordinary rein- 
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forcement learning or supervised learning algorithms can not be ernployed. -1nother case is 

when not only the immediate short-term payoff should be considered as  in REISFORCE 

algorithm, but also the long-term cumulative payoff should be considered and is more im- 

portant. In t hese situations. new learning mechanisms other than the simple REISFORCE 

algorit hm or gradient algorit hm should be incorporated. Sut ton [Sut841 [Sut SE] proposed 

the Temporal Differences (TD ) algorithm for delayed mult i-step prediction and long-t erm 

cumulative payoff prediction. \\'hile convent ional predict ion-learning aigori t hms assign 

credit using the difference between predictions and act ual out cornes. the TD algorit hms 

assign credit using the difference between ternporally successive predictions. 

Consider a multi-step prediction problem where prediction accuracy is not revealed 

at once but after multiple steps. although partial information relevant to  the prediction 

accuracy could be revealed a t  each step. Esamples of this multi-step prediction problem 

are: The  outcome (win/loss/draw) of chess pame is not revealed until the game is over. 

although partial information relevant to the win/loss/draw codd be revealed a t  everv move; 

The cumulative reinforcement return over a certain period is not revealed until t h e  final 

step is finished. although reinforcement at  every step is available. Let the states of such 

a multi-step prediction problem represented by a series of real-valued vectors, xt. After 

a sequence of m states. xi. xz. .... x,. a real-valued scalar outcome z occurs. For each 

state-outcome sequence. rl . T Z .  .... zm. z .  the learner produces a corresponding prediction 

sequence Pl. Pz. .... Pm. Each Pt is an estimate of z based on its state x t .  Prediction Pt is a 

function of the state vectors x t  and a vector of modifiabre weiglits ix and can be esplicitly 

denoted as P ( x t .  uq). A U  learning algorithms are espressed as rules for updating the weight 

W. For every step. t .  an increment to w, denoted as AI3't. is determined. .ifter a cornplete 

sequence, w is changed by the sum of all the  sequence's 

As discussed in previous sections, the gradient-like 

weight updating is: 

increments: 

(3.33) 

supervised-learning algorit h m  for 

ivliere r is Iearning rate. and T,Pt is gradient of Pt with respect to  W. For the speciai linear 

case wliere Pt is a linear function of xt and w-: i-e. Pt = u - ~ x ~  = xi w ( i ) x t ( i ) .  TWPt = xt is 



achieved. and equation (3.34 j reduces t o  the \-eu-linon-n iVidron--Hoff L U S  rule [\\-5-31: 

For the abot-e supervised-learning approach. all the  l l c t  in equation (3.33) depend on 

z. and hence can not be computed until the end of the sequence when final outcome. z. 

becomes available. Therefore. the weight updat ing equat ion (3.33) can not be calculated 

increment ailu. 

On the other hand. the TD learning algorithm cornputes the weiglit updating incre- 

mentail' bu replacing the error r - Pt as a sum of changes in successive predictions as 

where Pmcl d ~ f  z by definition. 

Then. equations (3.33) and (3.34) can be conibined and re-witten as: 

And the weight updating for each step t is: 

Vnlike 3.31. this equation can be computed increnientally. since each ,Iwt depends only 

on successive prediction Pt+]. Pt and the sum of all past gradient V, Pt which are al1 avaiI- 

able a t  time t+ l .  The algorithm given by (3.38) is referred to as TD(1) algorithm. It is 

clear that the TD(1) algorithm produces the same per-sequence ~veight update as  the gïa- 

dient supervised-learning algorithm. since equation (3.37) is sirnply the result of replacing 

z - Pt with Pt+l - Pt and re-arranging the sum operations. Altliough the computational 

procedures are not the same? as one is batch type a n d  another is incremental type. the final 

result remains the same as far as the total weight changes are concerned. 



The significance of T D ( 1 )  algorithms is that  they use differences betn-een successive 

predictions rather than t he  overall error between predictions and final outcome as in 

s u p e r v i s e d - e n  algorit hm. -4 more general TD( X ) famil? of learning algorit hms can 

be formulated bu generalizing the TD(1) algorithm as  foIlon.: 

where O 5 X _< 1 is esponential decay factor. This assigns greater -eligibilities" for more 

recent predictions in the  weight updating Irt. T h e  value of the sum in (3.39) is called 

eligibility trace [BSA83] [SutET] for weight w a t  time t: 

k=l 

The eligibility trace combines both "structural credit assignment" (using gradient Tu. Pk ) 

and "temporal credit assignment" (using weighted sum of past gradients) into one term. 

The weiglit updating rule (3.39) can t hen be  re-written as [SutSÏ] (BS921: 

This means: at each t ime s tep t. a TD error (Pt+l - Pt ) is conibined with eligibility of the 

tveiglit e t  t o  determine t he  weight changes. 

ll'hen X = 1. TD(X) reduces to TD(1) in which a11 the past predictions contribute 

equallv to the weight updating. For X = O. equation (3.39) reduces to: 

The learning a t  each s tep is driven only by tw-O recent predictions and the recent gradient 

ru. Pt. 

There are eligibility xeighting methods ot  her t han the esponential decay given above 

(e.g.[SS96]). An important advantape to  t h e  esponential form is that  it can be computed 

recursively using only current information and  previous e t :  
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So far. TD algorit hms have been presented as multi-step prediction methods. To appIy 

TD to a reinforcement learning task. one only needs to define the outcome of multi-step 

prediction as discounted sum of future reinforcement (cumulative reinforcement f at  time t: 

where O < -j 5 

and lon,- term 

1 is the esponential discount rate determining the estent to which short-term 

reinforcements are concerned. For a perfectIy accurate prediction: 

Therefore for inaccurate predictions. the misrnatch or TD error is the difference between 

the two sides of the equation: 

Replacing the TD error term (Pt+l - P t )  in the pure TD algorithm (equation 3.39) with the 

above TD error for cumulative reinforcement. the following TD algorithrn for cumulative 

reinforcement prediction is achieved: 

In the form of eligibility trace. this is: 

where e t  is eligibility trace defined in (3.40) and can be cornputed recursively as in equation 

(3.43). 

The above TD algorithm predicts the delayed reinforcement or cumulative reinforcement 

by using the eligibility trace et = ( x i = ,  x~->' 'c. ~ k )  and the TD error (rt+l + 7 Pt+l - Pt). 

The factor 7 determines how the reinforcement is weighted according to its recency, whiie 

the factor X determines how fast the eligibility decaus according to its recency. 

REINFORCE, TD and Dynamic Programming 

Having introduced the REISFORCE algorithm for irnmediate reinforcenient learning tasks 

and the TD algorit hm for delayed (or cumulative) reinforcement prediction. REISFORCE 
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and TD can be combined to  solve the delayed reinforcement learning tasks. These delayed 

reinforcement learning tasks can be viewed as  sequential decision tasks in which an action 

selected a t  a given time wili influence future actions and the final outcome. and both short- 

term and long-term consequences of decisions have to be considered. These sequential 

decision tasks can be formulated in terms of stochastic dynamical systems u-hose behaviours 

(could be probabilistic) unfold over time under a decision-maker's actions. T h e  objective 

is t o  find a n  action st rategy to maximize final outcome or cumulative long-term payoff over 

time. .4 discount factor -, can be used t o  weight pavoffs according t o  their recency. The 

value of djscount factor adjusts the degree t o  which long-term payoffs should be accounted 

for. The agent (or  learning controiler) uses a rule (or control strategy) called policy ;;. t o  

select actions depending on its s t a t ~  S.  -4 policy's return is the weighted surn of the payoffs 

r if the policy ~r is used to  select all the actions. IVhen system is stochastic. the objective 

\vil1 be the E X ~ E C ~ E ~  return: 

The ecaluation function l'"(x). a function of s ta te  x. is the espected return of the policy 

I; starting from state  s: 
Dc 

X policy masimizing the espected return for al1 possible initial states s is called an 

optimal policy sr'. Because the optimality of polities depends on the discount factor 7 .  

it should be more precisely referred to as 7-optimal policies. In cases where payoffs are 

zero everywhere unless goal states (positive payoffs) o r  penalty states(negative payoffs) are 

reached, selecting actions to maximize espected ret urn is equal t o  selecting actions to bring 

system to  the goal states in the fewest steps, while avoiding pendty states. 

If the accurate model of the decision task is available, Dynamic Programrning (DP? 

[Bel57], [KiriO], [Ros83]) methods can be used to  compute the evaluations of states, and 

to find an optimal policy. Having an accurate model of the decision task means knowing 

the pvofT espectations, R ( x .  a ) ,  and state-transition probabilities, P,,(a), for all states x 

and y and al1 actions a.  Here, R ( x ,  a )  and P,,(a) are defined as follow: 

Letting x ,  denote the system state  a t  time step t ?  if the agent using policu r.  then the 



action it takes a t  step t is at = ; r ( x t ) .  T h e  system state changes according to  probability 

And the payoff espectation 

is the  espectation of payoff received by t he  agent a t  time step t +Z if the  action a t  = ; r ( x t  ) 

is taken a t  t ime step t n-hile systern is in s ta te  xt. 

It is straightforward to  show (e.g. [Ros83]. [BSIV90]) that evaluation funcrion I*" (3.50) 

satisfies the following condition for each s ta te  x: 

\vhere -1- is t h e  finite set of states s. Equation (3.53) is one of t he  principle equations of 

dynamic programniing [Bel.j~]. upon which inethods for computing the evaluation function 

for a given policy are based. 

Kow we discuss how to  find a optimal policy to  masimize the evaluation. If the  optimal 

evaluation function, I ". is known. it is relatively easy to determine an  optimal policy. 7'. 

by defining it t o  select an  action that  masimizes Eq. ( 3.53) for each s ta te  S.  The following 

equation. kno\\m as  Bclin~cln Oytinialiiy Equation. is used to  compute the  optimal evaluation 

function: 

where -4 is t h e  finite set of actions a. This rneans: The only policies that are g m d y  with 

~ q c c t  to their own ~raluation r a l u ~  functions are optimal plicies. 

The above stochastic dynarnic programming method is only applicable when an accurate 

model of the system is known. In the  absence of such a coniplete model, adaptive methods 

wliich can learn t he  underlying model have t o  be used. There are generally two approaches 

for adaptive met hods: One met hod is nzodd-bascd approach which constructs a model 

of decision task in the form of estimates of the  state-transition probabilities and payoff 

espectations while interacting with the  systern. Once an accurate model is estimated. 

dynamic programming methods as mentioned above can be applied t o  find an optimal 

policy. The  second approach is a direct approach which, instead of learning a model of 
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the decision task. adjusts the policy directly while receiving pao f f s  of performing various 

actions. 

Reinforcement learning methods incorporating T D  algorithm is a direct and incremental 

approacli for learning the evaluation function I --(x) in equation (3.50) and for finding a n  

optimal policy t o  m d m i z e  evaluation L*'. 

In previous sections. we have already presented the TD algorithm (eq.3.17) for learning 

the cumulative reinforcement (eq.3.44). This TD procedure is closely related to  the learn- 

ing of evaluation function I'"(x) in stochastic dynamic programming. Let us denote the 

estimation of evaluation function I* as f-. From one principle DP equation (3.53). the true 

evaluation function 1 ' satisfies: 

and the error between true value 1' and its estimation f' is: 

If it were possible t o  adjust the weights t o  reduce this error. the new estimation would 

gradually approsimates the true evaluation function. However. the  payoff espectations 

R ( x t .  j ; ( x t ) )  and  state-t ransition probabilities P,,,(T(x,) ) are unknown. To overcome t his 

problem. instantaneous values and estimations available during on-line learning are used 

to  replace these unknown quantities. First. substitute the payofF' actually received at  time 

t+ l .  which is r tc l .  for the espected v d u e  of this payoff, R ( x t ,  r ( x t ) ) .  Sow. substitute 

the current evaluation estimation of the  s t a t e  actually reached. which is f;(rtc1). for the  

espectation of the evaluation over all the reachable States. EUEX Plr y (:(zt))I '-(y). Then. 

the error given bu eq. (3.56) can be approximated bu: 

which is the  TD crror itself as defined in equation (3.46). The different notations shouldn't 

cause confusion. The  P in equation (3.46) is for general prediction, while fi in equation 

(3.57) is for specific prediction of t h e  evaIuation function 1 '. 
Tlierefore, the TD procedure is simplj- a learning method using instantaneous values 

and estimations availabte during on-line learning to  replace unknown espect ations and 
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transition probabilities. For this reason. TD reinforcement learning can be called a Monte- 

Carlo simulation (stochastic sampling instead of a priori enumerating) of DP algorithm. 

It should be noted that the  substitution of espectations with instantaneous values and 

estimations does not necessarity guarantee unbiased results. 

Having obtained the TD method to  approximate evaluation function. nest is how to  

learn a optimal policy to  maximize the evaluation. For correspondence t o  the evaluation 

function. the policy .rr is also called action finction which maps st a t e  input x into action 

a ( a t  = i i ( x t ) ) .  The action function is. lilie an evaluation function. given by sorne param- 

eterized mode1 with adjustable ir-eights W. Bu selecting specific values for the rveights. a 

specific action funct ion is det ermined. T herefore. the learriing of a n  optimal action function 

becomes the  updating of the weights of action function to maximize evaluation function. 

By combining the REISFORCE algorithm with the TD algorithm. we get the follom-ing 

weight updating rules for action function: 

where is cliaracteristic eligibility a t  time k.  as defined in REISFORCE algorit hm (eq. 

3.27). and the sum of past characteristic eligibilities 

can be called the charact~r is t ic  éligibility trac€ . w-hich is a combination of charactéristic 

~ligibility(eq.3.27) and eligibility tmc~(eq.3.40). The cliaracteristic eligibility trace (3.59) 

can be cornputed using recursive equation similar to Eq.(3.43). 

This learning algorithm for an optimal action function is a generalized REISFORCE 

algorithm (eq. 3.27) which incorporates the TD(X) procedure (eq.3.39). It uses T D  error 

(rt+l + 7 Pt+l - Pt)  as offset reinforcement (r-b). and uses a cumulative cliaracteristic 

eligibility trace instead of one-step characteristic eligibiiity. if T D  factor  X=O, it will reduce 

to the immediate REIXFORCE algorithm(eq. 3-27). The reason for choosing TD error 

(rt+l + 7 Pt+l - Pt)  as offset reinforcement (r-b) is as  follow: 

For cumulative reinforcement or evaluation function defined in eq. 3.14 and 3.50. the 

reinforcement term r in REISFORCE algorithm should be: 
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I f  Pt is chosen as reinforcement baseline. the offset reinforcement (r-b j wili be esactly 

T D  error. From Williams Theorem for the REISFORCE algorithm. we know that  

the above generalized REISFORCE ivith the  TD procedure w i U  masimize the cumulative 

reinforcement or evaluation function 1-. 

In addition to  the viewpoint frorn REISFORCE theorem as stochastic gradient algo- 

rithm. TD error used in the  learning of optimal action function can also be related t o  

stochastic dynamic programming. just like TD error in the  learning of emluation func- 

tion is related to  stochastic DP. 

Equation (3.54). we know that:  

l - = ( x )  = 

From anot her principle DP equation. Beliman Opt  imality 

Therefore, if we knew the  payoff espect ations R(r t .  a ) ,  transition possibilities Pr,, for 

current s ta te  x t  and al1 possible nest  States y under al1 possible actions a ?  then we could 

use t he  current evaluation function estimation to  select the desired optimal action a,pt 

that  masimizes the following term: 

The weights of action funct ion could t hen be updat ed by supervised-learning algorit hm 

using t h e  error between optimal action and actual output of action function (a,,t - a t ) .  

Uniortunately. payoff espect a t  ions and transition probabilities are  not known. t hus we 

can not get the desired optimal action a,,, . Like in the learning of evaluation function, 

available instantaneous values and  estimations at  time t can be used t o  replace those 

unknown quantities, i.e. rt+l for R ( x t o  a)' and G(rt+,) for CyEx ~ ~ , , ( a ) < ( ~ ) .  After these 

substitutions, the term (3.62) becomes: 

which is actuaily the (cumdat ive)  reinforcement return as  result of action al in t he  s ta te  xt 

(see 3.60). This is not necessarilu the  maximum reinforcement since the action a t  may not 

be the  optimal action. To determine the performance of the action a t ,  we need to compare 

the reinforcement return of tlus action n-ith respect t o  average reinforcement return of al1 

actions performed in this state. -4 reinforcement error factor can be  formed by subtracting 
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the espected value (or estimation of espected value) of the  reinforcement return for ail 

actions performed in this state. from the act ual reinforcement ret urn obtained for the given 

action at .  Csing this reinforcement error factor. a learning rule can reward actions leading 

to better-than-average performance whiie penalize actions leading to  worse-than-average 

performance. 

Conveniently. there is an  estimation for this expected (average) value of reinforcement 

return for aU actions performed in that state rt. This is the estimation of evaluation 

function a t  state rt. i.e. ( ) To see why f;(r,) can serve t his purpose. consider n-hat 

happens t o  the TD error [rt+1 f 7i; (xt+l]  - fi(*,) (equation 3.57): As the T D  algorithm 

(3.39) adjusts the weights t o  approximate the evaluation function. the T D  error wIlI tend 

to zero. t herefore should approach the espected value of rt+l  + )-  

Consequently. the reinforcement error factor can be formed by subtracting this esti- 

mation of espected (average) reinforcement return 1 ; (r t ) .  from the actual reinforcement 

return obtained for the given action a, .  which is r , + ~  + 7 f;(rtc1). The result is TD error: 

From above discussion. TD error serves as same error term in the learning of evalua- 

tion and  learning of optimal action function. although it is interpreted differently. More 

detailed discussion about reinforcement learning and dynamic programming can be found 

in [BSII-901. 

Reinarks on  Eligibility Traces 

There are  two mechanisms. T D  error (rt+i + 7 Ptt1 - Pt) (Eq.(3.46(3..51)) and  eligibility 

traces. used in reinforcement learning to cope with delays in either reinforcement signal 

or control system, or both of them. Eligibility traces include one for evaluation function 

(Eq.(3.-10)) and another characteristic eligibilitv trace (Eq.(3.59)) for action function. 

For evaluation function learning. conibining this two rnechanisms leads to  T D ( A )  error 

For action function Icarriing. combining this tivo rnechanisms and the characteristic eligi- 



bility of REISFORCE leads to T D J X )  error with characteristic eligibility (Eq.3.55): 

It should be noted that if onl- reinforcement signal is delayed. then using T D  error 

( r t+ l  + 7 Pt+1 - Pt ) should already suffice. Hoivever. if the agent (learning cont roller ) itself 

has a delay inside (from control input to trajectory output). then eligibility trace should 

aIso be used in action function learning. 

-4 simple example demonstrate the situation of delay in the action but not in the 

evaluation. Suppose a dynamicai system has a time delay of 3 steps. 1Yhen t here is a n  input 

at time k. the system only receives t his input at time (k+3) and changes its dynamics. If the 

agent ernits a large positive action a ( k )  at tirne k.  and receive a large positive reinforcernent 

r (k  + i ) at time k + l .  then using the immediate reinforcement leaning algorithm. the \veight 

adjustment should be C;u. = a ( k ) .  r ( k  + 1 ) .  hence the parameter w should be clianged in 

positive direction. But the problem is that the positive reinforcement r ( k +  1 ) at  time (k+l ) 

has nothing to do with the action a(k) at k. it is actually the result of action a ( k - 2 )  at  tirne 

( k - 2 ) .  X simple solution could be the use of past action to  pair \vitIl current reinforcement. 

i.e. Éu- = a ( k  - 2)  r ( b  + 1 ). This scheme needs the a priori lino%-ledge of the delay. 

-4 general approach is. as discussed above. the use of a characteristic eligibility trace 

(Eq.3.59) to  hold the eligibility of previous action a ( k  - 2 )  up to the tinie step k. But the 

standard esponentially-decaying eligibiiity trace gives more eligibili tu to the most recent 

action a(k). a ( k  - 1) which have nothing to do with reinforcernent at k r(b + 1). This is 

certainly a problem. Conceptually. the eligibility trace shouId have the same shape as the 

true temporal structure of the credit assignment. In this simple esample case. the first two 

terms in the eligibility traces should be zero. The standard decauing trace reflects the crude 

idea that the more recently something has occurred the more credit it should be given. If 

one has better kno~vledge. then it is natural to build that into the shape of the trace. For 

esample. Klopf's DR mode1 used an inverted-l shaped eligibility liernel. roughly t o  match 

animal learning data on the effect of the inter-stimulus interval. Besides the difficutty to 

obtain t hese a priori knowledge. if a eligibility kerne! ot her t han esponentially decaying 

trace is used. the recursive algorit hm (Eq.3.43) can not be used to calculate the eligibility 

trace. This recursive algorit hm is important for on-line irnplementation. 
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In system identificat ion/cont rol field[E-ki-l]. t here is also time-del- problems. T here 

are several techniques to solve it. One approach is the use of off-line identification met hods 

to  identify t h e  time-delay at first. Then use this delay in the further system identification. 

In reinforcement learning. there is no sirnilar off-line identification method to identik the 

time-delay of the control system. 

-4nother method used in system identification to cope with dela? is the use of a high 

order system mode1 to cover the possible time delay. For esarnpIe, if tirne delay is 3 steps 

but not known in advance to  the designer. a high 6-order system. y(k)  = a l  .x(k - 1)  + a2 - 

x(k - 2) ... + a6 *x(k - 6). could be used to cover the unknown 3-step time delay. Parameters 

a l  - 6 could then be identified. It will turn out that parameters a l .  a3. a3 are actually very 

srnall because there is no correlation between output y( k )  and input s(k-1). s(k-2).  s( k - 3 )  

due to the  deiay. So even if the esact time delay is unknown. it is still possible to  use a high 

order system to  cover the unknown time delay. In reinforcement learning. high-order means 

large decaying constant X in  Eq.(3.59)(3.40). Therefore. if there is a unknown time delay 

betv;een syst em input and out put . a reinforcement learning cont roller can use a 'high-order' 

system n-ith large decaying constant X to cover the possible time delay in control system. 

Reinforcernent Learning Algorit hm for the AFN 

The FSS string leg control problem can be formulated in terrns of a delayed reinforcement 

learning tas  k.  The cont roller receives tinie-varying vectors of input sensor signals (hip and 

knee angle information) from the swing leg model. The controller sends a vector of output 

control signals (hip torque and quadriceps stimulation) to the swing leg model based on the 

sensor inputs. Then the controller receives feedbacked reinforcements (e.g. toe collision. 

hip angle esceeding masimum value, etc) indicating whether the  control is successful o r  

not. These reinforcements are evaluative rather than instructi\.e and are not available all 

the time. 

The adaptive fuzzy logic controller for the FSS swing based on reinforcement learning 

consists of two major blocks (fig. 3.12): 

One major  block is the Evaluation Xet (EX)   hi ch maps state feedback X to  T D  error T .  

The function approsiniator used in Evaluation Set  is an . iFS ( f ig .3 .1 ) .  The .%FS receives 

state feedback X and outputs the prediction of evaluation function v. This prediction. v, 



X STATE FEEDBACK 

Figure 3.12: Reinforcement Learning Cont rouer. 

is combined with delayed reinforcement feedback. r. (also calIed primary ~ i n f a r c ~ r n e n t )  t o  

compute the TD error F (also called sccondary ~ i n f o r c c m ~ n t )  according t o  equation 3.46 or  

3.57. T h e  TD error i is used by TD(X) algorithm (eq. 3.47 or 3.48) t o  modify the tveights 

of AFX (indicated in fig. 3.12 by dash-Line). The detailed learning rules for different laver 

AFS parameters can be obtained by computing gradient Tu. Pk in eq.(3.47) from equations 

(3.13.3.15.3.22.3.X .3.20). For following formulas. time index t is labeled as superscript and  

parameter index ( i .k )  is iabeled as subscript. 

For output  composition Iayer parameters wr,. the weight update rule is: 

where ru. is learning rate. is eligibility trace (eq. 3.40) of weight wk at time t: 

eLVk is computed recursively (3.43) as follow: 

d ~ t r  1 ivhere A, is TD decaying factor. & is computed as eq.3.15, and 7 is cornputed as eq. 

3.13 bu using q+l t o  replace J-. 
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Çimilarl-. for the input fuzzification layer parameters aia. bik. cik. the n-eight update 

rules are: 

= ra(rt+' + 7 rt+' - r t )~k i I ç  

where a. &. are computed as eq. 3.22. 3.21.3.20. 
datk  

The other major block in the adaptive controller is the -4ction S e t  (abbreviated as A S )  

which maps the state feedback S to  control signal y. There are two Action Xets: one for 

hip torque control: another for quadriceps stimulation control. For simplicity. only one 

action netu-ork is shown in fig. 3.12. The function approsimator used in the .-\ction Xet 

is a type-a AFS without an output squashing/scaling layer (,\FSa. fig.3.T). The -4FSa 

receives state feedback X and outputs recomrnended action, S. This recommended action. 

S. is feed-forwarded into Stochastic Search Lnit (SSL-) to produce stochastic action f. The 

action f is further squashed and scaled (equation 3.6' 3.7) to generate the final control 

signal y. The Action S e t  can be vieived as a normal . IFS with a SSV inserted between the 

ASFa and output squashing/scaling layer. The Stochastic Search Gnit (SSC)' as its name 

suggests, serves as search mechanism by introducing controllable random noise into control 

signal. The output of SSC is a normally distributed random variable: 

where the mean value is the reconiniended action s from the AFSa.  and the standard 

deviation o is a rnonoto~~ically decreasing. nonnegative function of evaluation prediction v 
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from ES.  The control signal is therefore a random variable with mean value recommended 

by the AFSa  and a standard deviation determined by reinforcement evaluation. The actual 

form of the standard deviation function. especially its scale and rate  of decrease. should 

take the units and range of variation of the output variable into account. In this s tud- .  

folloiring function is adopted (figure 3.13): 

where a,,, determines the ma.simurn value and a, determines the  decaying rate of es- 

ponential function. The random search scale is large when evaluation is large negative 

(high penalty) and smaH when evaluation is small negative (low penalty). ij'hen evalua- 

tion becomes positive (reward). t he  standard deviat ion becomes zero. Then, the random 

search will be terminated and the  learning of the -4ction ,";et will also be terminated. The  

st ochast ic learning controller will converge into a deterministic controller. The choice of 

evaluation prediction v as the input to  the deviation function is different to  that in [HB2b] 
-*- 

and is similar to that  in [ G U I ~ ~ ] .  Berenji et al. [HB2b] chose TD error i as input to the 

standard deviation function w-hich means the search is large when f is low (the last action 

is a bad move) and the search is small svhen î;. is high (the last action is a good move). 

But in t lie computer simulations. it was found that better results w-ere achieved when the 

search scale was related to  the current evaluation ( v )  instead of performance of last action 

( F f .  ll'hen current evaluatiori is unsatisfactory (v is loiv). the search scale sliould be large 

to find possible good actions to escape the unsatisfactory situation. But the performance 

of last action could be pretty high (i:  is high) even if evaluation v is low. Therefore. random 

search scale should be linked to  the evaluation v rat her than T D  error T .  

The learning algorithm for .4FKa in Action Set  is the REIKFORCE+TD(X) algorithm 

(eq. 3.58) using the TD error ? from Evaluation Xet (indicated in fig. 3.12 by dash-line). 

The detailed learning rules for different laver AFKa parameters can be obtained by com- 
alnqk puting the gradient in eq. ( 3 . 3 )  from equation (3.3 1)(3.13)(3.15)(3.22)(3.21)(3.20) 

For output composition layer parameters wk, the weight update rule is: 

ivliere r ,  is learning rate, is characteristic eligibility trace (eq. 3.59) of wight  zck a t  



Figure 3.13: Standard deviation function of Stochastic Search Unit (SSC). See 3.74 for the 
espression. The parameters used are u,,,=10000. 0,=0.5 . 

time t :  

is computed recursirely (3.13) as folloiving: 

ahere A ,  is the T D  decaying factor. & is computed as eq.3.15. and & is a minor 

modification of the REISFORCE eq.(3.31) by using ( 3  - O,,,) instead of ( O * )  in the de- 

nominator. The reason for the minor modification is if o2 is used. the wight  change factor 

could be quite large even when a* is srnall. This is not desired since srnall o means 

high evaluat ion value v (eq.3.i-L. fig.3.13) and good performance. The ~veight change should 

be smail when the performance is already good. If 3 -a,,, is used, the weight change factor 

will be srnall when cr is srnall (because ft+l - s will be srnall while O,., is constant) 
3-urnar 

and weight change factor will be large when o is large. This is desired. The weight change 

factor i~o+_ can be called the normalixd noisa[Gul90] or nomzaZized perturbation[HB2b] 

in the sense that it is gaussian noise f t + i  - s normalized by its (maximum) standard de- 



viation. Vsing constant 3 in the normalization denominator is due to the  facî that the  

possibil i t~ of value ft+1 - s lies wit hin [&3 . o] is 95%. 

Sirnilarly for input fuzzification laver parameters aik. bik. c , k .  t he  weight update rules 

f t + i  - Cs a s  = + - 
3 - a,,, abix- 

;r as as where &. ab;;. are cornputed a s  eq. 3.22. 3-21.3.20. 

From the  above detailed learning rules for AFS parameters. Ive can  further understand 

that reinforcement learning is a kind oî stochastic optimization method which searches for 

the optimum bv following gradient in stochastic sense. I t  can be used in a non-associative 

reinforcement learning task cvhich directly adjusts the control parameters. More important 

is that  it can be used wit h the Back Propagation algorithm in an associative reinforcenient 

learning task. The  REISFORCE error terrn (w) 'grnar is back-propagated for interna1 net 

paranieter modification using a kno~vn gradient. This is not to be confused with the direct 

optimization search in internal net parameter space. T h e  former takes the  advantage of 

knowing net structure and propagat ing the opt imizat ion of control signal back to  internal 

net (structural  credit assignment) using gradient and, hence. is more efficient than direct 

searching in internal net parameter space without using the knowledge of known net struc- 

ture. Usually, internal net parameter space is rnuch larger than output  control space. For 
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esample. in our FSS swing model. only two controls are t o  be optimized. while the - IFS  

may have hundreds of net parameters (a.b.c w parameters of membership function for each 

rule and each input). Therefore. a direct search in net parameter space will be much slou-er 

than the above combination of optimization in output control space using REISFORCE 

algorithm and back propagation in internal net. Direct optimization in internal net pa- 

rameter space using standard optimization algorithms (such as simples. Gaussian-Se~vton 

provided by SLITL-AB Optimization Toolbos) have been used. The result is esactlj- as 

discussed above. 

From t his analysis of conibination of reinforcement Iearning and backpropagat ion-type 

gradient algorithm. it seems possible to use ot her non-linear optimization algorithms in 

control output space with Back Propagation algorithm in internal net space. The advan- 

tage of stochastic optimization like Reinforcement Learning is. that. it is more likely to 

escape from locaI minimums (due to its randomness) than the deterrninistic optimizations 

(especially determinist ic gradient algorit hms ). Therefore. stochastic opt imization is more 

likely to  find a global minimum. ivith the possible cost of slow search speed. However. in 

the XFS situation. Our expert knowledge mai. be good enough to pre-structure the .4FS 

near the global minimum. Thus deterministic gradient or other heuristic search algorithms 

could be sufficient to converge to minimum (also global minimum). with possible advantage 

of fast convergence. This may be ivorth further study. Sonie basic requirements are: faster 

convergence t han stochastic gradient following. co~nput ationally inespensive(suit abIe for 

real thne on-line implenient ation). incremental modification so that it can be combined 

wit h back propagation algorithm. ability to  cope wit h non-differential case because the 

objective function J u-ith respect to  control output signal may be very cornples, and is 

very likely non-continuous and non-differentiable. This may esclude sorne deterministic 

gradient-based algorithms like BFGS, DFP, Steepest Gradient. and Least Square, etc. Al- 

though the  AFX is a differentiable net ($$ esists tlius BP gradient is applicable in net 

space). ive do not know if % esists. If % does not exist. using deterministic gradient- 
d 9 d Y 

based algorithms may cause a singular matris problem. Hoivever, stochastic gradient-like 

algorit hms such as reinforcement learning algorit hrns do not have t Iiis singular problem. 



Chapter 4 

Results 

4.1 Supervised Learning Controller for FNS Swing 

4.1.1 Simulation Parameters 

Two separated supervised learning . IFS  contrcllers are used. one for hip torque control. 

anot her for quadriceps stimulation cont rol. Previously op t imized open-loop cont roller (see 

Fig.3.3) serves as teacher to provide the desired control signals. 

The  controuer inputs are hip angle and knee angle. The input range is [-0.45 rad. 0.72 

rad] for hip angle, and [-1.53rad. 0-lgrad] for knee angle. .Ilthough there are more variables. 

such as  hip/knee angular velocity. available as controuer inputs. it was found that using 

more inputs did not always Iielp. More inputs means more dimensionality. and the "curse 

of dimensionality" will cause esponentially increasing rule numbers. For a given number of 

rules. Ion- number of inputs will allow fine partition of state space. In [1\---\91]. we used four 

input variables (hip/knee angle and angular velocity). But the result \vas not good. only 

foot-clearance \vas acliieved in reinforcernent learning after 200 training trials. Csing only 

two inputs resulted in better results. The reason is esplained as follows: The more inputs 

are used, the more information is available for the control purpose and thus the better the 

control performance could be. On the other liand, the more inputs are used, the larger 

the search space is. Therefore. t here is a tradeoff between the search space and the control 

performance. If the number of inputs is too small, the controller will not have sufficient 

sensor information to control the system. But if the number of inputs is too large, the 

controller will not be able to find the optimal control strategy in the large search space. 

In the mode1 studied here, it \vas found that using two inputs resulted in the best results. 

101 
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Five fuzzy variables (VSmaH. SmaiI. Medium. Large. ['Large) are  assigned t o  every input. 

resulting in a total of 25 (.k5 ) fuzzy contro1 rules. and thus 2.5 output fuzzy singleton (one 

output  fuzzy singleton per rule) for eacli controlier. Output  range is [OSm. 24Sm] for 

the hip torque controller. and  [Ou-sec. 240~-sec] for the  quadriceps stimulation controiier. 

Output of controllers (output  fuzzy singletons) are  initialized t o  near zero ( 1 . lTm for hip 

torque, and  21 u-sec for quadriceps stimulation). 

llembership functions of five input fuzzy variables. 2.5 ou tpu t  fuzzy singletons. and 2.3 

controI rules are shown in figure 4.1 and 4.2. The  25 fuzzy rules 'fuzziIy' partition the 

two-dimensional input space (figure 4.3). 



4J O . O , O , O i 
S 1 0  1 5  20 25 

Input No-1 :Hip A( OVSmdl . SrnaIl +Medium - Large xVLarge ) 

25 RULES(before training) 

X X X Y A  

+ + + + +  . . . . .  
o o o ç a  

5 1 0  1 5  20 25 
Input No.P:KneeA< oVSmall . Small +Medium ' Large xVLarge ) 

-20 

Z l 0 -  

(-4) O u t p u t  fuzzy singletons. fuzzy control rules in graphic  form. 

- 

( B )  S iembersh ip  functions of input fuzzy variables. 

O-' L * * * *  J + * J -  
5 1 0  7 5 20 25 

Output :Hip Torque 

Rule S o l :  If h ipang le  is \'SrnaIl and knee-angle is VSrnall Then  Hip Torque is 1.1 S m  

...... 
Rule ?:0.15: If h ipang le  is VLarge and knee-angle is Medium Then Hip Torque is 1.1 S m  

...... 
Rule So.25: If h ipang le  is VLarge and knee-angIe is \'Large T h e n  Hip Torque is 1.1 Km 

(C) Fuzzy control rules in t ex t  forrn (o ther  rules which are not shown here have similar rute  form).  

Figure 3.1: Fuzzy rule base for hip torque controller(before training). 
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(B )  Membership functions of input fuzzy variables. 

Rule S o l :  If hipangle is l'srnall and knee-angle is VSmall Then Quadriceps Stimulation is 21 u-sec 

S..... 

Rule So.15: If hipangIe is VLarge and knee-angle is hledium Then Quadriceps Stimulation is 21 u-sec 

...... 
Rule Ko.25: If hipangle is \'Large and knee-angle is VLarge Then Quadriceps Stimulation is 21 u-sec 

(C) Fuzzy control rules in text form (other rules which are not shown here have similar rule form). 

Figure 4.2: Fuzzy rule base for quadriceps stimulation controller(before training). 



Knee Angle [rd.] 

Figure 4.3: Fuzzy partitioning of t\vo-dimensional input space. The membership functions 
of fire input fuzzy variables are also sholvn aside. The grey area in the figure indicates the 
fuzzy area covered by more than one rnembership functions. The trajectory controlled by 
the optimal open-loop controller is also sliown with s tar t  point(o) and end point(*). 



4.1.2 Results 

Xfter 15 trials. the outputs  of supervised learning A F S  controller ivere almost the  same 

as the optimized open-loop controller (figure 4.4). This learning controller can successfully 

control the leg t o  finish one si~.ing phase (figure 4.5). 

From the learning curves of the  superrised learning controllers (figure 4.6). it learned 

very rapidly in the  first 3 trials, then just further fine-tuned. 

The  fuzzy control rule bases after supervised learning a re  shown in figure 4.7 and  4.8. 

The input fuzzy membership function did not change significantly. as the  learnin, = rates 

( T ~ , ~ , ~ )  for theses parameters ( a i j  b i j  c i l )  are quite srnail (0.01). But the output  f u z z ~  

singletons changed ver .  significantly. 

The  t hree dimensional control surfaces synthesized from fuzzy control rules a r e  shown 

in figure 4.9. The line trajectories on the surfaces a r e  actual trajectories under control of 

the learning cont rolier. 

Figure 4.10 shows the  firing pattern of controI rules alonp the trajectory. From beginning 

to end of swing phase. fuzzy control rules fire sequentially as the trajectory visits t he  

different portions of s ta te  space. 

Quadriceps FNS Stimulation (Puise-Wdth) 

Figure 4.4: Coiitroller out  put  s after supervised learning (The teaclier signals are also shown 
with dashed iines). 



Hip(- -) and Knee(-) angles 

Figure 4.5: Trajectory of swing leg controlled by supervised learning controller. 
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Figure 4.6: Learriing curve of supervised leartiing controller. 
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lnput No.1 :Hip A( 0VSmall . Smnll +Medium ' Large xVLarge ) 

- 
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( A )  O u t p u t  fuzzy singletons. fuzzy controI rules in graphic form. 
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( B )  Slembership iunctions of input fuzzy variables. 
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Rule Ko.7: If HipAngle is Small and Knee-Angle is S m d  Then  Hip Torque is 14 S m  

Rule K0.8: If HipXngle is Medium and KneeAngIe is Small Then  Hip Torque is 16 S m  
Rule xo.9: If HipAngIe is Large and KneeXngIe is Srna11 Then Hip Torque is 14 Xrn 
Rule Xo.10: If HipAngle is VLarge and KneeAngie is Small Then Hip Torque is 5 S m  
Rule Xo.12: If HipAngle is S m d l  and K n e e h g l e  is Medium Then Hip Torque is 4 Km 
Rule Ko.13: If H i p h g i e  is Medium and KneeAngle is Medium T h e n  Hip Torque is 5 S m  

(C) Fuzzy control rules in text  form 

(other rules which are not  shown here do  not changed much in t h e  learning and  remain simiIar to their 

initialized form in Fig.4.1C )- 

1 

Figure 4.7: Fuzzy rule base for hip torque controlIer(after supervised learning). 
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( A )  O u t p u t  fuzzy singletons. fuzzy control rules in  graphic  form. 
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(8) Slembership functions of input  fuzzy variables. 

Rule Ko.10: If HipAngle is l 'Large a n d  IineeAngle is SmalI T h e n  Q u a d  St im.  is 210 u-sec. 

RuIe So.15: If HipXngle is VLarge a n d  KneeXngle is AIedium T h e n  Q u a d  Stirn. is 320 u-sec. 

Rule So.20: If HipXngIe is \'Large a n d  KneeAngle is Large T h e n  Q u a d  St im.  is 320 u-sec. 

Rule So.23: If HipAngle is hlediurn a n d  KneeXngle is VLarge T h e n  Q u a d  St im.  is 320 u-sec. 

Rule Xo.24: If HipAngle is Large a n d  KneeAngle is l 'Large T h e n  Q u a d  St im.  is 310 u-sec. 

Rule Ko.13: If HipXngle is \:Large and KneeXngle is \'Large T h e n  Q u a d  St im.  is 310 u-sec. 

(C) Fuzzy control rules in t ex t  form 

(other rules  which a re  not shown here d o  not  changed much in t h e  Iearning and  remain s imilsr  t o  their  

initialized form in Fig.4 .X ). 

Figure 4.8: Fuzzy rule base for quadriceps stimdation controller(after supervised learning). 



Hip Torque Controller Quadriceps Stimulation ControIler 

Knee Ang. 

Figure 4.9: Control surface of fuzzy logic controuer after supervised learning. The act ual 
trajectory is also s h o w  on the control surface. The '+' symbols indicate the sampled 
point S. 

Figure 4.10: Firing pat tern of fuzzy logic controllers. 
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If the  supervised learning controller can onlv mimic the optimized open-loop controller. 

then why use it? The reason is that  the  supervised learning controller is a closed-loop 

controller. Hopefully. it wiU be  able to generaiize the control rules learned from normal 

trajectories t o  other trajectories t hat  open-loop controiler does not teach it. Thus. it can 

handle the  situation when t here are parameter variations. while the  open-loop cont rouer is 

not able t o  cope. as  described in the  nest section. 



4.1.3 Adaptability to Parameter Variations 

(1) MuscIe Fatigue 

To simulate the muscle fatigue which is a fundamental problern in FSS control sysiem. 

ive change hip torque gain from 1.00 to  0.86 ( a  change of ZAquadriceps muscle gain remains 

1.00. T h e  supervised learning closed-loop controller used more hip torque to avoid toe 

collision in the initial swing phase and successfuily finished swing phase (figure 4.11-4). 

In contrast, the open-Ioop controller failed (figure 3.1 1B) by using the same cont rol as  

in the normal gain situation. The toe hits the ground due t o  insufficient hip torque caused 

bu low gain. 
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(B) Open-loop controller failed (The foot clearance=O is indicated by dash-dot line). 

Figure 4.11: Adapt ability of supervised learning controller to low gain (muscle fatigue). 
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(2) Muscle Potentiation 

To simulate the muscle potentiation. hip torque gain was changed to  1-70. and quadri- 

ceps muscle gain to 1.70. The supervised learning closed-loop controller used less hip torque 

to avoid esceeding masimum hip angle (figure 4.121-A)). The higher quadriceps muscle gain 

did not cause problerns because of the saturation of the muscle recruitment curve. 

Open-loop controller failed (figure 4.12(B))  by using the same control as in the normal 

situation. The hip angle esceeded the masimum angle due to high hip torque caused by 

high gain. 



(A)Closed-loop supervised learning controtler succeeded (The  control signals for normal gain are also shown 

with dashed lines). 
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(B)Open-loop controller iailed (The hip angle maximum (0.7) is indicated by dash-dot iine). 

Figure 4.12: Adapt abili ty  of supervised learning cont roller t o  high gain (muscle potent ia- 
tion). 



(3) Light Body Mass 

The body mass was changed to 45kg. and body height to l.5Om. 

The supervised learning closed-loop controller used less hip torque to  avoid esceeding 

masimum hip angle (figure 4.13(-4)). 

The open-loop controller failed (figure 1.13(8)). The hip angle esceeded the ma-ximum 

hip angle (0.7 rad) due to  s m d e r  leg rnass. 
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(B) Open-loop controller failed ( the hip maximum is indicated bu dash-dot line). 

Figure 4.13: Adaptability of supervised learning controller to  light body m a s .  



(4) Heavy Body Mass 

Body mass was changed to 60 kg. and body height to  l.ïOm. 

The supervised learning controller used more hip torque to avoid t he  toe collision in the 

initial swing phase (figure 4.14(X)). 

The open-loop cont roller failed bu using the same control as in the  normal situation 

(figure 4.14(B)).  The  toe hit the  ground due to  insufficient hip torque t o  fles the  larger leg 

mass. 
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(B) Open-loop controller iailed (the ioot clearance=O is indicated by dash-dot line). 

Figure 4.14: Adaptability of supervised learning controller to heavy body mass. 
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Conclusion: The  supervised learning controlier can rapidly learn the optimal control 

rules from the  opt imized open-loop cont roller in approsimately 10 trials ( Fig.4 -6 ). Furt her- 

more: bu using the closed-loop sensor feedback. it can generalize Iearned control rules t o  

the  new models with different gain and body mass/height (e-g.  Fig.4.11). Therefore. the 

closed-loop supervised learning cont roller is an irnprovement t O the opt imized open-loop 

cont rouer. 

However. when the situation is beyond the ability of closed-loop supervised learning 

controlier. i t  can no longer handle it. For esample, if gain change is too large. or new 

model's mass is very different from the origind one. then the supervised learning controiler 

will also fail (see section 4.3).  In this case. it needs a new teacher t o  teach it new controI 

rules. If there is no new teacher. this supervised learning controller wili not work. In the 

next section, the reinforcement learning controller wit hout teacher is able to  handle t his 

situation. 



4.2 Reinforcement Learning Controller for FNS Swing 

4.2.1 Simulation Parameters 

Parameters for the hip torque controller and quadriceps stimulation controller are the same 

as in supervised learning. i.e. two inputs are hip angle and knee angle. five fuzzy variables 

for each input. and a total of 25 rules and output fuzzy singletons for each controuer (figure 

1.1 and 4.2). dl controller outputs are initialized to near zero (Fig.4.2). 

The T D  decaying factors are X=0.3 for hip torque controlIer, and a larger X=0.9 for 

quadriceps stimulation controller, considering long delay of muscle response. and X=0.5 for 

evaluat ion net. 

The fuzzy rule base (rnembership functions of nine input fuzzy variables. 81 output 

fuzzy singletons. and fuzzy rules in graphic form) for the Evaluation S e t  is shown in figure 

4.15. The outputs are initialized to zero. The Evaluation Set  (ES)  has 81 rules, i.e. 9 

fuzzy variables for each input. Assigning more rules for the E S  is due to  the consideration 

that an accurate prediction of reinforcement is crucial for judging the right actions. 

Figure 4.16 shows the fuzzy partitioning of input space by the evaIuation net. The area 

bounded by line H.4=0.7 and Lne FC=O is the safe area (foot clearance larger than zero. 

and hip angle smaller t han 0.7 rad), while any trajectory out of this area means failure 

(either toe collision. or hip angle esceeds maximum value. or knee angle is larger than 

0.1 rad at the heel contact ). Tlie dark bar indicates the goal area (knee angle=[-.lOrad 

O.lrad]) in this two dimensional state space. The controller must learn to  control the leg t o  

'travel', beginning from start  point. through the state space wit hout collisions (toe collision 

or masimum hip angle violation). and finailg- reach the goal area. This control problern is 

quite similar t o  the control of mobile robots for collision-free navigation or the control of a 

robot manjpulator for collision-free path planning. 
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Figure 4.15: Fuzzy rule base of evaluat ion net (before reinforcernent iearning). 
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Figure 4.16: Fuzzy partitioning of input space by evaluation net. Piine fuzzy input variables 
are also shown aside. Trajectory cont rolled by op t irnal open-loop cont roller is shown ivit h 
start point (O) and end point (*). Contour lines indicate foot-clearance=O (FC=O) and 
hip angle maximum (H-k=O.T rad) are  shown with daslied Iines. The dark bar a t  the end 
of swing phase indicates the acceptable knee angle (-O.Irad< ICA <O.lrad) at the end of 
swing phase (heel contact ). 



4.2.2 Results 

This section iviil show how the reinforcement Iearning controllrr learns from reinforcement 

feedback t o  ai-oid penalty and seeh reivard. A typical reinforcement learning process is 

shon-n in figures 1.17 t o  -4.21. 

Stage O: Initial state 

Since both hip torque and quadriceps stimulation controffers are initialized to  near 

zero (F ig .4 . lX.  Fig.4.liBj. there is no sufficient hip torque to  fles the hip and knee 

[ f i u r e . 4 . ( .  f t e r  a f e r  steps. t h e  toe will hit the ground in the  initial swing phase 

(figure.i . l ï(D) ). The Evaiuation Ket is initialized to  zero, so there is no prediction of 

reinforcement (figure.4.i i ( E )  1. and t hus no stochastic searcli (figure.4.1 i ( F ) ) .  In figures 

LI~(A)(B)(E) (F) .  the  trajectories are also shoan on the 3D surfaces. with '+. spnbols 

indicate t he  sampled points. 

IG-KW *rg I r 4  

(A) 3D surface of hip torque controiier (B)  3D surface of quadriceps stimulation cont roiler 

t igure 1.1 7: Reinforcement learning stage O. 





Stage 1: Learn to avoid toe collision in the initial swing phase 

-1 negative reinforcement penalty signal ( -  1  ) is fed back t o  the cont roller everj- time the 

toe hits t he  ground. GraduaIly. the Evaluation S e t  will build up the interna1 reinforcement 

prediction function to  predict the toe collision area in the input s ta te  space (figure -I.lE(E)). 

Stochastic Search Unit (figure I . l & ( F  ) ) will introduce the stochastic noise into the  control 

system in collision areas for searching optimal cont rol actions. Those control actions moving 

the k g  from collision areas tvill be rewarded bu the Evaluation S e t ,  and  those actions 

rnoving t he  leg toward collision areas ~ v i l l  be punished by the Evaluation Se t .  GraduaIl!-. 

the action controUers will learn. under the  prediction of E d u a t i o n  Se t .  to  increase hip 

torque (figure 3.18(.1)) and decrease quadriceps stimulation (figure 4 .18(B) )  in the  initial 

swing phase. 

After around 40 trials. the cont roller successfully avoided toe collision (figure -I.lS(D ) ) 

by activating hip torque and deactivating quadriceps stimulation in t h e  initial s~v ing  (figure 

3 . i 8 ( C ) ) .  

(A)  3D surface of hip torque controiler ( B)  3D surface of quadriceps stimdation con trouer 

Figure 4.18: Reinforcement learning stage 1. 
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(F) 3D surface of Stochastic Search Unit 

Figure 4.18(cont 'd): Reinforcement learning stage 1. 



Stage 2: Learn to avoid maximum hip angle 

The hip torque is continuously increasing because it nioves the  leg away from the toe 

collision area. This will gradually lead t o  the  masimum hip angle violation after hip torque 

is increased too much. Then a negative reinforcement penalty signal (-1) is fed back. Two 

negative peaks in the lower portion in figure 4.19(E) reflect t h e  hip angle maximum violation 

situation. The Stochastic Search L-nit (figure 4.19(F)) will introduce stochastic noise in the 

hip angle masimum areas for searching optimal control actions. The  result is to decrease 

hip torque. Gradua115 the hip torque wi.ill reach a balance point so that  it is large enough 

to  avoid toe collision. but not too  large to  avoid esceeding the maximum hip angle. Then. 

learning will proceed into anot her stage. 

( A )  3D surface of hip torque controiier ( B )  3D surface of quadriceps stimulation con troller 

Figure 4.19: Rein forcement learning stage 2. 
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Figure l.lg(cont 'd): Reiiiforcement learning stage 2. 
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Stage 3: Learn to extend knee at the end of swing phase 

The hip torque increase has been Limited. and the smaU hip torque ( l . lSrn.  initialization 

ialue) after 0.3 seconds has been further decreased to zero (figure 4.20(C)). So more hip 

angle maximum violations n * i U  happen. The controller can control the leg to avoid bot h 

toe collision and hip angle masimum violation in the initial swing phase and enter terminal 

swing phase. Since there is not enough quadriceps stimulation to estend the knee at  

terminal swing phase. knee angle rrill be larger than the acceptable value [-O.Irad 0.lradJ. 

A negative reinforcement penalty signal. proportional t o  the linee angle a t  heel contact. 

will be fed bacli. The  negative areas in the low-right portion in figure 4.20 ( E )  shows this 

situation. Shen. the quadriceps stimulation is improved (figure 4.20B ) to decrease the 

negative penalty. thus decrease the knee angle a t  the heel contact. Since there is a long 

de1aj- from electrical stimulation to muscle activation. this stage of learning takes nearly 

one hundred trials. 

Knst Ang. (4 

(A) 3D surface of hip torque controuer 
Arg. 

( B) 3D surface of quadriceps stimulation controller 

Figure 1.20: Reinforcement learning stage 3. 
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Figure 4.20(cont 'd ): Reinforcement learning stage 3. 



Stage 4: Convergence of reinforcement learning 

Finallu. the quadriceps stimulation has been increased enough (figure 4.21(B) ). and 

thus. knee angle a t  the  heel contact has been reduced t O acceptable range. Then. a positive 

reinforcement reward signal (+1) was fed back. The positive peali in the middle-right 

portion of figure(4.21E) indicates the final goal area for the swing leg. Tow. optimal  hi^ 

torque and quadriceps controllers have been learned (figure 4.2 1 (.-\)(B) ). After several 

successful trials. the positive reinforcernent signal \vas propagated back dong this collision- - - 

free trajectory Thus. there was no more stochastic search along this trajectory (figure 

4.21(F)). The stochastic controuer then converged into a determjnistic controiier. 

--- 
Km! -. bal 

( A )  30 surface of hip torque controller 

Ang. 

( B )  3D surface of quadriceps stimulation controIler 

Figure 4.21: Rein forcement learning stage 1. 
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Figure 4 2 1 (cont 'd): Reinforcernent learning stage 4. 
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If embers hip funct ions of input fuzzy variables and out put fuzzy singletons aft er  re- 

inforcement learning are showli in figure -1.22. 4t23.and4.24. for the Er-aluation Se t .  hip 

torque cont rouer. and  quadriceps stimulation cont roilers. respect ively. 

Figure 4.2-5 is a contour plot of the learned Evaluation Se t .  Cornparing this figure with 

figure 4.16. it is obvious that  the Evaluation S e t  does predict the penalty and reward area 

quit accuratelu. It is accurate enough t o  guide t h e  action controllers t o  End optimal cont rol 

rules t o  avoid penalty and seek reward. 

Conciusion: The reinforcement Iearning controiler can learn. based on penalty/reward 

reinforcement signals. and without esplicit teacher signals. to avoid toe collision a t  the 

initial sn..ing phase. avoid masimum hip angle. a n d  estend the knee a t  the terminal swing 

phase. 
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Figure 4.22: Fuzzy rule base of evaluation net (aft er reinforcement learning). 
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Figure 4.21: Fuzzy rule base of quadriceps stirnulat ion controuer (aft er reinforcement learn- 
ing). 



Reinforcement Predication Function 

Figure 4.23: Penalty and reward area predicted by Evaluation Set .  Dashed lines indicate 
wliere predicted reinforcenient=O (thus indicating the collision areas such as toe collision. 
hip angle masimum. and knee angle ). Solid line witli + signs indicate where predicted 
reinforcement > 0.9 (for reward). Grid lines dedicate fuzzy partitioning of input space. 
Trajectory controlled by reinforcement learning controller is also sliown (solid line) rvith 
start point(o) and end point(*). For a tliree dimensional plot, see figure (4.21E). This 
predicated evaluation function is close to the actual evaluatioii function (Fig.4.16) . 



4.2.3 Adaptability to Parameter Variations 

Similar to the closed-loop supervised learning cont rouer. the reinforcement learning con- 

troller can  also handle mode1 parameter variations s-ithin a certain range bu using the 

sensor feedback wit h learned control rules. The simulation results are very similar to  figure 

3.11 to 4.14. But more interesting. the reinforcement learning controuer is able to re-adapt 

(or fine-tune ) its learned control rules if these control rules fail. as described in the nest  

section. 



4.2.4 Uçing Previous Learning Experience in New Mode1 

(1) Muscle Fatigue 

Hip torque gain was changed to 0.60. and quadriceps muscle gain remained 1.00. 

Even with closed-loop sensor feedback. the controller failed. The toe hit the ground 

(figure 4.26-1) due to very low gain. The reinforcement learning controller re-adapted bu 

Iearning the new penalty area for the Evaluation Set .  reactivating the Stochastic Search 

Unit in the new penalty area. and searching for new optimal control rules. This time. 

since t here were previously learned cont rol rules (figure 4-21 (-4)( B )) and the Evaluation 

Set  (figure 4.21(E)) as the start point. learning took fewer trials than learning without 

esperience. The old learned control rules only needed t o  be fine-tuned to fit the new 

situation. Xfter 20 trials. a new controiler with higher hip torque at the initial swing 

phase was Iearned (figure 4.26B) and converged to ( stochastic search noise {vas zero along 

the t rajectory ). Cnder control of this new controller, successful swing is achieved (figure 

H~D Tom- 

(.L\)Closed-loop reinforcement Iearning controller failed with learned control rules. The control signals for 

normal gain are also shown with dashed lines. 

Figure 4.26: Fine-tuning of learned cont roller for very loiv gain (muscle fatigue). 



(B)  Reinforcernent learning controller learned new control surfaces. 

(C) Reinforcement learning controller succeeded with new control surfaces. The control signals for normal  

gain a r e  also shown with dashed lines. 
Figure 1.1G(cont 'd): Fine-t uning of learned cont roller for very low gain (niuscle fatigue). 
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Muscle Potentiation 

torque gain was changed to  1.30. and quadriceps muscle gain [vas clianged t o  1.30. 

closed-loop controller failed with the old rules (figure 4.27-1). It even at tempted to  

hip torque. but still failed due to very high gain. The controller re-adapted (figure 

). and succeeded [vith new control surfaces(figure 4.27(C)). 

(-4) Closed-loop reinforcement learning controller failed with learned control rules (The controI signals for 

normal gain are aise shown with dashed lines). 

Figure -1.27: Fine tuning of Iearned controller for very high gain (muscle potentiation). 



(B) Reinforcement learning controlier learned new control surfaces. 
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(C) Reinforcement learning controller succeeded with new control surfaces. T h e  control signais for normal 

gain are also shown with dashed lines. 

Figure 1.2'i(cont 'd): Fine tuning of learned controller for ver? high gain (niuscle potentiation). 



(3) Light body mass 

Body mass was changed to 45kg. and  body height to l..jOm. The controller failed with 

old control rules (figure 1.21.1). It re-adapted (figure 4.2SB) and succeeded with new control 

rules( figure 4.28(C)). 

( A )  Closed-loop reinforcement learning controiier failed with learned control rules. The  control signals for 

normal gain are also shown with dashed lines. 

Figure 4.28: Fine-tuning of learned coiitroller for ve r s  liglit body mass 



( B )  Reinforcement learning controuer learned new control surfaces. 
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(C) Reinforcement learning controller succeeded with neiv control surfaces. T h e  control signals for normal 

gain are also shown with dashed lines. 

Figure 4.2P(cont7d): Fine-tuning of learned controiler for very light body mass 
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(4) Heavy Body Mass 

Body mass \vas changed to  i 5 k g  and body height 1.ÏQm. The controller failed with 

learned control rules(figure -1.29-1). It readapted (figure 4.29B).  and succeeded with new 

controi rules( figure 1.29C ). 

and K m - )  

( A )  Closed-loop reinforcement learning controller failed with learned control rules. The control signais for 

normal gain are also shotvn with dashed iines. 

Figure 4.29: Fine-tuning of learned controller for ver'- heavy body mass. 
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(C) Reinforcement learning controller succeeded with new control surfaces. The control signals for normal 

gain is also shown wit h dashed lines. 

Figure 4.29(cont 'd ): Fine-t uning of learned cont roller for very heavy body mass. 
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4.3 Combining Supervised Learning with Reinforcement 

Learning 

It is possible to  combine supervised learning and reinforcernent learning algorithms. Su- 

pervised learning is very fas t  to  learn a general control rule base from a tupical subject. 

Then reinforcement learning can be used t o  fine-tune (or customize) t he  general control 

rules for different subjects. I f  there are hand-crafted control rules available from human 

esperts. then they can also be  used as a starting point. and reinforcement learning can be 

used to fine tune the  control rules for different subjects. 

Figure 4.30 dernonstrates this possibilitj-. The control rules frorn supervised learning 

(figure 4.1 4.8 4.9 work fine with the original model. But for a new model with hip torque 

gain = 1.80 ( a  change of 80% !. and quadriceps muscle gain = 1.60 ( a  change of 80%). the 

old learned controiler will fail (figure -1.30-4). even t hough t his closed-loop cont roller did 

try to use less hip torque. T h e  reinforcemerit learning alpcrithm is used t o  fine-tune the 

supervised-learned cont rol rules and arrive a t  new cont rol surfaces (figure 4.30B).  i \ Ï t  h 

the n e r  control rules, stviiig phase is successful (figure1.30C). S o t e  that  t h e  total  learning 

takes approsimately 30 trials, iricluding less than 10 triais (Fig.4.6) for supervised learn- 

ing to learn optimal control rules from the teacher for a general model. and 20 trials for 

reinforcernent Iearning to  fine-tune the old control rules for a new model. 

Xote that superviscd learning did not gerierate evaluation functions. only action func- 

tions were learned. Yet it st  il1 reduced the training trials for reinforcernent learning by 

placing control systems near t h e  optimal points. 



(A )  Closed-loop supervised learning controller failed. The cont rol signak for normal gain are also shown 

with dashed lines. 

Figure 4.30: Fine-tuning of supervised learning control rules by reinforcement learning 
algorit hm. 





Chapter 5 

Discussion and Conclusions 

Choosing control strategies is the first step in the design of controllers for Functional Seu- 

romuscular Stimulation. Through estensive literature review. it is argued that finite state 

control is more suitable than conventional numerical control for Functional Seuromuscular 

Stimulation prostheses with many practical sensors (e.g. accelerometer. inclinorneter. force 

sensing resistor) providing sensory signals not clearly related t o  the  plant dynamics. Seuro- 

fuzzy systems t ha t  combine rule-based fuzzy systems ~ i - i th  neural networks have advantages 

over individual sj-stems used separatelu. and offer flexible frameu-orks t o  implement adap- 

tive finite s ta te  control. 'ïhroupli literature review in Chapter 2. the thesis objective So.1 

(section 2.3.3) has been achieved. 

Based on the review of previous \vork. an -1daptive Fuzzy Setwork (-4FS) was developed 

as a neuro-fuzzy system \vit h supervised learning and reinforcement learning mechanisms. 

Generalized Gaussian function wit h t hree adjust able parameters (center. width. and siope) 

was used as differentiable membership functions in the  input fuzzifier. and fuzzy singletons 

were used as  t h e  consequent parts of fuzzy rules. A product-sum-normaIization infer- 

ence was adopted. This normalization procedure ivas important in adapting fuzzy rules 

wlien plant s ta te  rnoves outside the state space covered by the fuzzy rule base. A squash- 

ing/scaling layer after fuzzy inference subsystern kvas useful t o  limit the  control outputs to 

a bounded domain range, and reduce the search space for reinforcernent learning. 

A backpropagation-like gradient supervised learning algorithm was forniulated for the 

differentiable AF'; to modify the interna1 network parameters. It was observed that using 

individual learning rates for different parameters \vas essential for the gradient learning 

to converge quickly.Tlie layered learning rates for ,4FS were derived using unit-analysis 
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method. The adaptive function approsimation abiiity of the , IFS \vas demonstrated in a 

nonlinear function test. The function approximation and generaiization capacity of , I F S  

was essential for scaling up learning controllers to  real world problems. such as the control 

of neural prost heses. 

For reinforcement learning. two ..-IFS were employed. the Evaluation Setwork and -1c- 

tion Setwork respectively. and a Stochastic Search Unit WI.S inserted betn-?en the fuzzy 

inference subsystem and the output squashing/scaling layer in the .action Setwork for ac- 

tive exploration. T h e  relationships between Temporal Difference (TD(X ) ) met hod. stochas- 

tic gradient f ~ l l o ~ v i n g  REISFORCE algorit hm. and stochas tic Dynamic Programming are 

clearly analyzed from different perspectives. A reinforcement Iearning algorithm integrat- 

ing TD( A )  met hod and  stochast ic gradient foiiowing REISFORCE \vas formulated for the  

XFS. The  use of large decaying constant in the eligibiIity traces to  cope with unknown 

time delay in control systern is analyzed. It is also pointed out that  using the evalua- 

tion of prerious s ta te  instead of the eva-aluation of previous action [HBSb] to  determine the 

stochastic search scope led to bet ter esplorat ion, and consequent ly resulted in faster overall 

convergence of reinforcement learning. 

The t hesis objective S0.2 has been achieved by the development of -4FS lvith supervised 

and reinforcement learning mechanisms. 

The ,4FS was successfull~ applied t o  the finite state contro1 of a hybrid neural prosthe- 

sis ~v i th  power hip brace and quadriceps niuscle stimulation. The plant was a ~~~inging leg 

simulated by a compound pendulum and a t hree-factor (activation/angle/angular-velocity 

dependence) quadriceps muscle mode1 with neural time-delay and nonlinear recruitment 

curve. The  control inputs to  the plant were hip torque supplied by power hip brace and 

functional electrical stimulation delivered t o  activate quadriceps muscle. The sensory feed- 

back signals were hip angle and knee angle. The three optimal control objectives for 

successful siving phase were: foot clearance. a certain hip angle range. and knee extension 

at the end of swing phase. An open-loop controller was obtained by parameterizing control 

inputs and using SISIPLEX algorithm to optimize the control parameters t o  satisfy all the 

three swing phase objectives. 

Through computer simulations: i t  \vas found that supervised Iearning -4FI; controller 

rapidly mimicked the  optimal control strategv from the previously optimized open-loop 
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controller in approsimately 10-20 training trials. Furt hermore. t he  learning controller was 

able t o  generalize the mirnicked control strategy t o  cope with slight parameter variations. 

while open-loop controller failed. This was attributed t o  the use of closed-loop sensor 

feedback and generalization capability of AFS. and demonstrated t lie advantages of closed- 

loop finit e s ta t  e cont rol over open-loop cont roi. -Ut hough the optimal cont rol strategF lvas 

mimicked from open-loop controller. supervised learning controller was able to  generalize 

between similar situations and actions. 

Reinforcement learning , IFS  cont roller was able to  s p t  hesize a similar optimal cont rol 

strat egy in approsimately 100-200 training trials. The  cont roller learned the optimal control 

strategy through stochastic dynamic programming bu using evaluative reinforcements from 

environment. rat her t han mimicking the instructive teaching signals t hrough supervised 

learning from the instructive teacher. The reinforcement s were delayed evaluative signals. 

i.e. scalar signals indicating whet her s~ving \vas successful or failure according to t hree 

swing phase objectives. Reinforcement learning cont roller was also able t o  generalize t he  

learned control st rategy t O cope \vit h slight parameter variations. 

The  convergence t o  a optimal control strategy in reinforcernent learning was slower 

than that  in supervised learning by approsimately an  order of magnitude in this particular 

case. T h e  difference in the  convergence rate was due to  the different quality of teaching 

signals. which was instructive and immediate in supervised learning. but only evaluative 

and delayed in reinforcement learriing. 11-hen instructive teaching signals are available. 

supervised learning shouId be used. But  reinforcement learnirig provides a solution when 

such knodedgeable teachers are  not available. 

Furthermore, it was dernonstrated that using a control rule base previously learned 

(via supervised or reinforcement Icarning) from one mode1 as start ing point, reinforcement 

learning cont roller could learn a new op t irnal cont rol st  rat eQ for anot her new mode1 \vit h 

different parameters in approsimately tens of training trials (rnostly in 10-20 trials). Incor- 

porating a priori knowledge significantly (mostly by an order of magnitude) reduced t he  

training trials for reinforcement learning controller. This cornbined reinforcement lezrning 

with a priori knodedge o r  supervised learning experience method is, thus, proposed for 

furt her clinical trial. 

Thus. t hesis objectives $0.3 m d  So.3 have been achieved t hrough computer simulation 
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study. Supervised learning and reinforcement learning could be used with previous learn- 

ing esperience from similar models or  hand-crafted rules from human esperts. Adaptive 

Fuzzy Setwork (AFS)  provides an  unified structure t O incorporat e a11 t hese complement ary 

elements. To the author's knodedge. this is the  first demonstration of feasibility of such 

techniques in neural prost hetic control. 



Chapter 6 

Suggestion for Future Work 

Current work could be estended by furt her algorithmic development and by applying sim- 

ulation resuit s to real- t ime systems- 

Further alporithmic development could include structure determination and utilizing 

more informat ive reinforcement signals. 

-4daptive Fuzzy Setwork could b e  enhanced by incorporating inductive machine learning 

( e g .  EJIPIRIC) for structure determinat ion [TST~?? Jang-l]. Hyperplanar partit ioning 

of the  attribute space by decision t rees could relas "curse of dimensionality". a problem 

comrnonly associated with fuzzy systems using grid partitioning. This topic could also be 

furt her developed into fuzzy system identification technique, like the convent ional system 

identification [Eykïl]  in numerical control field. Recently. ID3 has been extended to  the 

cont inuous ID3 (CIDO) [CL921 which performs the partitioning of at tribute space using 

continuous hyperplanes instead of those perpendicular t o  the  attribute axes. CID3 has been 

used for optimal architecture generation of neural net\vorks. One weakness of ID3 type 

algorithms is that they are supervised learning algorithms requiring instructive training 

exam ples. The Genetic Algorithms [BGH89] belong to  rein forcement learning family using 

performance indes for optimization and have been used for both structure and parameter 

optimization of fuzzy systems [LTSS? HM95]. The problem wit h Genetic Algorithms is 

that they are difficult t o  be incorporated with connectionist neural network due t o  their 

comples encoding/decoding schemes and not utilizing kno~vn network structure t o  reduce 

search space. Other unsupervised learning or clustering algorithms such as Kohonen's SOXI 

[I<oli88] could d s o  be used for fuzzy ruIe extraction. 

Ctilizinp more informative reinforcement signals could speed up reinforcement Iearn- 
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ing. One  possible informative reinforcernent signals are reference trajectories. Reference 

trajectory following algorithm has been used in [lVuh91. CS93. CO931 for training of neural 

networks or fuzzy systern. In conventional adaptive control. there is also Mode1 Reference 

-4daptive Control (UR-IC).  .;lt early stage. it is just simple MIT heuristic rule (known as  

the MIT-rule in adaptive control literature). In adaptive fuzzy logic cont rol. t here are simi- 

lar 5lodeI Reference Adaptive Fuzzy Logic Controller ()IR-4FLC). as  ieviewed in literature 

revielv chapter. But blR;\C and SIRAFLC are rat her comples algorithm using ~ ~ a ~ u n o v  

method. MIT heuristic rule is simple. yet. c o d d  have very good results in some particular 

situations if designed properly using espert  knori-Iedge. Some preliminary simulations done 

in the swinging leg model (not reported in this thesis) sho\ved very encouraging result. T h e  

heuristic MIT rule used following Eu  as controuer training error: 

where yd. r d  were desired angle and angular velocity. y. r were actual angle and angular 

velocity. and k1.X-2 were two constants properly decided bu considering the ratios between 

control signals and trajectory signals. Hip and knee joint controllers only took care of the 

hip and knee joint, respectively. The  learning cont roller using t his training error learned 

al1 the three swing phase objectives. This result suggested that simple heuristic MIT rule 

(Eq.6.1) worked quite well. at  least for t h e  swing leg model. Xctually Eq.6.1 is just the 

out put of a simple PD cont roller. If \ve cornbined the outputs of this P D  controller and  A F S  

controller. ive actuallç get the Kawato's feedback-error-learning system [ K F S ~ T .  KCISEE. 

KawSO. GK90. IiG91. h'G921. as reviewed in literature review chapter. 

Simulation results in this thesis could be appïled to  real-tinie systems for prolonged 

standing control and siving phase control. 

-4 simple application is prolonged paraplegic standing using FIoor Reac tion O rt ho- 

s i s (FR0)  and quadriceps stimulation. As reviewed early. l lodular  hybrid proposed by 

Andrews et al. [ABB+88, ABPIi89, ~ ; \31+93]  using F R 0  to  provide stability, without 

F S S  activation of muscles, for 'C' standing postures. Stability is maintained so long as  

the ground reaction vector remains anterior to  the knee joint asis. II'hen ground reaction 

vector pass through or beliind the knee asis, quadriceps muscles a re  stimulated to pre- 

vent knee buckling. The knee buckling controller is a simple on/off finite state controller 

[ABBCBEo ABPKE9. 31YBZ921. One problem wit h this on/& controller is that  a strong 
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quadriceps stimulation is usilally delivered to  activate a hyperestension of knee joint. 11-hile 

this assures the safety. it could be harrnful t o  the knee joint if hyperestension is activated 

frequentiy. Furthermore. frorn two-dimensional phase-plane analysis of knee-buckling and 

recovery process. it is shown that a t  the end of recovery phase. the knee angular velocity is 

not near zero. The angular velocity is abruptly forced to the zero when knee joint reaches 

its limited position. This may cause some impact on the knee joint. An ideal buckling re- 

covery should be a gentle process with angular velocity gradually decreases to zero as knee 

angle approaches its limit position. This could be automatically learned b ~ -  a reinforcement 

learning controiler. Two optimal objectives in t his knee-buckling control are: knee angle 

rernains smaller than a certain threshold. and knee angular velocity is near zero when knee 

angle reaches its limit position. iVhen knee angle esceeds the threshold, the on/off con- 

trouer is triggered to assure the subject 's safety. and a penalty reinforcement signal is sent 

to  reinforcernent learning controller. Gradually. reinforcement learning controller should 

be able to  learn to increase quadriceps stimulation to  prevent knee buckle. -4nother rein- 

forcement signal is proportional to  the knee anguIar velocity at the end of recovery phase. 

Reinforcement learning controller should be able to decrease quadriceps stimulation in ad- 

Lznce to prevent high angular velocity at the end of recovery phase. Then. we can get a 

cont roller wit h bet ter performance t han simple on/off cont roller. which could prevent knee 

buckling and high recovery angular velocity. It is also possible t o  use supervised Iearning 

first to Iearn the cont rol surface frorn simple on/off cont roller, and t tien using reinforcement 

learning controller to fine-tune the  learned rules. It is atso st raightforward to hand-craft 

the on/off control rules directly Goniometers. force sensing resistors [ABB+88. ABPKES]. 

and accelerometers [VFVB93. VBKC93] could be used as feedback sensors for knee stability 

detection. But goniometers should be used at  least in training phase to detect the knee 

angle and angular velocity. After training, goniorneter could be unmounted. 

Another real-time application could be the parameterized swing phase control, like that 

proposed by Franken and Iéltink et al.[FI795]. Franken's parameterized swing used the 

similar swing phase objectives as our simulated swing. The difference is that they used 

hip flexor for hip flexion and hamstrings for knee flesion. while only powered hip brace 

!vas used in Our simulated sivinging leg to fles both hip and knee. Since the power hip 

brace modeled in our computer simulation is not available yet, Franken's approach is more 
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realistic. Another alternative is to use flexion refles [GHS*93] for hip and knee flexion. 

A similar stand-swing supporting frarne wit h adjustable bicycle saddIe \vas also set up in 

the Research Center a t  Glenrose Hospital. X reinforcement learning controuer for swing 

phase control could be tested on this esperimental setup. ft should be emphasized that 

although joint anguiar signals were used in our computer simulations. other sensors such as 

accelerometers and inclinometers could also be used in the finite state control. S o  rigorous 

dynamic model was required for using t his finite state controller. Finite state control based 

on pattern recognition requires richness in sensor information in order to make the right 

actions. while conventional numerical control based on dynamic model requires accuracy in 

sensor information in order to  calculate the control signals from tracking error to robustly 

drive the system dynamics. In biological motor systems. information richness is easily guar- 

anteed. but accuracy is not very high. In FSS systems. information richness is not easily 

guaranteed. considering the  practical limitation on number of sensors mounted on human 

subjects. Hoivever, accuracy is more dificult to obtain. considering the limited choice of 

practical sensors and difficulties in sensor mounting. cabling and calibration. It is recom- 

mended that joint angular signals (from goniometers) could be used in the training phase 

as reference trajectories t o  train the reinforcement learning cont roller. Reference joint afi- 

gular trajectories could be adopted from G-\ITL.\B data [IwD092]. Signals form practical 

sensorc. including acceleromcters and inclinomet ers, are used as actual state feedback to  

the controller. wliile signals froni goniometers are used only as informative reinforcement 

signals. Sjniple MIT rule Eq.6.1 could be used to train the reinforcement learning con- 

trouer. Once training is completed. mechanical goniometers that  are not very convenient 

and enduring can be unrnounted. Only practical sensors remain to  provide state feedback 

for the finite state controller. Recent reports [iVF\:B93? VBKç93, And951 suggested that 

accelerometers could provide rich information for gait event discrimination. 

A real-time PC-based experimental contrai system and a mechanical supporting frame 

had been developed in Research Center at  Glenrose. Real-tirne performance of the finite 

st a te  learning cont rollers sliould be evaluated in the laboratory using hurnan SC1 sub jects. 



Appendix A 

Dynamic Equations of the 

Swinging Leg Mode1 

The biomechanical mode1 of the swinging leg used in this study ivas adopted from [Bie93]. 

It was improved in this s tudy  by adding a nonlinear muscle recruitment curve. Xlso. hip 

torque is assumed t o  be controllable a t  any moment. rather than a parameterized waveform 

function. Two scalar gain factors were added for sirnulating muscle fatigue and potential. 

The passive dynamics of the leg was modeled as a freely swinging compound pendulum 

with two degrees of freedom (hip and knee joints in the sagittal plane) and adequate 

damping and elasticity in the joints (Fig..l.l). The ankle joint is assumed to  be fised at  

90 degrees by the floor reaction orthosis. So standing leg is considered. The hip was in a 

fked position. because simulations showed that the influence of one inch hip motion on the 

dynamics of the leg was negligible. yet including hip motion demanded extra differential 

equat ions. 

The conipound pendulum has certain masses and inertia according t o  the limb mass of 

the person. There is a linear damping to account for friction in the joints, and a global 

elast icity represent ing muscles and Ligaments. The global elast icities of ligaments are de- 

scribed lvith esponential functions. The global elasticity of the muscles is simplified into a 

linear relation. The torque on the joints due to the elasticity is: 

i=1.2 (knee, hip) 81,2,3 = o f i e t  constants k1...5 = shape/slope factors 

The complete equation (-4.1) . describing the dynarnics behavior of the whole leg can 
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be written as: 

where: 

Hip -Angle 
o(t ) = Joint angle rector = 

Knee Angle 

jm11 j m 2  
J = Inertia m a t r i x  = 

3n221 jm22 

Hip Torque provided by poivered brace 
31 = Input forque c ~ c t o r  = 

Knee Torque provided by quadriceps 

G = Coriolis a n d  cc~ztripctal  force matrix = 9Yr11 gYrl2 

s'Y721 SYT22 

[::] = [ 
[ 1 

Damping in hip joint 
D = Damping cecfor  = 

Damping in knee joint 

[::] = [ 
1 

Torque caused by elasticity around hip joint 
E = Elast icit y c d  or  = 

Torque caused by elasticity around knee joint 

Gravitational force in hip joint 
g = Gratvitational f o r c ~  L ' E C ~ O T  = 

Gravitational force in knee joint 1 
1 

L L A 

For more details of the dynamic equations. please consult the technical report [Bie93]. 

The initial conditions of the dynamic system are adopted from G-UTL-ZB data: Hip 

angular velocity is 1 rad./sec. knee angular velocity is -1.7 rad./sec. hip angle is -.12 rad.. 

and knee angle is -0.7 rad. body mass=.'jjm, and body height=1.65kg. 

The active quadriceps muscle is modeled as a three factor nonlinear dynamic model 

wit h time delay and nonlinear recruitrnent curve (Fig.A.2). The t hree-factor muscle model 

[VCCeB92] includes activation dependency , angle dependency, and angular velocity de- 

pendency. Input is FKS pulsewidth, whicli is transferred into normalized activation Sq by 

nonlinear recruitment curve. The recruitment curve has three typical regions: deadzone, 

high-slope, and saturation [D.\189], and is rnodeled by a sigmoid function. 

The following MXTLXB program is used to calculate biomechanical parameters from the 

body mass MO and body height 10. See Fig.(A.l) and Eq.(X.l )  for labels. The parameters 

of quadriceps muscles a re  also given in what follows. 



Figure -4.1: The leg is modeled as a cornpound pendulum with mass. da 
hies on the joints. 

Il. 
I 

and elastic- 

Figure A.2: Quadriceps muscle model: (A)  Tonlinear sigmoid recruitment curve, the input 
is FSS pulseividth. the output is normalizeà muscle activation; (B) Three factor muscle 
dynarnic model. Sq  is the  input normalized muscle activation; Dq is the time delay; l Imn  
is the masimum torque: \Ili is the output torque applied on knee joint. Xfmx/(r s + 1) is a 
first-order linear activation dynamics: .%(Bk) is the  angle deperidency; is the  angular 
velocit y dependency. 



. . 

% E l a s t i c i t y  parameters  (no s c a l i n g  formulas  knovn) : 
k l h  = 8.7; k2h = 1 .3 ;  k3h = 2.6 ;  k4h = 5 . 8 ;  k5h = .O; 
phlh  = 1 . 9 2 ;  ph2h = - .52;  ph3h = 0;  

% ! ! ! no v a l i d  data on k5h and ph3h ! ! 
k l k  = 10.5 ;  k2k = 11.8; k3k = 3.1 ;  k4k = 5.9; kSk = 3.0 ;  
phik = .1; ph2k = -1.92; ph3k = -1.5; 

% Damping 
Damph=1.06; Dampk=.16; 

~ b # # # # ~ # # b # # ~ ~ D 8 # ~ ~ b # # ~ # # # # ~ # # # # ~ b ~ # # b # ~ # # # ~ I # ~ #  LLXLLLLLLLLALLLLLLLLLLLLLALLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 
% Quadriceps muscles  parameters 
* 1 # # # # # # # # O @ D # #  # D b ~ @ # # # ~ # # # # # 8 # # @ # # # # # ~ I # @ # # @ b # #  LXLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL 
% Maximum t o r q u e ,  depending on t h e  body mass 
Mmx=(mO-55) *O. lO+lS; 

% Parameters  for angle  dependency 

% Parameters f o r  angular  ve loc i ty  dependency 
velmx = -12; k8 = .35; 

% Time c o n s t a n t s  f o r  t h e  muscle a c t i v a t i o n  dynamics 
tau3on=.15; tau3of=.05;  

% n e u r a l  d e l a y  cons tan t  [second] 
dtime=.06; 

% quadriceps muscle recrui tment  curve:  Farameters  f o r  sigmoid function 
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